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ESAs Data Management System, as

pad of RLrssia s Service Module (left. in
main afiwork). will provrde critical
control. guidance and rravigation
functions for the International Space
Station Inset is one of the two DMS
Fault Tolerant Computers
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iss data management system

ESAs Data Management System for the
Russian Segment of the International
Space Station
J. Graf, G. Reimers & A. Errington
ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

Role of the Data Management System
The first modules of the International Space
Station (lSS)will be the Functional Cargo Block
(FGB, built by Russia and financed by NASA),
NASA's Node 1 and the Russian Service

Module. As the Service Module has to be
autonomous from the beginning of its orbital
life, it carries its own Data Management System
(DMS-R).

It will also

provide overall guidance and

navigation for the entire station.

Overall DMS-R Configuration
The Data Management System architecture of
the Russian Segment and its interfaces with the
overall International Space Station is shown
in Figure 1. Ten MIL-STD buses provide the
interconnectivity between the various elements

and equipment. The ESA-provided
In October 1997, two flight units of the Data Management System
(DMS-R) for the Service Module of the Russian Segment of the
International Space Station were handed over by ESA to the Russian
Space Agency (RKA)for use by RSC Energia, the prime contractor for
the Service Module and the entire Russian Segment. The Data
Management System was developed and manufactured in Europe by
an industrial team led by Daimler-Benz Aerospace (DASA) in Bremen,
Germany, under a contract placed by ESAs Directorate of Manned
Spaceflight and Microgravity in Noordwijk, The Netherlands. The
project is governed by a cooperative agreement between ESA and
RKA.

This is the first delivery of ESA flight hardware within the International
Space Station Programme to another International Padner. lt will be
launched with the station's third assembly flight, in December 1998.

Service

Module onboard units are:
Two Fault Tolerant Computers (Figure 2): a
Control Computer and a Terminal Computer.
Two Control Posts (Figures 3 and 4) for
command and control by the crew via the
DMS-R, and for commanding experiments
and the European Robotic Arm (ERA), which

-

-

is also being developed by ESA under

a

cooperative arrangement.

A more detailed block diagram of the Service
Module Data Management System is shown in
Figure 5. The Control Computer and Terminal
Computer have built-in redundancy to provide
the reouired failure tolerance. The Control
Posts can be configured to execute different,
dedicated tasks or to operate in redundancv

Ultimately, the Data Management System will

mooe,

not only control the module itself, but also
perform overall control, mission and failure
management of the entire Russian Segment,

The aoolication software for the onboard

such as:

-

-

system and subsystem control, especially
guidance, navigation and control
mission management and supervisory
control by ground and crew
management of onboard tasks and failure
recovery

- time distribution, time tagging and
-

computers is being developed by the Russian
Service Module contractor, RSC Energia, using
an ESA-provided Ground System, which

provides

the

environment

to

hardware and software
support software design,

development, simulation, test and validation.
It is also being used to integrate hardware and
software into the Service Module Flight Model.

synchronisation

Principles and implementation of failure

udLd

tolerance

r^+^ duLlulDlLlvl
^^^,,i^i+;^^I ol^^d
ll
control for onboard

systems and experiments
!^+^ ql
^..^L^^^^
^4 uoLo
^rd commands with the
rdr rvu ur
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other pafts of the station

The Control Computer and the

Terminal

Computer feature a fault-masking architecture
and are single-failure tolerant.
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Figure 1. Data Management System architecture of the

station's Russian Segment
Figure 2. DMS-R's two Fault Tolerant Computers (FTCs)
Figure 3. DMS-R Control Post (CP) computer
Figure 4. The two DMS-R Control Posts
Figure 5. DMS-B architecture
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Fault masking is achieved by majority voting
following parallel execution of the application
programs in three rdentical computer units

These units are called Fault Containment
Regions. For this voting process, the Fault
Containment Regions must receive identical.
synchronised input values in order to be able to
deliver identical outout values.
Because of potential errors in data distribution
some distribution rules have to be considered
These are defined by the 'Byzantine Theory'.
which specifies the required number of Fault
Containment Regions, individual data links and
data distribution rounds, depending on the
number of failures to be recovered.

As a result, a Byzantine Fault Tolerant
Computer system consists

of

multiple Fault

Containment Regions cross-strapped by
multiple high-speed point-to-point data links.

In order to survive F simultaneous faults, the
system must meet the following requirements
(according to Lamport, Shostak and Pease.
'The Byzantine General's Problem'):

deadlock situation have been verified through

many millions of simulation runs. The
simulations and design analysis were
pedormed by an independent team at the
University of Bremen, Germany.

For the Russian Service Module, the required
configuration for the Fault Tolerant Computer
consists of three Fault Containment Regions,
which provide masking of one deterministic
fault.

Associated ground system
The DMS-R onboard equipment is complemented by a set of ground hardware and
software for the aoplication software
development and verification process, as well
as for system integration and check-out. The
Ground System is based on the Columbus
Ground Software, developed by DASA for
ESA's Columbus Orbital Facility, one of
Europe's main contributions to the International
Space Station. The Columbus Ground
Software is a consistent set of software

the basis for a
set of integrated ground

products that forms

comprehensive

-

the system must consist of 3F+1
Containment Regions

facilities. lt is also in use at NASA for the Space
Station Mission Build Facilitv and the Svstem
Verification Facility.

-

the Fault Containment Regions must be
interconnected throuqh 2F+1 individual

The Ground Segment consists of three main

oaths

facilities:

the inputs must be exchanged F+l times
between the Fault Containment Regions
the Fault Containment Reqions must be

1.

The Software Design and Development

synchronised.

2.

The Software

-

Fault

For data distribution, electrically-isolated full
duplex serial data links are used to avoid error
propagation between the Fault Containmenl
Regions. The realisation of an individual data
path must be a point-to-point connection.
Keeping in mind the data throughput, which is
reduced by the required data distribution
rounds, these data links must have very high
transmission rates.
This DMS-R development is the first time that
the Byzantine Theory on failure tolerance has
been realised for a space application.
One of the most critical problems in the design
of synchronised computer systems is the
elimination of deadlock situations, where one
software task is waiting for an event or data
coming from another software task, which itself

is waiting for events or data from the first. In
to avoid such situations, all communication paths in the software have been

order

modelled by an abstraction method in order to
reflect all related vectors and variables. The
integrity of the design and the absence of any

Facility

and

Integration
Test
Environment
3. The Test Facility with the necessary Electrical

Ground Support Equipment and onboard
DMS engineering models for system-level
software integration. This facility is also
connected to the Functional Cargo Block
(FGB) ground facility, provided by NASA to

support integrated Service Module/FGB/
Node/Shuttle intedace verification testing.
ESA and Russia: the cooperative
experience

A challenging aspect of DMS-R development
was working within two contrasting engineering
cultures. A number of important differences in
approach became evident early on, while some
were not fully appreciated at the time.

The old 'Soviet' approach to spacecraft
development, like other activities of key
importance to the former Soviet Union, was to
assign abundant resources within the prime
contractor and its various subcontractors, all
under the overall responsibility of the General
Designer, who had almost absolute power to
accomplish the required task.

iss data management system

The development itself was driven mainly by

History of European/Russian Cooperation on DMS

design ideas rather than by detailed functional

and interface requirements. lt required very
close cooperation between individual
designers, plus repeated iterations and
intermediate breadboarding of individual design
elements until the desired overall performance

was achieved. This aooroach meant that
of the
individual design elements could change
significantly during the design process, but it
offered performance improvements and

functional and interface requirements

optimisation during development. Document-

ation was limited

to

essential high-level
reouirements, as all detailed information was
open to change anyway.
Although this approach

is changing with

Russia's political and economic evolution, the

The project goes back to 1992, when discussions were initiated between
Russia and Europe on potential ESA contributions to the planned Mir-2
station. One candidate was the Data Management System. However, the
political clrmate evolved very rapidly and the International Space Station,
built and operated under multi-national cooperation, replaced the separate
Freedom and Mir-2 programmes. The European/Russian DMS was also
confirmed for the new Space Station scenario and fully endorsed by NASA.
DMS development was formalised in an ESA/RKA Arrangement, signed on
1 March 1996, which defined ESA's DMS obligations and RKA's obligations,
in exchange, to design and deliver to ESA the Russian Docking System for
ESA's Automated Transfer Vehicle (AT\4. The AW, launched by Ariane-S, will

support ISS resupply.
On 10 May 1995, the ESA Council approved the final DMS-R declaration,
with a programme participation of approxrmately 74% from Germany,l3%

also of coroorate entities.

from France, 8"/o from Belgium and 5"/o from The Netherlands. The industrial
contract with DASA-RI as prime contractor, and Matra Marconi Space,
Alcatel Bell Telecom and RST as direct subcontractors, was signed on 14
December 1995.

In contrast, the Western European approach to

Key Milestones during the DMS project implementation phase were:

old philosophy still very much influences the
attitudes not only of individual engineers but

development is for the customer to generate a
set of System Requirements. These are then
used by a prime contractor to elaborate lowerlevel specifications and interface requirements
for subcontractors and, ultimately, to conclude
fixed-price contract. In this scenario,
technical changes usually lead to considerable
schedule and cost impacts, and are therefore
avoided whenever possible.

a

.

System Requirements Review (SRR) December 1994

.

Preliminary Design Review (PDR) June1995

.

Critical Design Review (CDR) June 1996

.

Qualification Review (QR) September 1997

.

Flight Acceptance Review (FAR) October/ November 1997

It is obvious that combining these approaches

in a

cooperative programme carries the
potential for conflicts, so it was no surprise that
the DMS-R programme had to surmount such
problems. The situation was complicated by

phases, almost up to the Qualification Review.
Similarly, great reluctance was met in freezing
the lnterface Control Document at a sufficientlv

the constraint that the requirements for

early stage.

the

DMS-R computers were developed with a view
to their reuse in ESAs own Columbus Orbital

Facility and Automated Transfer

Vehicle
projects. These requirements were defined in a
System Requirements Document (SRD), which

established the technical basis for the fixedprice contract with Industry, and in parallel Joint
Systems Requirements (JSR), which defined
the technical basis of the aqreement with the
Russian Space Agency

In

practice, the difficulties manifested
in the limited emphasis of the

themselves

Russian partners in following up and reacting to
the early DMS-R design and definition activities,
including the related reviews. Their interest and

to increase after the
Preliminary Destgn Review, with the
consequence that the first requests for
changed or new requirements were raised at
that time. This continued throughout the
imolementation and even the verification
involvement started

Considerable analysis and persuasion therefore
went into discussing and constraining the
Russian changes to items essential for creating
a properly functioning integrated system, while
limiting schedule and cost impacts to

acceptable levels. Eventually. however, it
became evident that the most effective
approach was to encourage active Russian
involvement in matters of common concern
long before they would have become interested
under the old system. This triggered an early
understanding of design characteristics and

implications, highlighting unavoidable changes
as early as possible.
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Standard Payload Computer for the
International Space Station
C. Taylor
ESA Directorate of Technical and Operational Suppoft, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands
H. K<inig
ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands
U. SchloBstein
Space Infrastructure, Daimler-Benz Aerospace AG, Bremen, Germany

Target environment

are typically discipline-related multi-user

To appreciate the goals and applicability of the
SPLC, the target environment is first briefly

facilities such as the Fluid Science Laboratory
(FSL) (Fig. 2); Class 2 are payloads able to
aharn
{^^ili+i^^
^{ d.
^ )il
^i^^l^
or rqrv +hn
Lr rE rdu[rUUJ ut
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described.

Within the framework of the International Space Station (lSS)
utilisation, ESA payloads will be accommodated internally within the
Columbus Orbital Facility (COF) and US Lab, and externally attached
to the ISS truss. The payloads will cover a wide range of disciplines
and technology, but all have one requirement in common: a supporting
computer. The computer's two main tasks will be the internal control

and monitoring of payload-specific functions, and

external

communication with the COF and ISS data management systems.

The ESA Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity Directorate,
recognising the need to minimise development cost and risk for
payload computers, has initiated the development of a Standard
Payload Computer (SPLC): a modular payload computer system
composed of standard items flable 1) which can be configured to
meet individual payload requirements (Fig. 1). The SPLG is intended
for use with all payloads developed under the Directorate's
responsibility, and must therefore be flexible enough to suit the data
handling needs of simple payloads through to complex facilities. The
Directorate has defined a standardisation policy for SPLC usage
which is binding on all payload developers, with any exceptions
requiring waiver approval from the Director of Manned Spaceflight
and Microgravity.
There are two primary locations for ESA
payloads on the ISS: in the COF pressurised
environment and in vacuum on the external

Figure 1. A typical Standard
Payload Computer (SPLC)
configuration within a fiveslot housino

truss. Payloads located within the COF and US
Lab will be housed in an International Standard
Payload Rack (ISPR). The ISPR, as its name
suggests, is built to a common mechanical
standard and is present in all modules.
Within the ISPR there are two types of payload:
Class 1 payloads require a dedicated rack and

simpler payloads will be accommodated in a
'European Drawer Rack' (Fig. 3) which further
refines the ISPR principle by providing standard

for up to twelve drawers
/lockers containing payloads in an ISPR
accommodation
comoliant rack.
Payloads on the external truss will be mounted

on standard platforms such as the

NASA

the splc for ss

Table

1

SPLC Standard ltems LisI

VME CPU Module

/

without mezzanine boards

Power interface

5V

Data intedaces

master VME bus, a32lD32 mode,

10W,

6 serial nterJaces, 2 x local mezzanne l/F
CPU

ERC32

Memory

8 MB SRAIV, 4 MB EEPRON/

Software

basic software package and VxWorks Kerne in Rom

VME Mass Memory Module

5V/<5W

Power nterface
Host CPU data

interfaces

slave VME bus

Memory

disk or DRAM

Storage capacity

50 MB

VME Extension Module
/2aO mA (wthout mezzanine boards)
l/O ocal bus

Power interface

5V

Host CPU data interfaces

slave VME bus and mezzanine

MIL 15538 Mezzanine Board
5V , 250 nA 12 V
Power nterface
Host CPU data interJaces mezzaniae l/O local

(4x)

3OO 'nA,

bus

IVIL STD ] 5538

MIL bus

Figure 2. Class 1 payload: Fluid Science Laboratory
(FSL)

Ethernet l/F Mezzanine Board
5V/1W
Power intedace
Host CPU data

interfaces

LAN data nterface

mezzaatae l/O local bus
AUI

Serial l/F Mezzanine Board
5V

Power interface
Host CPU data

interfaces

/ 200 mA

mezzanine l/O oca bus

2 asynchronous RS 422 / RS 485

n^+^ I^+^l^^^
UdLd
TUI IAUE

Analogue input l/F Mezzanine Board
Power intedace
Host CPU data

5V

lnterfaces

/ < 1W, +/-

12Y

<

1,2\'N

mezzanine l/O local bus
12 bit reso ution, max 100 samples/s

Performance

B differential input channe s

Digital l/F Mezzanine Board

5V/<lW

Power ntedace
Host CPU data

nterfaces mezzanite

Performance

l/O local bus

12 opto-isolated

^o-t

oulpul lines, max 100 samples/s

SPLC Housing and Power Supply S-slot version
Housing size

(inc power suppy, backplane, and harness)
160mmx295mmx260mn-r

Number of VME slots

5

Construction

coated aluminium

Power supply

12a or 28 V DC input

IVIASS

3 4 kg

VME Interface Chips
Figure 3. Class 2 payload: European
Drawer Rack

FPGA

Master mode

FPGA

Slave mode only

SPLC EGSE
Deve opment environment

Unix and VxWorks

Test system

PACTS

Hardware platlorm

VNIE

tl
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Figure 4. Express Pallet adapter payloads (external on ISS truss)

Express Pallet (ExP). The ExP provides a
standard physical structure together with the
necessary service interJaces for power and

data. Multiple payloads may

Figure 5. SPLC with ISS data interfaces

be

accommodated on a single pallet depending
on physical requirements (Fig. a).

Prytod
Sensor

Aquisilion

Actuator control

f

communication and on the other interfacing
In the case of a Class
payload, interfacing is mainly concerned with
control and monitoring of payload dedicated
electronics. For Class 2 payloads, the SPLC
provides the necessary multiplexing to allow
the multiple payloads to access a single ISS

with the payload.

Payiload Interfaces

Bash Soiltruareseruice

SPLC

The role of SPLC is identical in all of the above
configurations: it logically resides between the
payload and ISS data management system, on
the one hand taking care of all external

ISS lderfaces

1

interface. In both configurations the SPLC may
host payload-specific software.

f

I

15r a
J

-T
Comnanding and
l'lousekeeping dala

I rin',e
lE*'r'nrt I OPtic
I
I
I

edium rale
data and local
Work station
M

For external payloads, the SPLC provides
identical functions, relieving the payload from
the complex task of interfacing with the ISS
data management system and providing local
interfacing to one or more payloads. The main
physical difference here is that the SPLC will be

Higl' r rate data
and video

ISS Dat a[l| lanagennnt lnfrastnr GtUre

subject to the thermal, vacuum and radiation
environment of free soace.
/SS intedaces
To perform its role of communicating with the
ISS data management system, the SPLC must
implement the following intedaces (Fig, 5):

the splc for iss

-

Ihe MIL 1553 data bus is the primary
interface for command and monitoring of
traffic, and is mandatory for all payloads
Ihe Medium Rate Data Link (MRDD is an
Ethernet link typically used for science data
with transmission requirements higher than
supported by the Mil 1553 bus
Ihe High Rate Data Link (HRDL) is typically
used for video applications. This is currently

not provided by the SPLC, but may be
added in future if required.

In addition to the hardware architecture, the

module has quite different environmental
conditions to those experienced on the external
truss, but both are subject to potentially
damaging radiation effects.
In response to the above aims, the SPLC

is

based on the following concepts:

- a one-off development and qualification
process

-

a

modular computer, configurable from a
list of space-qualified items according to

the payload developer's needs

fl mr rqf imnlomcnt data tranSmisSion
protocols specified for each interface,
demonstrating its clear advantage. For

- an 'open system' which may be

example, the protocols used over the 1553 bus
in the US-LAB are different to those used by
the COF. The SPLC allows a payload to be
freely moved between the COF and the US-Lab
without major rework and re-qualification of the
relevant protocols. The SPLC implements both

communications services, including a

SPI

|,vrvr

I rv

protocols and thus the payload developer

is

-

verified protocol implementation required to
communicate with the ISS
standardised ground suppott equipment
and accompanying software development
envtronment

- the use of commercial hardware and
software standards and products.

relieved from physical location constraints.

SPLC concept

The strategy of adopting a standardised
nnmnr rtor lcar-ls tn a radical rethink Of the
vv,

augmented by payload developers
core software providing a suite of common

|,vvLvl

payload data handling procurement process.

The opportunity therefore exists to provide a
single computer suitable for all payloads with
only a one-off development and qualification
cost. lf this is combined with the benefits of

payload.
tended
to
be
unique
lmplementations have also

multiple procurement, lifetime (10 years)
change-out policy for hardware spares and
maintenance, as well as long-term software
maintenance, there is potential for great
savings to be made by all those concerned in

with very little opportunity for re-use

the payload development process.

Traditionally, this has been based on proprietary

with repeating costs for
qualification, spares. expertise and

development

maintenance

for each new

or

utilisation of previous developments. While this
may, to some extent, have been lustified for
short-duration one-off missions, the availability
of a standard, long-term space infrastructure
calls for a quite different approach.

Tn
,v

rnnnrt a larac numbef of conCurrenl

qr
vvvvvl

payloads, the ISS implementation relies heavily
on standardisation parlicularly in the area of
payloads. Physical accommodation, data
interfaces, protocols, component quality,
ooerational reouirements and maintenance

(including spares) must all conform to a
common set of standards. The data handling
system and associated computer used by each
payload must also comply with these common

SPLC architecture
A key feature of the SPLC architecture is the
strict avoidance of proprietary designs.
Wherever possible, the system uses open
standards and commercially available
products. This was seen as a mandatory
requirement for several reasons:

-

-

the core set of functions provided by the
SPLC may require the addition of payloadspecific electronics, optimally added by the
payload developer. This may only be
achieved if the SPLC uses well-defined and
openly published interface specifications
using commercial interfaces brings the
SPLC into a more competitive procurement

arena and improves the possibility for

requirements.

^ ^^^^A lU OVUI Vll lV
JEUUI

For successful exploitation of the SPLC, the
design must respond to a number of important
criteria. Foremost among these is to ensure
that the use of a single standard does not

compromise

the specific data

handling

requirements of individual payloads.

commercial standards for the
flight implementation opens the way for

-the use of

compatible off-the-shelf products to be used
drastically
reducing costs

for initial development, thus

- the tools supporting widely-used

commercial standards are generally far

The design must also be suitable for a wide
range of environments: the COF pressurised

superior and better supported

than

specially written proprietary products.
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The resulting SPLC architecture is illustrated
below (Fig. 6). lt consists of a backprane bus for
interconnection of the main electronic boards

and a local bus accommodating

small

mezzanine (prggy-back) boards. lhe local bus
is implemented on two of the main electronic

boards (the VME CPU board and the VME
extension board) as explained in the next
section.

UilE BusBoarde

The backplane bus conforms to the industrial
standard VERSAModule Europe commonly
referred as the VME bus. The VME bus is an
open standard allowing boards from different
vendors to share the same physical backplane
bus. The VME bus standard specifies both
electrical and mechanical standards, including

board sizes. connectors and bus protocol,
VME is widely used in commercial ground
applications and has world-wide support from
multiple vendors lt is therefore well known to
European industry.
The local bus is used to extend the nter.facing
capability of the SPLC without resorting to a full

VME board implementation. The local bus
mn==anina
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input/output (l/O), and typically require only a
few components to fulfil their function. They are
therefore extremely cost-effective to
manufacture. Although the local bus has been
specifically defined for the SPLC project, the

specifications are freely available with no
proprietary rights.

The architecture provides maximum flexibility,

allowing
V||ilE 8us

ilbzanineBoards

Figure 6. SPLC hardware architecture
Figure 7. VME CPU board

boards

a variety of VME and mezzanine
to be freely mixed to meet the

requirements of a specific payload.
Thic
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years in commercial ground systems. and has
been very successful in establishing multivendor support Ior every conceivable
interfacing requirement. New requirements are
met by the simple addition of a board, with
minimum impact on existing systems,
Commercial suppliers thus have a stable
infrastructure on which to design and deploy
their products, and customers gain advantage
from a wide choice of supply.

This should be contrasted with previous
implementations of payload data handling
where suppliers have not had a uniform
plalform on whrch to target their products. This
has resulted in one-off deveiopments which are
expensive, difficult to maintain and often require
complete redesigns to meet new requirements,

SPLG core components

Using the open-system concept described
above, the SPLC provides a number of predeveloped boards designed to cover the most
common payload intedacing requirements.
VME boards

-

Ihe CPU board (FiS 7) is based on the
ERC32 chip set which is a space-qualified
version of the SPARC V7 processor as
developed under ESA's Advanced Systems

and Technology Programme (ASTP).

lt

the splc for iss

contains the main memory, a 6 Mbyte
storage area (RAM), 4 Mbyte EEPROM, the
VME bus controller chip as well as six
?5422 serial interfaces, one of which is
dedicated to a test connector. A small ROM

provides for the initial program load and
maintenance functions. The CPU board can
accommodate two mezzantne boards. This
provides an extremely capable single-board
computer
sufficient interfacing
capability to support many of the simple
payloaos
the mass memory board is available for
storage of experiment data and application
software. The board orovides in the order

necessary physical interface to the ISS
LAN. Both board and transceiver contain

latch-up protection circuitry

- a seial I/F board provides two serial
interfaces for internal payload connections.
The interfaces may be configured in bus
(RS485) or point-to-point (RS422) mode.
Provision is made for payload-specific

with

of 50 Mbytes of storage using EEPROM
which is suitable for use in both vacuum

and

pressurised environments. The
software interface to the mass memory
uses typical personal computer standards;
several file systems are available, including
DOS

the exfensr,cn board is a VME bus slave
board containing up to four l/O mezzanine
board slots. For ease of interfacing, the
board is memory mapped into the VME
memory space.
Mezzanine boards
Five different mezzadne boards are available.
All are interchangeable and may be located on
the processor and/or the extension board. An
examole of a mezzanine board is shown in

against

radiation damage

protocols to be downloaded to the board at

run-time, and high-rate data transfer

is

^,,^^^+^r ,,^i^^
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management

- a 12-channel discrete

input/output board
for general-purpose payload interfacing: all
lines are isolated using opto-couplers

-

an B-channel analogue input board Ior
payload data acquisition. This provides 12
bit resolution and a maximum samolinq
frequency of 1OO Hz.

Housing and power supply
The SPLC standard housing is a lightweight 5slot (Fig. 1)or 8-slot aluminium box with bolted
upper cover plate, containing a low-power

version of the VME-backplane and a singleboard power supply which powers all SPLC

boards. The power supply input voltage is
baselined at 28 Volts with a 120 Volt input
option under consideration. The power supply
board needs one slot. Thermal cooling is based
on conduction using a base plate. While all the

SPLC components are designed for use

on the

in

Figure 8.

vacuum, depending

-

application, an additional thermal system may

a MIL 15538 board is used as the main
interface to the ISS and optionally as an
internal payload interconnection bus. The
board contains an embedded microorocessor.

relieving

-

individual

be needed for external applications. Payload
developers may also choose to provide their
own housrng.

the load on the main processor

and allowing reprogramming depending on

Developer support

aoolication

A radiationtolerant VME interface chip and the
mezzanine board specification are available to
payload developers who wish to prepare their

an Ethernet board for connection to the
medium rate data link and optionally during
development. The board is accompanied
by a small external transceiver providing the

own payload-specific VME or
00aros.

mezzanine

Figure 8. Mezzanine 15539
board
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Component quality

Engineering model components

While the SPLC is clearly based on commercial
standards, it is not possible to directly reuse
commercial ground hardware for flight. Aside
from the normal component quality issues, the
electronic components of the SPLC will be

Lower-cost EM versions

of all boards are

available for use during payload development.

These are identical to their flight counterpafts

but use

commercial-grade components.

subject to bombardment by ionising pafticles
(e.9. protons and heavy ions) in the space
environment of the lSS. These parlicles can

Recommendations are also available for
compatible commercial VME boards which
may be independently procured for use in
ground or training models. depending on

give rise to so-called Single Event Effects (SEE)

programme requirements.

in sensitive components, typically memories
and microprocessors. A SEE can cause two
types of failure: a non-destructive. or Single
Event Upset (SEU) bit-flip in a register or
memory cell, and the more serious Single Event
Latch-up (SEL), where a shorlcircuit is caused
in the device affected.
The SPLC is protected from SEEs in two ways.

firstly by selecting flight-qualified components

which are inherently SEE immune, and
secondly by adding additional protection
circuitry. For example. the processor board

SPLC software

A

major part of the development cost for
current payloads is software related. The SPLC
has targeted this problem by providing a preconfigured software package. The software has
been designed with the same basic principle as
that of the hardware: to provide a core set of
common functions but to be open to
adaptation by payload developers if necessary.
Commercial products are used wherever
possible. The resulting software, is composed
of four layers (Fig. 9):

uses the ERC32 processor (developed by ESA

to give a high level of radiation immunity) and
the VME interface chip (a specific SPLC
development with similar properties). The
commercial versions of the Ethernet interface
nhin
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Figure 9. SPLC software
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Circuitry (EDAC), which is able to detect a
radiation-induced bit error and provide the

level interface drivers and mapping to
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it r,vas not cost-effective to
flight
develop a
device. In this case, the SPLC
uses a commercial component with additional
latch-up protection circuitry

a hardware adaptation layer providing low-
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hardware independent, allowing the
remaining software to be executed on other
platforms (e.9. on commercial hardware
during initial payload development)
a real-ttme operating sysfem; the
commercial VxWorks kernel has been
selected due to its wide use in industry and
elsewhere within the ISS
baslc software which provides a suite of
communication-related services that are
generally applicable to all payloads. These
are primarily related to tormatting and
routrng data between the various hardware

intedaces of the SPLC, but services are
also provided for monitoring payload data.

file storage and watchdog functions. Of
padicular importance is the provision of

-

nrolncolq npnoqq2n/ tO COmmUniCate With
the ISS data management system
mrssion-specific software; in order to adapt
the SPLC to the specific requirements of a
payload. provision is made for additional
payload developer provided software. This
may range from simple command handling
to complex data processing.

Example payload configurations
The SPLC suppods a wide range of payloads
and payload configurations (Fig. 10). Payloadspecific boards may be incorporated in the
SPLC housing or, alternatively, SPLC boards

may be incorporated in an existing payload
box. The resulting possibilities are extensive, as

depicted by the following example.

the splc for iss

The SPLC is assembled from a core set of
oualified boards. Where the SPLC does not

ISPR with Class lpayload

European Drawer Rack
with multiple Class 2 payloads

provide a board suitable for a particular payload

the payload developers may
introduce their own boards. These boards are
assembled in a flight configuration, optionally in
an SPlO-provided housing or integrated into a
developer-provided box. The configured SPLC
requirement.

E

may then be integrated into its target

environment. In the examples shown this may

be an ISPR containing a Class 1

payload

a

European Drawer Rack containing
multiple payloads or a stand-alone experiment

facility,

on an Exoress Rack Pallet.

Software development environment and
ground support equipment
To support software development, checkout,
and testrng of the payload and SPLC. a
combined Software Development Environment
(SDE) and Electrical Ground Support
Equipment (EGSE) is an integral part of the

lvlezzanine boards

l\ilezzanine boards

development. In keeping with the SPLC
philosophy, this is based on commercial

equipment and reputable public-domain
software.

The SDE functionality is implemented using a

Unix work station which provides all the
necessary tools (VxWorks development
environment compilers, debuggers, etc.) to
assist the payload developer in the preparation
of mission-specific software.

For EGSE, the work station is complemented
by a commercial VME crate containing the
necessary hardware to connect to all of the
SPLC interfaces. Additional VME boards may
be added by the payload developer to verify
payload-specific intedaces.
To support payload development and testing,
the EGSE will incorporate a Payload Computer
Test System (PACTS). This software will be preconfigured with a suite of tests for initial SPLC
acceptance, and will support payload
developer test software for verification of
mission-specific application software.

Vl\4E boards

V[,4E boards

private data and functions. This provides a
safe, simple and efficient environment for the

Figure 10. Different payload

applications with SPLC

productive development of large suites of test
software. A standard database is used to
describe the system configuration under test.

The PACTS provides colour synoptic picture
displays, which can be linked to telemetry data
by the user. A graphical editor is provided for

creating pictures and linking to parameters.
During a test session. these pictures are
animated by values extracted from the payload
telemetry data.

Development history
The SPLC has a long development history. As
far back as 1988 ESA recognised that simple

and low-cost payload interfacing was a key
The PACTS software integrates a number of
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freely available tools

to provide a seamless
interactive testing environment. This

deployment within the Columbus Programme.

environment is ideal for payload integration staff
and scientists whose area of expeftise is not
computer programming. The tools are mature
and widely used in industry.

A number of Technology Research Programme

Test sequences are written in

a

stmple but
powerful interpreted language, In addition to
procedures, loops and conditional constructs,
the language provides object-oriented features
such as classes, inheritance, and hiding of

ftRP) studies combined under the

general

heading of Space Data Network (SDN) led to a
recommendation for a payload controller based

on VME. This resulted in the

prototype

development of an Adaptable VME Controller
for Space (AVECS) and a recommendation for
the use of the VME/EAC32/ and VxWorks. In
the same time-frame, a VME-based computer
was selected for the Data Manaqement Svstem
17
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of the ISS Russian service module with direct
reuse in the COF.

ln 1997, an open competitive Invitation to
Tender (lTT) was issued by the Agency for a
standard payload computer. The SPLC
contract was subsequently awarded to DASARl Bremen.
The SPLC pro1ect has hence been split into two
phases:

-

commercjal ground users

to be brought

into

+l-.a
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The core set of boards and software of the
initial development are sufficient to cover

the most common payload interfacing

requirements, with configurations ranging from

a

single board computer to a complex
arrangement of processors and interfaces.
However, the SPLC does not impose any
particular configuration; instead it encourages
use of a standard platform on which developers

a development phase
a recurring production phase.

The development phase is scheduled for
completion by mid-1998 with the delivery of the
qualification- and engineering-model units
together with software and the supporting
Electrical Ground Support Equipment and
Software Development Environment

(EGSE/SDE).

The production phase will

commence immediately afterwards based on
an initial order from ESA. Subsequent units will
be available at recurring cost according to
payload requirements.

SPLC deployment
The deployment of the SPLC will be handled as

part of the Standard Payload Outfitting
Equipment (SPOE). This is an existing ESA
contract providing development and
procurement of those items considered
common to all ISS payloads.

SPLC units may be ordered by payload
developers. The envisaged list of standard
items is presented in Table 1. This may range

from single VME or mezzanine boards for
incorporation into an existing payload design,
to a pre-configured SPLC box with embedded
software.

As previously mentioned, low-cost engineering
versions of all boards are available. These
boards may be independently procured.

The SPOE prime contractor will establish a
common spares and software maintenance
policy. The software maintenance will cover the

VxWorks kernel, basic software and test
system. Individual hardware and software
support may be requested under a separate
agreement.

Conclusion and outlook
With the introduction of the SPLC, ESA intends
to encourage the development of a standard
data handling infrastructure for all European ISS

payloads. This infrastructure is founded on
proven commercial standards and concepts,
allowing many of the advantages enjoyed by

may base their implementation and allows the
of purpose-built boards to support

addition

new interfaces, at the same time increasing the

stock of available boards.

This arrangement will obviously

reduce
development and qualification costs as they are
incurred only once; further savings are possible
due to the bulk component purchasing and the
use of a common software and hardware
maintenance policy for all payloads. But
perhaps the most significant contribution will be
that brought
standardisation. Once
European industry has embraced this new
standard, it will have a much broader base at
which to target its products and risky, one-off
developments will be kept to a minimum.
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Europe Ready for Ariane-S Production
G. Carra & J. de Dalmau
Directorate of Launchers, ESA, Paris, France
D. Chopin & V. Waughray
Directorate of Launchers, CNES, Evry, France

Production programme re-evaluated

More than 100 companies and 6000 people

The Ariane family has steadily

from 12 European countries have been involved
in the development, The industrial organisation
established was based on European industry's
experience gained through the development of
the earlier launchers, Ariane-l to Ariane-4, and
on the principles of ESAs industrial policy. ESA
delegated the technical and financial management of the programme to CNES, the French

over time, with

evolved
mission objectives and the

performance of the launchers continuously
being modified to meet commercial needs and
remain competitive In turn, the production and
launch facilities have also had to be reoularlv
upgraded

ESA has shown and continues to show that, despite their differing

perceptions and interests, scientists, engineers, industry and
governments can overcome national and institutional barriers in
the pursuit of a common goal. ESA, in fact, is intended to be not
merely an agency dedicated to space, but also an organisation
that combines technology and industrial policy at the European

space agency. After completion

of

three

qualification flights, the operation and exploitation of the launch system will be entrusted to
Arianespace, As it currently is for Ariane-4, that
company will also be responsible for managing

and financing the production of

Ariane-S

level.

vehicles, marketing launch services world-wide
and carrying out launch operations at the Guiana

Over the last 30 years, Europe has managed to develop a strong
capability in all sectors of space activity, and to keep pace with the
high-technology developments that the space era has brought in all
areas, ranging from space science to space transportation.
Cooperation in space research, achieved by combining European
scientific and technological potential, is one of Europe's most visible
and truly great achievements.

Soace Centre in Kourou. French Guiana.

The Ariane family of launchers, which gives Europe autonomous
access to space at an affordable cost, is an outstanding example of
European success achieved through collaboration.

In

November 1987,

In addition, many launcher elements have to

be shipped from Europe to the launch site

in

Kourou. New containers have been developed

to transport elements that are very large or
require safe handling from the production
facilities, across Europe and the Atlantic Ocean
to the recently-upgraded harbour in Kourou.
They are moved by road, rail, river or sea to

major European harbours, loaded

onto

seagoing vessels and shipped across the
ocean (Fig

the

Ministers of
ESA's Member States agreed to finance the
Ariane-5 development programme, thereby
giving Europe the means to develop the
launcher it needs for the next century. As part
of that programme, all facets of production

1)

Design criteria
The design of the production facilities was
greatly influenced by both the criteria imposed
on the development of the launcher and the
production design principles adopted

have had to be redefined.

The industrial facilities to produce, test and
integrate the launcher elements had to be set
up very early in the development phase, to be
ready for the production of the first ground test

They are:

and flight demonstration models, and

-

svstem validation

20

To minimise risk, several criteria have been
applied to the development of the Ariane-S
launcher and the associated oround facilities

for

Launcher reliability: With

payloads
increasingly
becoming
costly, and potential

aflane-s productron
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operating losses from

a

launch failure

continuously escalating, commercial users
are demanding that the launcher offer the
greatest possible reliability lf this reliability
is not demonstrated through successful
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flights, launch insurance premiums will
rncrease

of proven technologies: In order to
- Use
meet cost, schedule and reliability

requirements during the development
programme, only proven technologies must
be used.

-

European autonomy: Autonomous access
to space implies that all aspects of launcher
production and operation have to be
mastered in Europe. To this end, strict
control has to be kept over:
the procurement of raw matertals, basic
components (e.9. special alloys, carbon
fibre or electronic components), and
orooellants
the purchase of sophisticated components and even complete subsystems
(e g. rate gyros, computers, and ground
equipment)
the provision of services, in particular the
ground network.

-

-

The production and transport processes
for each launcher element
The basic approach taken was to produce the
Ariane elements in Europe and to integrate
them at the Guiana Space Centre (for safety
reasons, the booster propellant plant (UPG),
the booster integration building (BlP), and the
booster test stand (BEAP) were built in French
Guiana)

Approximately one billion ECU (European
Currency Units) have been invested in the
ground facilities, representing 20o/o of the total
cost of the Ariane-5 development programme

Only the Ariane-5 facilities involving major
dedicated ESA and/or industrv investment are
considered here.

-

Minimum disruption as a result of any single
industrial failure.

-

Technologies employed are not likely to
become outdated during the given period,

Solid propellant stage (EAP)
The EAP is composed of four main subsystems
(Fig 2): the solid propellant motor; the forward
skirt; the aft skirt, which supports the whole

complete

launcher on the launch platform until lift-off;
and the nozzle control system. Together, the

The recurrent costs are kept as low as
possible through the right choice of

two EAPs provide 900/o of the launcher's thrust
at lift-off, transmitting it to the core stage via the
forward attachment device on the front skirt.

a

redefinition of the basic concepts.

-

production and operation techniques, and
particular emphasis is placed on reducing

maintenance

or replacement

costs

equipment (desig nto-cost approach).

of

from their production site
to a maior European port
and then by ship to Kourou.
The inset shows a mainstage transport trailer being
rolled off lrom the
transatlantic vessel in
Kourou harbour

Approximately 300/o of Ariane-S facilities were
built in Europe and 70o/o in French Guiana.

Given the olanned oroduction rate of at least
eight launchers per year for the next 15 years,
several technical and industrial choices had to
be made to ensure the following:

or can be modified without

Figure 1. Launcher
elements are transported
by road, rail, river and sea

- The EAP manufacturtng, integration and test facilities
in Kourou were descrtbed in ESA Bulletrn No 75
(August 1993)
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Figure 2. The solid
propellant stage (EAP) and
its components. The
photograph shows a fully
integrated solid booster
leaving the Booster
Integration Building at the
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These act,vities are carried our

in

rwo

buildings: the case produclion building and the
proof-test building The most important item of
equipment is a counter-roller f low-turning
machine Weighing 500 t it cold-forms

cylinders from a b ank of special steel,
reducing their wall thickness from 40 mm to
8 mm and increasing their length from
approximately 1 m to 3 5 m A precise heat
tempering/quenching treatment then g ves
Ihese thin-walled sections a nreakino slrenolh
of 1500 N/mm2

A booster consists of seven such sectrons p us

a front dome and an aft dome, which are
later joined in a shear pin connection.
yielding an overa I length of 25 m, The clevis-

tang joints withstand a traction force of
50 000 kN during the ignition phase
of a launch, and must meet tolerance
ranges calrbraled in hundredths o* a
millimetre,

ariane-5 production

The booster metal cases are shipped from
Augsburg (Germany) to Colleferro, near Rome
(ltaly), where the internal thermal insulation is
installed at the dedicated Fiat Avio plant The
insulation is made of rubber (silica and kevlarfilled EPDM) produced by SNECMA/SEP in
Bordeaux (France) The metal case degreasing

system. the blasting system. the rubber
application system, and the autoclave for
vulcanisation of the rubber insulation are the
main elements of the thermal orotection plant

The thermally-protected front segment S1

is

then sent to the propellant plant, also located in
Colleferro-Rome, for casting operations. The
insulated central and aft segments are shipped
directly to the Guiana Propellant Plant (UPG) in
Kourou for casting,

The forward and aft skirts are manufactured by
SABCA near Brussels (Belgium)

Cryogenic main stage (EPC)

The EPC is composed of five subsystems
(Fig 3): Lhe Vulcain engine and its actuation
system, the main tank, the thrust frame, and the
forward skirt,
Vulcain engrne

The Vulcain engine is made up of four main
components: the hydrogen turbopump, the
oxygen turbopump, the combustion chamber
and the nozzle The hydrogen turbopump is
manufactured by SEP in Vernon (France) the
oxygen turbopump by Fiat Avio in Turin (ltaly)

the combustion chamber by Daimler Benz
Aerospace (DASA) in Ottobrunn (Germany),
and the nozzle by Volvo Aero Corporation

The nozzle is manufactured at a dedicated
SNECMA/SEP plant in Bordeaux (France) and
shipped to Kourou for integration with the EAP

The igniter rs cast and assembled at the Fiat
Avio plant, and then shipped to Kourou for
integration with the EAP

in

Trollhattan (Sweden)

The ennine is assemhled in the SNECMA/SEP
cryogenic motor assembly building in Vernon
Firing tests to support the development of the
Vulcain engine started in 1990 on two identical,

FORWARD SKIRT

OXYGEN TANK

COMMON
BULKHEAD

HYDROGEN TANK

LIQUID-HELIUM
TANK

THRUST FRAME
(BME)

HIGH-PBESSURE
HELIUM TANK

//

VULCAIN ENGINE

Figure 3. The cryogenic
main stage (EPC) and its
main components.The
photograph shows a fully
integrated main stage being
brought to vertical position
at the Launcher Assembly
Building in Kourou
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Figure 4. Although the
Vulcain engine is integrated
into the main stage in
Europe, the necessary
tooling and procedures are
in place in case an engine
has to be replaced at the
launch site

specially-built test stands the PF50 stand at
SEP in Vernon and the P5 stand at DLR in
Lam

poldshausen (Germany),

Main tank
The main tank is made of aluminium composite

and ls divided into two volumes by a common
bulkhead lt contains 130 t of liquid oxygen at

I

- l8OoC and 25 t of liquid

hydrogen at

-250oC The metal case is made up of three
bulkheads and seven cylinders

The main tank production cycle starts at
DASA/Dornier in Oberpfaffenhofen (Germany)

with the manufacture of the three tank
bulkheads: the forward bulkhead (oxygen
$

tank), the aft bulkhead (hydrogen tank) and the
common bulkhead Each bulkhead is made up
of eight seclors and a Y-ring which provides an

interface between the bulkhead and the other
FPC
nionoc
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three welding machines

The seven cylinders. each one comprising
three pre-formed and welded panels. are
manufactured at the Cryospace plant in
Les Mureaux (France) The cylinders and
the bulkheads are then welded together.
nroccrrro-locloal

incrrl:torl

qnrl

onrrinnorl

finally delivered to Aerospatiale s plant on the

same site. for assembling into lhe

EPC

stage
Forward skirt

The forward skirt is made of aluminium and

lt

ihre r:omnnsites
transmits the thrust
generated by the boosters through two fittings
to the launcher's central body These fittings
also contain the booster forward jettison
mechanrsms
f

Figure 5. The Vehicle
Equipment Bay (VEB). The
photograph shows a VEB
being mated on top of the
main stage in Kourou

CENTRAL TELEMETRY UNIT

HYDRAZINE
TANK

INERTIAL

REFERENCE

SYSTEM

ON BOARD
COMPUTER

HELIUM
TANK

ELECTRONIC

SAFETY
CONTROL
UNIT

ATTITUDE SEQUENcING
CONTROL
SYSTEM

ariane-5 production

Figure 6. The Functional
Simulation Facility at
Aerospatiale used to verify
the f light-specif ic software
for each launch
(Photo courtesy of
Gonin/Ae rospatiale)

A

The forward skirt structure is manufactured
at MAN-Technologie in Augsburg (Germany)
It is then delivered to Aerospatiale tn
Les Mureaux, where measurement, control,
telemetry and pyrotechnic items are installed,

of the Vulcarn engine. was developed and
is manufactured at SABCA near Brussels
(Belgium)

I

EPC assembly

All EPC elements and related electrical

Netherlands) and then shipped to Aerospatiale
in Les Mureaux

cmq Ar? assembled and then tested
rrsino a snecific checkout installation
in the Aerospatiale assembly building on
the banks of the Seine in Les lVureaux.
The checkout equipment used during

The engine thrust actuation unit, the hydraulic
system that activates the thrust vector control

launcher integration campaign in
Kourou is fully compatible with that in
Les Mureaux, enabling the same verifica-

q\/sf

Thrust frame

The thrust frame is assembled at
Special Products plant in Hoogeveen (The

Fokker's

the

Figure 7. The storable
propellant stage (EPS). The
photograph shows a fully

integrated EPS
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VEB INTERFACE STRUCTURE
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Figure 8. The SPELTBA
and its components
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ariane-5 production

-

The attitude control system, supplied
by DASA (Germany). lts main functions
are launcher roll-control after booster
i^il;^^^;^^ ^^!
-**itude control of the
rU OLr
lYLLrJUilil r9 Or
upper composite during the propulsion
phase of the storable propellant stage
It is hydrazine-f uelled and is made up
of two tanks and two thruster modules,
Qnanifin
|,v
vvvv,

fanililioc hqrro hoon dorralnnorl

for the

integration

system;

a

Figure 10. The SPELTRA
being assembled at Daimler
Benz Aerospace in
Germany

and acceptance of
attitude control system in the
VEB: a propellant and pressure loading

the

unit tester;

a

helium sensor;

and measurement and irtegration tooling,

ETCA (Belgium) has developed a functional checkout system for the VEB as
well as most of the software, Equivalent
checkout systems are used at the integration
site in Toulouse and at the launcher assembly
site in Kourou

tions to be run both in Europe and French
Guiana

Once integrated the VEB is taken by road
to Les Mureaux, for onward ship transport to
Le Havre and Kourou

Once completed. the EPC is placed in
-^nnial
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Storable propellant stage (EPS)

to Kourou via the French port of Le Havre
(Fis 1)
Electrical and software system

The Vehicle Equipment Bay (VEB) contarns

electrical and electronic equipment that
performs launcher guidance and control
during flight (Fig 5) lt consists of a mechanical
structure, including the main structure made
up of a cylindrical section and an internal cone,

made of aluminium alloy and built by CASA in
Madrid (Spain). CASA developed special

cylinder and cone assembly tooling tor this
purpose The structure is delivered to Matra
Marconi Space in Toulouse (France) for
intenration of the electrical and electronic
equipment Those subsystems include:

The EPS is composed of three

major

subsystems (Fig 7): the Aestus engine.
the mechanical structure and the propellant tanks The stage was developed by
DASA in Bremen (Germany), where stage
integration is also perlormed during the
nrnrirrniinn nhaco
The Aestus engine is manufactured by DASA in

Ottobrunn (Germany). The engine development tests were carried out at the DLR test
stands in Lampoldshausen (Germany),

The mechanical structure was designed as a

truncated cone with an upper flange to
interface with the VEB lt is manufactured at
the CASA plant near Madrid (Spain) and
transported to Bremen by road

-

The flight control subsystem including the
on-board computer, which is supplied by
Saab (Sweden). the electronic sequencing

Each propellant tank consists of a cylindrical
section and two hemispheres made of an

inertial

aluminium composite. Special equipment has

unit rom CRISA (Spain) the
f

reference system by Sextant (France). and
the switching unit by ETCA (Belgium)
The electrical power subsystem. including

- the power distribution unit, which

is

supplied by Alcatel Kirk (Denmark)
The telemetry subsystem, including the

central processing unit and transmitters.

-

been set up

at the Zeppelin plant

in

Friedrichshafen (Germany) for spin-forging of
the cylinders, spin-forming of the hemispheres,
heat treatment. and welding of the spheres
onto the cylinders

errnnliod hrr lntortonhninrro /Franno\ enr-l

The assembly, integration and testing of the
EPS is carried out on a test stand at the

the antennae by Saab (Sweden)
The safety subsystem including the safety

composed of two EPS assembly jigs. and

command unit, provided by ETCA
(Belgium) and the arming safety unit
supplied by Raufoss (Norway)

DASA facility
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Figure 11. Vertical
integration of a fairing

and components since it can handle the

\i;,

hardware in vertical, roll and pitch positions

The assembled EPS stage is shipped from
Bremen to Kourou, via Rotterdam and Le
Havre In Le Havre, it is loaded with other
Ariane elements onto a single, custom built
vessel

External carrying structure for multiple
payloads (SPELTRA)

The major structural components of
SPELTRA (Fig

the

8) are the carbon-fibre

reinforced panels in the cylindrical and conical
narts and the rinos DASA/Dornier in Friedrichschafen (Germany) which is responsible
for the development of the SPELTRA, has set
up special manu'acturing and inspection

equrpment

for the

components,

and

an

assembly stand (Fig 10)

The r:nmnlelc

SPFI

TRA

is loaded in

the

harbour at Kehl on the Rhine and shipped to
Kourou via Rotterdam and Le Havre
Flight adaptors

These are the conical interfaces between
launcher and spacecraft They are made by
CASA in Spain using an aluminium honeycomb
core reinforced with carbon-fibre layers, Saab

(Sweden) provides

the clamp-bands

separations for example.

is performed after

each launch. They are recorded during flight at
the Ariane downrange stations. Raw data are
then sent after the flight, through dedicated
high-speed links to CNES in Toulouse, where
they are decoded, precisely time-stamped and
pre-validated

for

securing the spacecraft during launch. which
are released pyrotechnically for spacecraft

Fairing

From Toulouse, processed flight data are sent
to CNES in Evry and to SEP in Vernon, where
the various launcher manufacturers can log in
and analyse the data. beginning as soon as
four days after launch Any flight anomalies

(Fig 9) is manufactured by Oerlikon
Contraves in Zurich (Switzerland)

identified must be fully understood and the
production process modified accordingly,

injection into orbit

The fairing

A vertical integration station in the integration

Conclusion

building used for Ariane-4 at the Swiss Federal

At the current stage of the

Aircraft Plant in Emmen has been upgraded for
Ariane-S fairing integration (Fig 11)

the industrial facilities are well adapted

Once completed. each half shell is placed in a
custom-made container and transported to
the harbour at Basle on the Rhine, and then
shipped to Kourou via Rotterdam and Le

with the planned laurch rate of eight or
more vehicles per year for at least
15 years Additional installations (buildings
machinery, tooling) are currently being
developed, taking into account both the

Havre

Flight data evaluation
To

ensure that optimum launcher performance

is maintained, flight data will be evaluated after

each launch and.

if

any anomalies

programme,
to

production of the new Ariane-S launcher. One
or two need to be upgraded to be compatible

lessons learnt during the development of the
launcher and the market expansion that
forecast by Arianespace, the launch

is

operator.

arc

r^lptcntod vahir.loc in nrOdUCtiOn at that lime will

An initial batch of 14 Ariane-5's was ordered by

be modified

Arianespace from industry in 1995, and a
second batch of 20 launchers is to be ordered
in 1998 as part of a global commitment for 50
launchers Once the three qualification flights

Although a quick-look evaluation of launcher
telemetry is done in real time, it covers only a
small proportion of the data A much more
detailed analysis of hundreds of parameters
relating to propulsion, guidance, and stage

(501 to 503) have been completed, operational
exploitation will start with flight 504
@esa

Planets - The Perennial Fascination.

Thirty years of space research
with space systems have brought
more findings in aeronomy,
plasma and sun physics, astronomy, astrophysics and planeto
logy than 300 years of terrestrial
astronomy in the past.
Daimler-Benz Aerospace, as a
leading company in space technology, provides for alt fields of
space research:

n Scientific satellites
tr Space probes for interplanetary missions

tr
tr

Subsystems and components
Scientific instruments for the

complete electromagnetic
spectral range.

if you are interested in scientific space technology. We would be glad to help

Please contact us

you.

Dornier Satellitensysteme GmbH
Scientific Satellite Systems 88039 Friedrichshafen
Germany
Phone ++49 7545 8-01
Fax ++49 7545 8-44 11

-

Daimler-Benz Aerospace
Dornier
Dornier Satellitensysteme GmbH
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A common sofhr'rare environment enables
key players to operate as a team.

the aerospace industry that platform rs
Satellite Tool Kit (STK)" 4.0. lts easy-to-use
For

graphical user interface displays complex
relatronships to all project members, whether
across the hall or across the country.

With everyone on the same page

and speaking the same language,
satellite analysis has never been easier.
Built to address all phases of a
mission's life cycle, STK is the only
commerciallv-available tool of its kind.

from Analytical Craphics, Inc.
has over 8,500 professional users in
STK

civil, military commercial and educational
organizations worldwide.

"...you won't find mony componies turning
an estoblished, $lO,00O revenue producer
into o freebie."

Thomas Petzinger, Jr.
The Woll Street lournol, July 25, 1997

lnstall and run STK 4.0 today. Download your

fully-functional copy at rnnnnru.stk.com or call
for a CD ROM: 44-181-299-3435

ANALYTICAL GRAPHICS INC.
325 Technology Drive, Molvern, PA 19355 (USA)
PHONE: l-610-528-,|000 . FAX: I -610-528-1001
EMAIL: info@stk.com

.

WEB: www.stk.com

opsnet

ESAs Operational Network for Future
Missions - The Introduction of Internet
Technologies
K.-J. Schulz, U. Ghrist & J. Fay
Directorate for Technical and Operational Support, European Space Operations
Centre (ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

OPSNET today
OPSNET was established for the transfer of
mission-critical data, voice and message traffic
required to support the simultaneous operatton
of several unmanned spacecraft through one
mission-control system and one or more
ground stations. As a by-product, it also has to
supporl Spacecraft Validation Tests (SVTs) and

Listen-ln Tests (LlTs) carried out at industrial
Assembly, Integration and Test (AlT) sites.

-

the mission-control system with the satellite
prior to launch when in the varrous launchoreoaration areas at the launch site and
eventually on top of the launcher.

In the context of cross-support between ESA
and other space agencies, OPSNET resources
enable the ground-station network control
various agencies to
centres
communicate with one another and to

of the

coordinate the transfer of data.

ESOC has implemented and maintains a spacecraft operations
support network known as OPSNET, which connects the ESA ground
stations and other space-mission-relevant sites with the Operations
Control Centre (OCC) in Darmstadt. This article describes the concept
and underlying technology of today's OPSNET, as well as the
technological changes and augmentations that the present network
architecture will undergo in the coming years in order to support
Europe's future space missions in an optimal manner. The main
drivers for making these functional and technological changes to
OPSNET are:

-

the streamlining of organisational responsibilities within ESA
the rapid developments taking place in communications technology
and the maintenance limitations of legacy installations
the need to improve interoperability with the operational networks
of other agencies
the changing communications requirements in terms of increased
bandwidth, data delivery profiles, etc. of ESA projects like XMM,
Cluster-ll, Integral and Rosetta
the challenge of reducing carrier costs by exploiting the changes in

telecommunications tariffs brought about by recent market
deregulation.
OPSN ET therefore connects:

-

the central ESTRACK network control facility
at ESOC with all of the appropriate ground
stations
active mission-control systems, as dictated
by mission planning, with the baseband
equipment at the respective ground station
dedicated flight-dynamics data-processing
systems with ranging, antenna-pointing and
other mission-control systems at the ground
stations

lf

ESA uses

other agencies' ground stations, ESA-provided
baseband and networking equipment in the
form of a Network Data Interface Unit (NDIU)
can be installed. This approach allows the other
agencies' ground stations to be temporarily

integrated into ESTRACK. Other support
functions may be made available if a specific
mission so demands, the transfer of mission-

a

payload
planning information between
operations centre and the respective mission
operations centre being just one example.

as a Wide-Area
Network (WAN). The services that it presently

OPSNET was designed

on

are

Time-Division
based
Multiplexing ffDN/) of a combination of circuit

orovides

and packet switching. Circuit-switched

services are primarily exploited for the transfer
nf rliniiieo.l rinino maae2naq ennl \/or\/
)
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occasionally to transfer NASA NASCOM block
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referred to as asynchronous telemetry). The
packet switching is being made available in

compliance with International Telecommunication Union (lTU) Recommendation
X.25, allowing non-native X.25 subscribers

to access the network via

packet

assemblers/disassemblers.

Figure 1 shows the topology of the present
OPSNET X.25 network with the Integrated
Switching System (lSS) nodes, the NASA and
NASDA Gateways (GTWs), and the attached

Network Management Systems (NMS).

lt

mainly exploited for the transfer

is

of
JI
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Figure 1. The OPSNET X.25
network topology

telecommand, telemetry, ranging, antenna
pointing. station monitoring and control data
and operational facsimile messaging between
different ground stations. as well as between
the ground stations and ESOC itself.

Most of the hardware presently in use for
ie doeirrnarl fOr the COnCUrrent
operation of X 25 and Frame Relay traffic.

Althnr rnh tho nrpqont OPSNET meets all of the

needs of current missions, it lacks the Internet
Protor:nl llP) sr rnnnrl that allOwS direCt aCCeSS
from the globai Internet. ESA is therefore out of

step in this respect with NASA and NASDA.
which have already adopted lP technology
tn sr rnnort thcir misgjgn-critical CommUni-

OPSNItrT

cations.

althnr rnh tho laiior ic nnt rral nnoratinnallri

The drivers for migration to lP

Other than the transfer of

explo ted.

telemetry,

telecommand and ranging applications, the
qocr rriirr and
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of science telemetry was
considered by various missions in the past to

network or link availability aspects need to be

h^
^
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adminrstered and managed c osed private

administrative network known as ESANET.
Tnr^lav lP is the r^le-{acto standard for internetworking and thus ideally suited for such

The fact thei OPSNFT orovrdes mission-critical
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to other networks, e.g.

ESA's

ensured via the combination of four principles:

applications. With the advent of the World Wide

-

Web (WWW). the market experienced another
strong push towards TCP/IP, which relies on
the Transmission Control Protocol ftCP) as the

selection of a suitable network topology (a
double star within which the switching node

at any operational ground station has
access to two independent but interconnected nodes at ESOC)
- nnorrtinn nf lrnrn rlirrorqolri rnr rlad loaqorl

circuits

of

adeqt,ate bandwidth.

or

a

combination of one leased circuit and one
diai-up ISDN channel between ESOC (or a
ram^to miqqinn nnaratinnq contro\ anel tho

-
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distribution

appropriate ground station
configuration of the communications nodes
with redundant elements and automatic
switch-over functions wherever suitable
the central OPSNET facility ls an integral
element of the ESTRACK Network Control
Facility (Fig. 2), which is operated around the
clock using powerful network management
systems (Fig. 3).

transport protocol and

lP as the

intet

networking protocol. Local Area Network (LAN)
interJace hardware and TCP protocol software
became available free of charge for most
.rlmnr rtprq rnihoroaq X 25 inleffaCe CafdS and
protocol software have remained costly addons. thereby making them less attractive. The

flexibility

of lP to use

different WAN bearer

services like leased lines. ISDN or Frame Relay
to connect distributed LANs is another

argument for the market penetration of lP
the combination of

technologies. Therefore

connecting hosts

to

LANs. f lexible WAN

tor:hnnlonieq anr-l ihp matUre TCP/IP Software
make thc lP nrotor:ol suite the most attractive
for the future OPSNET.

opsnel

Figure 2. The ESTRACK
Network Control Facility

INTEGRATED SWITCHING SYSTEM (I5S)
(a OPSNET subnet\rork)

Figure 3. The OPSNET X.25
Network Management
Station
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Given that ESOC is resoonsible for the
develooment and ooeration of ' the entire
ground segments for ESA missions, OPSNET
must also be ready to support remote telescience, scientific data distribution and
improved mission planning applications and

Leased line

thereby cater for the complete range of communication requirements of a particular mission.

ISDN

Ext. Serv.

Other space agencies like NASA and NASDA
are already moving their networks towards lP
and the traditional approach to inter-agency
ground station suppod will therefore have to
change. In the past ESOC has placed ESA
equipment at NASA ground stations, which

OPSLANS

involves high installation costs and a substantial

maintenance effort. To overcome this and
similar problems, new standards are presently
being defined by the Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) in the field of
Soace Link Extension Services to allow direct
interoperability between ground stations and

Leased line
ISDN

control centres in a multi-space-agency
operating scenario. The goal is that no

exchange of equipment should be required for
ESAs and NASA's ooerational networks to
provide an end-to-end spacecraft communication and control service.

The core OPSNET Intranet topology is shown

Migration concept and strategy

connect,

OPSLANS

in
The basic lP migration concept is to build-up a
core OPSNET lntranet infrastructure (a orivate
network based on lP routers), to which
mission-specific elements can then be added.
This core implementation involves the following
basic components at ESOC:

-

-

the OPSNET lntranet

ooint-of-oresence

(point where users connect to the network),
which connects to existing operations LANs,
to the existing OPSNET X,25 WAN, and to
Internet Service Providers (lSPs) that allow
communication via the global Internet, e.g.
for World Wide Web (WWW) applications
network and security management.

Figure

4. The internal routers

via a

variety

(yellow)

of

wide-area
communication resources (OPSNET WAN,
leased lines, ISDN), the various Operational
LANs (OPSLANS) on which the application end

systems reside (not shown). At ESOC and
Villafranca secure connectivity to the global

is

by

provided
Internet
security
gateways/firewalls. From the external routers
(blue), dedicated connectivity can be provided
to other points-of-presence that reside outside
the security perimeter, but are still paft of the
OPSNET management domain. External
Services LANs which provide the main
externally visible applications (e.9. scientific
data archive) are accessible from outside,
including via the global Internet. The centralised

network and security management tasks

In the near future, project-specific points-ofpresence will be added at the following

(green) will be conducted from ESOC.

stations:

As any change to a relatively complex network

like OPSNET inevitably involves some

-

Redu (Belgium) to serve the Spot-4/Artemis
spacecraft
Villafranca (Spain) to serve the XMM mission
Kiruna (Sweden) to serve the Envisat platform.

risk,

ESOC has established a reference network for
validating proposed new services, for simulating problems like network congestion, and for
evaluating the in-service performance of new
technological features before implementation.

As part of a general upgrading of the ESA Sband stations, the following points-of-presence
will also be added:

-

Kourou (French Guiana)
Perth (Western Australia)
a reference station at ESOC.

The communications aspect
The OPSNET lntranet provides a secure and

reliable lP-based network service, i.e. all
applications residing in the attached end
systems at the control centres, ground stations
and other remote locations will use lP as the

opsnet

Figure 4. The core OPSNET

WEB/FTP

Intranet topology

)

(

)

Ext. Serv.

OPSLANS
OPSLANS
OPSWAN
OPSLANS

OPSLANS

OPSLANS

inter-networking protocol. The connectionoriented TCP or the connectionless User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) will be used as the

transport protocol. End systems will be
connected via LANs to routers that allow
inter.facing to a variety of different WAN bearer
serytces.

Initially the OPSNET X.25 service will be
maintained as the main bearer service because

the existing OPSNET WAN has points-ofpresence at all ESA ground stations. This

The OPSNET Intranet will initially use lP Version
4, which is the present standard for lP-based
networks but which does not allow standard
bandwidth reservation. lP Version 6 which is
presently being standardised/developed does
foresee resource reservation (bandwidth
guarantees) and priority allocation in the
event of congestion in individual traffic flows.

When integrated into the OPSNET Intranet,

it will guarantee the

quality

of

most

appropriate

service for supporting mission

operations.

bearer service will be augmented by ISDN on-

demand connections, permanent direct
terrestrial or satellite-based leased lines, or
Frame Relay virtual private network services.
This will allow the cost-efficient orovision of
additional dial-uo or oermanent bandwidth,

A crucial

requirement

for any

operational
guarantee
communication service
throughput and high availability for critical
applications. In the past this was achieved by
dimensioning the links to meet the individual
project needs
well-specified, fixed

is to

in a

operational scenario. By diverse routing of
redundant links, an availability of 99.93% is
generally achieved. This scheme today does

not foresee

communication resource
or prioritisation on an application
basis being enforced by the X.25 network.
This leads to inefficient utilisation of the
reservation

redundant link resources, since the redundant

link is barely used during normal (non-failure)
ooerations.

The security aspect

Traditionally OPSNET, providing X.25
connectivity between the individual ground
stations and control centres at ESOC, has been
a closed network with no outside access. With

the establishment of the OPSNET Intranet,
serving the entire mission (platform and
payload operations), it becomes possible to
open the network and to provide payload data
transfers from within the OPSNET Intranet to
the global Internet, for scientific data

distribution

for example. lt will also allow

adequately controlled data transfers between

the scientific user community and mission
control systems, e,g. for mission planning
requests or even payload tele-commanding. As
illicit usage of OPSNET internal resources could
lead to denial of service for mission-critical
applications, strict security measures have to
be applied by implementing firewalls at those
locations where access to and from the global
Internet is possible.
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The defau t security po cy wil be to disal ow all
incomng traff c, and to a o\/ ony outgoing
traffic for frle transfer (FTP), remote access va
Telnet, and Web access (HIIP) Scentfic data
wil be transferred to and stored on a machine
connected to an externa -services LAN that is
always access bie fror-n outs de Other
machines or the External Servces [AN could

nfrastructure Sc ence rriss or-rs ike XMM w ll
use X 25 for conmunicaton between ground
stat ons and the spacecraft contro centre, and
lP for commur cation w th a other ent t es

P-a:e . pro o. Lr w ll be :uppo'Ted
pure
by a
lP Verson 4letwork selvce. ie the
nat ve X.25 service in the OPSNET WAN bearer
network will be phased out Legacy teiemetry,
telecommand and ranging equipment that only
prov des an X.25 inierJace wi continue to be
In M gration

Web based app cations for m ss or'l
plannng n ths scenaro, external users wil
only be able to access externa rrach nes

run

which

rna

ntair

app icat

through the f rern",al

rry

on associatrons
th the interra

supported via X 25 over TCP/IP wh ch s a
gatewaying function in the router equipment
Tn nmn+.',
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are [ea sed on rnore rnodern hardware prov de
both ar X,25 and a LAN nterface Since these
applicat ons today are based or Open Systems
nterconnection (OSl) protocol stacks over
X25, t is possible to reconfigure them to
operate over TCP/IP Al egacy appl cations
car thereby be rrigrated to the new OPSNET
Intranet to provde a purey lP service Even
before Migration Phase 3, t wil probably be
possib e to carry voice channels over the
Intranet as an lP service connecting the various

Network management
The OPSNET Intranet and the OPSNET WAN
network management wi I be ntegrated lvth
the ESTRACK Netr'vork Contro Fac lity at
ESOC The OPSNET lrtranet maragement w li

comprise the conf guration,

r-ron

torng

and

control of the colnrnunicatio'r services ard tre

securty servces (Fig
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of the new Intranet without d sturbrng
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operations of exist ng miss ons Based on the
new OPSNET lntranet. nat ve TCPr'P
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Figure 6. The hybrid X.25
and lP OPSNET
communication suppon
structure for the XMM
scientific mission

Lelcester (UK)

supporl for spacecraft operations. In fact. a
permanent lP-based network infrastructure for
spacecraft-operations suppon is expected to
be established between space agencies based
on dedicated communication resources. The
use of ATM is envisaged for high data rates and
bulk data transfers.

Completion of Migration Phase 1 is currently
foreseen for the end of March 1998.

communications hardware, software and
service configurations are transferred to the
ooerational environment.

As tar as the longer-term future is concerned,
such projects as the International Space Station
(lSS) and future Earth-observation missions will
continue
bring new and ever more
demanding communications requirements.
Typical examples are the need to support
higher data rates (32 Mbps and above) for real-

to

The XMM mission example

time interactrve payload operations for

The OPSNET communication suooort for XMM
is of the typical hybrid nature discussed above
for Migration Phase 1 (Fig. 6). Communications
between the ground stations involved - Kourou,
Perth
Villafranca
and the Mission
Operations Centre (MOC) are still based on the
X.25 protocol using today's telemetry.

Columbus Orbital Facility (COD of the lSS, or
for bulk data transfer from the Envisat remotesensing platform. In order to meet such
migration to
requirements,
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) based
services is already being envisaged, as reported

-

and

telecommand and ranging applications. All
other communications between the MOC, the
Science Operations Centre (SOC), the Science
Survey Centre (SSC) and external users on the
global Internet for science data processing and
distribution, observation proposal handling and

mission planning

is

based on the Internet

Protocol.

the

the next

in ESA Bulletin No. 92. For OPSNET, the
transition to an ATM network or a hybrid
infrastructure which includes ATM technology is

foreseen technically,

but will only

be

implemented if future missions actually require
it. In the meantime, fudher optimisations and
improvements in terms of cost efficiency can be
example. the
anticipated through.
integration of OPSNET and other mission-

for

dedicated networks, which could result

in

The migration of OPSNET from a network
based on circuit-switching and X.25

considerable savings in network management,
hardware maintenance and operational staffing
once comoatible network infrastructures can be

technology to an lP-based Intranet with Internet

established.

Conclusion
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with current and future
programme schedules and project
requirements is crucial to ensure that the
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The prime scientific objective of the mission as defined by the Rosetta

Science Team is to study the origin of comets, the relationship
between cometary and interstellar material, and its implications with
regard to the origin of the Solar System. The measurements to be
made in support of this oblective are:
Global characterisation of the nucleus, determination of dynamic
properties, surface morphology and composition

.

r

o

.
.

Determination

of the

chemical, mineralogical and isotopic

compositions of volatiles and refractories in a cometary nucleus
Determination of the physical properties and interrelation of volatiles
and refractories in a cometary nucleus
Study of the development of cometary activity and the processes in
the surface layer of the nucleus and the inner coma (dust/gas
interaction)

Global characterisation of asteroids, including the determination of
dynamic properties, surface morphology and composition.

The International Rosetta Mission
M. Verdant
Scientific Prolects Department, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwlk, The Netherlands
G.H. Schwehm
Space Science Department, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC. Noordwik. The Nethedands

resu

D ree t ev denee o' lAe 'onstitulion of eorola',

t

as

sub imat

volat les is part cu ady d fficult to obtain, as the
constituents observable fror-r Earth and even

radiation and the solar wind, What we know
today about cometary materral lrom those

lntroduction

durng the flybys of Comet Haley n i986,
The International Rosetta Mission was approved in November 1993 by
ESA's Science Programme Committee as the Planetary Cornerstone
Mission in ESA's long-term programme in space science, Horizon

2000. The mission's main goal is a rendezvous with Comet
46PlWirtanen, but it is also intended to study two asteroids during
close flybys on route to the comet. Rosetta will study the nucleus of
Comet Wirtanen and its environment in great detail for a period of
nearly two years, the near-nucleus phase starting at a heliocentric
distance of about 3.25 AU, from the onset of activity through to
perihelion, close to 1 AU. On its long journey to the comet, the spacecraft
will pass close to the asteroids Mimistrobell and Siwa or Rodari.
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frorn physico-chemica processes such

on and interactions with

so ar

missions and ground based
earl er
observatior-rs does, however, demonstrate the
ow degree of evolution of cometary rnateria
and hence its trerrendous potent al

for

provd ng us wth un que lnformation about the

make up and early evolution of the solar
nebu a

The study of cometary, materral presents

a

rralor challenge due to the very characteristics
that make t a un que repository of information

about the formation of the Solar System,
narrely ts high volat les and organ c material
contents A fundarnenta questron that the
Rosetta miss on has to address s, to what
extent can the material accessible for analysis
be cons dered representative of the bulk of the
nraterial constituting the comet, and of the eady
nebular condensates that constituted the

ma 4.57x10 years ago?

Th s
representativeness issue has to be addressed
by f rst deterrrining the globa characteristics of
the nuc eus, namely its mass, density and state
of rotat on. which can prov de us with c ues as

cometes

to the relationship between the comet's outer
ayers and the undedying mater al

The dust and gas actvty observed arourd
comets, as we I as its rapid response to
insolat on, guarantees the presence of volat les

at or very close to the surface in active areas

I

Oa

I

a

a

Analysing mater al from these areas w
therefore provide lrforr-ration on both the
volat les ard the refractory constituents of the
r-ruc eus The selectiorr of an appropriate site for
the surface-sc ence nvest gations shou d be
relatively straightforward, gver the misson's

ve remote sensing ollservat on phase
and the advanced nstrumentation, coverng a
extens

broad range of wave engths, that ls to be
carr ed by the Rosetta Orbiter
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The dust-emission processes are induced by

very low density gas outflows and should
preserve the fragile texture of cometary grains.
These grains can be collected at low velocities
(a few tens of metres per second) by the
spacecraft after short travel times (of the order
of minutes), which will minimise alterations
induced by any interaction with solar radiation.
Similarly, gas analysed in jets or very close to
the surface should yield reliable information on
the volatile content of the cometary material in
eacn source regron.

the lengthy operations just a few cometnucleus radii away from 46PAffirtanen's
surface, in an environment of nucleusemitted dust and gas that will not be known

in great detail during the spacecraft's
development.
The long round-trip light times of up to 90 min
call for a highly autonomous spacecraft that
can also survive the long hibernation periods

without any ground contact during the cruise
ohases.

A

Comet 46PMirtanen

Comet 46PlWirtanen was discovered on
15 January 1948 at Lick Observatory by Carl
A. Wirtanen. lts two subsequent close
appro.aches to Jupiter, in 1972 (0.28 AU) and
1984 (0.46 AU), changed the perihelion of the

comet's orbit from 1.63

-

to 1.06 AU and its

period from 6.71 to 5.46 years.

preliminary design for the spacecraft is
shown in Figure 2, which also gives a good
impression of the modular approach used.
Striking features are the huge solar arrays and

Ihe 2.2 metre diameter High Gain Antenna
(HGA), which is steerable in two axes. The
payload is mounted on one spacecraft wall,
which during the close comet approach phase

will be pointed continuously towards
46Pl Wirtanen belongs to a large group of the

in the Solar System,
known as the Jupiter comets. Their orbits with
an aphelion around Jupiter's orbit make them
observable in principle along their entire orbit.
Comet Wirlanen has been observed during all
short-period comets

but one (1980) of its apparitions since

its

the
nucleus. All instruments will be body-mounted

and the proper attitude will be achieved by
rotating the spacecraft with the HGA always
Earth-pointing and

the solar array pointing

towards the Sun.

Scientific payload

discovery. However, only the coordinated
observation campaign conducted in 1996/
1997 in the context of the Rosetta mission has

Rosetta Orbiter

promoted it to being one of the best-monitored

endorsed the Rosetta Orbiter payload fl-able 1),
and originally two Surface Science Packages:
Champollion
be provided by NASA-

(Fig. 1).

During its meeting on 21 February 1996, ESA's

Science Programme Committee

(SPC)

to

Assuming that it has an albedo of 0,04, a radius
of about 700 m has been derived for the
comet. Given its smallness, the nucleus can be

rated as fairly active, producing about

1028

water molecules per second.

The spacecraft and its payload
The spacecraft design is driven by the key
features of this very complex and challenging
mission:

JPUCNES and Roland to be provided by a
European consortium led by MPI and DLR

from Germany. Programmatic difficulties subsequently led to NASA's withdrawal from
Champollion in September 1996. CNES has
since joined the original Roland consortium in
an effort to provide a European Lander.

After a one-year 'science verification phase'
intended to lead to a clearer definition of
interfaces and

-

-

the fixed and fairly short launch window for

Comet 46PAlVirtanen: due

to the launch

capability required, even with Ariane-S there
are only very few backup scenarios within a
reasonable time frame
the long mission duration of 10.5 years
the critical gravity assists at Mars and the
Earth and the close asteroid flybys, during
which both the spacecraft and the payload
will be active
the wide variation of soacecraft-Earth-Sun
cycles and distances, which pose strong
thermal-design challenges .and require large
solar arrays (approx. 60 m') with novel cells
optimised for low-intensity low-temperature
operation

to

identify critical areas where

more development work was required, all
instruments for the Orbiter's payload were
reconfirmed by the SPC in 1997. During this
study phase, the investigator teams were
required to demonstrate the feasibility of
several novel techniques to be applied for the
first time with Rosetta flight hardware.

The Orbiter payload will have unprecedented
capabilities for studying the composition of

both the volatile and refractory

material

released by the cometary nucleus with very
high resolution. The remote-sensing instrument
suite will allow characterisation of the nucleus
sudace in a wide range of wavelengths (UV to
mm) with high resolution. The OSIRIS Narrow-

roseIIa
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Passive/active to deal with mission

lVlodular design

exlremes
Corrugated Al central cylinder with
strengthening rings

Active louvres

6 Al honeycomb main platform

Software and hardware controlled
heaters

$ 4 shear panels
Passive MLI & radiators

$ Outer panels for equipmenVpayload
mounting

Fully regulated 28V bus
Maximum power point tracking
850 watts peak power for comet operations
Keep alive power for hibernation

4 x 10 Ah NiCd batteries
Separate harnesses for payload and bus modules

Requirement

for

1

578 kg

2200 m/s delta V
Grolvth
Total

potential

capability

206%

1903 kg

The requiremenl s based on a 2900k9
a!nch mass and ncludes tesduals
The growth polenna represenls

2 2 metre diameter HGA with 2 axis
articulation
Fixed

0I

metre

2x LGAS for omnidirectional coverage

avaiabe voi!me in the reference lanks
108 ite capac ty)

the
(1

S band uplink
S/X band downlink
Dual S/X band HGA and MGA

Figure 2. Exploded view of the Rosetta spacecraft
(Courtesv of Matra Marconi Soace)

X band TWTA| 28 watts RF
Dual S/X band transponder 5 watts RF
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407

Thermal

1
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The Solar Arays and Power Subsystems can satisty
the total power required in all stages of the mission

All masses include
contingencies at equipment
level, based on development
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Figures as spec lied in the ITT

.2

axis HGA pointing mechanism (1180" azimuth
0 to 210' elevation)

.2

SADMS (-90 to +270")

o 2 payload boom deployment mechanisms

.

Flexible harness across rotating parts

.

<0 04" control

.

Rotation rates up to 2.5'is

//

2x

1 1

08 litre propellant tanks
2 fold out wings

4 x 35 lrtre pressurant tanks
Pressure regulated and blow down

e Canl for dihedral spin (TBC)

operational modes
Low intensity, low temperature (LILT) Si
or GaAs cells

24 x 10N thrusters
Usable propellant capacity 1571 kg

*

I

68m2 array area using Si (54m2 for
GaAs)

Payload

Avionics

850 watts at 3 4 AU
353 watts at 5 2 AU
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Table 1. The Rosetta Orbiter payload
Acronym

Objective

Principal Investigator

Multi-Colour lmaging

H

NAC (Narrow Angle Camera) 2.35'x2.35"

MPI fur Aeronomie,

Remote Sensing
OSIRIS

ALICE

U

Keller,

WAC (Wide Angle Camera) 12"x12" (250 nm-1000 nm)

Katlenburg-Lindau, German,

UV-Spectroscopy (70 nm-205 nm)

A. Stern,
Southwest Research Institute,
Boulder, CO, USA

VIRTIS

VIS and lR Mapping Spectroscopy (O 25 pm-5 pm)

A

Coradini,

IAS-CNR, Rome, ltaly
MIRO

Microwave Spectroscopy (1 3 mm and 0.5 mm)

S

Gulkis,

NASA-JPL,
Pasadena, CA, USA

Composition Analysis
ROSINA

Neutral Gas and lon Mass Spectroscopy;

H. Balsiger,

Double-focusing, 12-200 AMU, M/AM- 3000

Univ. of Bern, Switzerland

Time-of-flight, 12-350 AMU, M/AM- 500
incl. Neutral Dynamics Monitor
MODULUS

lsotopic Ratios of Light Elements by Gas Chromatography

D/A; 136,t2" 1867169. 15y14p;

C

Pillinger,

Open University,
Milton Keynes, UK

COSIMA

Dust Mass Spectrometer (SIMS, m/Am

- 2000)

J

Kissel,

MPI fur Extraterrestrische Physik,

Garching, Germany
MIDAS

Grain Morphology (Atomic Force Microscope, nm Resolution)

W

Riedler, Univ, of Graz, Austria

Nucleus Large-Scale Structure
CONSERT

Radio Sounding, Nucleus Tomography

W. Kofman,
CEPHAG, Grenoble, France

Dust Flux. Dust Mass Distribution
GIADA

Dust Velocity and lmpact Momentum Measurement,

E. Bussoletti,

Contamination Monitor

lstituto Univ. Navale, Naples, ltaly

Comet Plasma Environment, Solar-Wind Interaction
RPC

Langmuir Probe, lon and Electron Sensor,

R. Bostrom,

Flux-Gate Magnetometer, lon Composition Analyser

Swedish Institute of Space Physics,

Mutual lmpedance Probe

Uppsala, Sweden

J. Burch,
Southwest Research Institute,
San Antonio, TX, USA

-H

K

Glassmeier,

TU Braunschweig, Germany

R

Lundin,

Swedish lnstitute for Space Physics,
Kiruna, Sweden
J

G

Trotignon,

LPCE/CNFS, Orleans, France
RS

Radio-Science Experiment

M. PAtzold,

Univ of Cologne, Germany

rosella

Angle Camera, Ior example, will achieve a
resolution of better than 10 cm on the nucleus
surface from the closer orbits.

Comm ss

Hgh

To complement these instruments and to
provide for proper monitoring of the comet

Mmistrobell

Rodai

Fly-by

Fly-hy

wind,

Dlttenc. lo sun > ?,25 AU

I
I
I

environment and its interaction with the solar

a Dust Flux Analyser and a Plasma

Instrument Package have been selected.

Bosefta Lander
The Lander science flable 2) will focus on insitu study of the composition and structure of
the material that constitute's Comet Wiftanen's

nucleus. Measurement goals include the
determination of the elemental, molecular,
mineralogical, and isotopic compositions of
both the cometary sudace and subsurface
material. The highest priority will be given to the
elemental and molecular determinations, as it is

believed that some mineralogical and isotopic
measurements can be carried out adequately

via the Orbiter science investigations.

In

addition, properties like near-surface strength,

density. texture. porosity. ice phases and
thermal orooerties will be derived. Texture

characterisation

will include

@en-d@
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Mission overview
Rosetta will by launched in January 2003 by an

2013

Figure 3. Ground-activity
mission orofile

Earth gravity assists will be required (Figs. 3,4).

microscopic

The CONSERT experiment, with hardware on
both the Lander and the Orbiter, will attempt to
reveal the coarse structure of the nucleus

APXS

Interdisciplinary scientists
Five Interdisciplinary Scientists have been
nominated for an initial period of three years to
suppod the mission's implementation:
M. Fulchignoni, DESPA, Observatoire de
Paris, France, to develop physico-chemical

-

Alpha-p-X-ray Spectrometer

MPI Chemistry, Mainz,

MODULUS

Sample Acquisition System

ASl, ltaly

Evolved Gas Analyser

C. Pillinger,
Open University, UK

CIVA

Rosetta Lander lmaging System

a

S, Mottola,
DLR Berlin, Germany
SESAME

.^+^-^^^^,-l^+^
IUIEI EI IUE UOLO ^^+
DgL,

- P.

Weissman, NASA-JPL, Pasadena,
California, USA, to provide thermophysical
modelling of the cometary nucleus and of

the inner coma of comets.
R. Schulz, MPI fur Aeronomie, KatlenburgLindau, Germany, now with ESA Space

D. Mohlmann,

Monitoring Experiment,

DLR Cologne, Germany

Dust lmpact Monitor

H

KFKI, Hungary
MUPUS

Multi-Purpose Sensor for Surface and

T. Spohn,

Sub-Sudace Science

Univ of Munster,
Germany

ROMAP

Heidelberg,

RoLand Magnetometer and

U, Auster,

Plasma Monitor

DLR Berlin, Germany

Germany and M. Ful/e, Trieste Astronomical
Observatory, ltaly, to provide empirical

'engineering models' for the dust
environment of the nucleus of the target
comet in order to establish a reference data
set for the Rosetta Proiect and the Rosetta

Laakso,

l. Apathy,

liaise with the
astronomical community and to derive a
basic characterisation of the target comet

E. Grun, MPI fur Kernphysik,

Sudace Electrical and Acoustic

FMl, Finland

to

from ground-based observations.

J.P Bibring,
lAS, Orsay, France

ROLIS

models of the possible target asteroids in
order to provide the Rosetta Project and the

Rosetta Science Workinq Team with

R, Rieder,
Germany

through radio sounding

-

2012

The long duration of the mission requires the
introduction of extended hibernation periods.
The mission can be subdivided into several
distinci phases fitable 3).
Table 2. The Lander payload

Science Department,

2011

Ariane-5 vehicle from Kourou, in French
Guiana. To gain enough orbital energy for
Rosetta to reach its target, one Mars and two

studies of individual grains.

-

2010

l. Apathy,

KFKI, Hungary
CONSERT

Comet Nucleus Sounding

W. Kofman,
CEPHAG, Grenoble,
France

Science Teams.
4tr.
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Rosetta orbits Wirtanen
during return

a

Mars orbit
around Sun
Asteroid
(Mimistrobell)
fly-by

Earth orbit
around Sun

Wirtanen
rendezvous

Asteroid
(Rodari) fly-by

ftui* to

C4met

Domet Ob*nrelion

departure trajectory verified and corrected if
necessary. All spacecraft functions required
during the cruise to the comet, and in particular

the hibernation functions, will be checked out.
The scientific payload will then be commis-

sioned, before putting the spacecraft into
hibernation mode for the cruise ohase to Mars.

Eafth-to-Mars Cruise (about 950 davs from
launch to Mars)
The spacecraft will

be put into hibernation
mode, during which no ground support is
baselined. A long solar conjunction prevents
any spacecraft operations being performed
from the ground between days 440 and 690.
The scientific instruments will be switched off
during this cruise.
Figure 4a,b. Geometric and
temporal schematics of
mission phases

Launch (January 2003)
Rosetta will be launched on an Ariane-S. After
burnout of the lower composite, the upper

stage L9.7 will remain together with the
spacecraft in an eccentric coast orbit for about
2 hours (4000 x 200 km), during which the
attitude of the comoosite can be controlled.
Before perigee passage, the upper stage will
perform a delayed ignition and inject the
Rosetta spacecraft onto the required escape
hyperbola towards Mars, with an excess
velocity of about 3.4 km/s. The spacecraft will
be separated from the launcher upper stage in
a three-axis-stabilised attitude.

Commissioning Phase (3 months)
lmmediately after separation, the spacecraft will
its solar

Mars Gravity Asslst (pericentre height about
200 km)
Daily operations will be resumed three months
before Rosetta's arrival at Mars. Two orbitcorrection manoeuvres are olanned at the
incoming and outgoing asymptote, which will
allow for some science operations during the
swingby. During the swingby, there will be an
occultation of the Earth by Mars which will last
about 37 minutes, causing a communications
blackout.

Mars-to-Earth Cruise (about 90 davs from
Mars to Earth)
The spacecraft will be kept in active cruise
mode for this 'short' interplanetary phase.

autonomously de-tumble, deploy

arrays and acquire a coarse three-axisstabilised Sun-pointing attitude. Ground

operations will acquire the downlink in S-band,
using the ESA network, and control the
spacecraft to a fine-pointing attitude with the
High-Gain Antenna (HGA) Earth-pointing using

X-band telemetry. Tracking and

orbit

determination will then be oerformed and the

First Earth Gravity Assist (perigee height
about 3400 km)
Operations will be mainly devoted to tracking

and orbit determination and maintenance
from three months before, until one month
after swingby. Orbit-correction manoeuvres
are to be executed before and after the
swinobv itself.

rosefia

Earth-to-Asteroid Cruise (about 300 days

Table 3. Major mission events

from Earth to Mimistrobell)
The spacecraft will be put into hibernation

mode, during which no ground support

is

baselined.

Nominal Timing
Launch

21 January

Mars gravity assist

26 August 2005

2OO3

#l

26 November 2005

Mimistrobell Flyby (around day 1330)
Flyby operations will last from three months

Mimistrobell flyby

15 September 2006

Earth gravity assist #2

before, until one month after the flyby. In
parallel with the daily tracking, with orbit

Rodari flyby

26 November 2007
4 May 20OB

Rendezvous manoeuvre

24 August

determination and corrections, the scientific
payload will be checked out. The goal is to
pass within 600 km of an asteroid, on the
sunward side. The relative asteroid eohemeris

Start of near-nucleus operations at 3 25 AU (from Sun)
Perihelion passage (end of mission)

22 August 2012

will be determined with a cross-track accuracy
of 20 km by spacecraft optical navigation. The
cameras and scientific payload will be pointing
in the direction of the asteroid until after the
flyby. Scientific data will be recorded onboard
in the mass memory and transmitted after the

itself will be greater to be commensurate with
spacecraft angular-rate capabilities

Earth gravity assist

flyby when the Earth link via the HGA

is

After the flyby, the necessary orbit correction
will be performed to put the spacecraft on
course for the second Earth gravity assist.

Mimistrobelllo-Earth Cruise (about 400 days
from asteroid to Earth)
The spacecraft will be put into hibernation

mode, during which no ground support

is

baselined.

Second Earih Gravity Asslst (peiigee height
about 2200 km)
The ooerations conducted will be the same as
for the first Earth swing-by. Before the second

10 July 2013

the

because the Mimistrobell flvbv occurs

at

a

lower relative velocity.

Asteroid to Comet Cruise (about 1200 day

from asteroid to comet

rendezvous

The whole period - apart from an optional
deep-space manoeuvre - will be spent in
hibernation mode. Rosetta will be at its furlhest

from the Sun and from the Ealrh during this
period, i.e. 5.2 AU (aphelion) and 6.2 AU,
respectively,

Comet Orbit Matching Manoeuvre (or
rendezvous manoeuvre; around day 3140)
This is the major orbit manoeuvre that will ready
the spacecraft for the rendezvous, by reducing
the soacecraft/comet relative drift rate to about
25 m/s.lt will be performed before the comet is
detected by Rosetta's onboard cameras, using

ground determination of the comet nucleus'

Earth gravity assist, however, there is a

orbit based on

decision point regarding the further operations
up to comet encounter. The nominal mission

campargn.

a flyby of a second

1

manoeuvre)

recovered.

includes

20.1

asteroid and

Rodari is the nominal candidate, but Siwa may
be selected if there is sufficient propellant
available. The exact rendezvous manoeuvre
strategy will also be selected based on the
available battery power, solar-array
degradation and the propellant situation. The

nominal rendezvous manoeuvre is to be
executed oost-aohelion at 4.5 AU to minimise

power demands and allow the solar array to be
made as small as possible.

a

dedicated observation

Near-Comet Dilft Phase

The drift phase will be designed such that,
when the spacecraft is less than 4.2 AU from
the Sun it reaches an appropriate point relative
to the comet for the final approach operations
to begin, such that cometary debris can be

avoided and that good comet illumination
conditions are obtained. The final point of the

near-comet drift phase will be the Comet
Acquisition Point (CAP), where the comet will
be observed for the first time by Rosetta's
onboard navigation camera or by OSlRlS.

Earth to Second Asteroid Cruise (about 160
days)

The spacecraft will be put into hibernation
mode as soon as the necessary tracking

Throughout this phase, the spacecraft will be in
active cruise mode.

operations have been completed and an orbitcorrection manoeuvre has been oerformed.

Far-Approach Trajectory Phase (up to 90 days)
The far-approach operations start at the Comet

Rodari Flyby (around day 1930)
The ooerations here will be similar to those for
the Mimistrobell flyby, but the flyby distance

Acquisition Phase. After detection, knowledge
of the comet ephemeris will be drastically
improved by the processing of the onboard
observations. lmage processing on the ground
47
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will derive a coarse estimation of the comet's

at the end of this phase, which is the Orbit

size, shape and kinematics.

Insertion Point (OlP). At the OIP the spacecraft

The approach manoeuvre sequence

will

will be injected onto a hyperbolic arc to the
comet, at a typical distance of 60 comet radii

velocity

and with a velocity of some cm/s relative to the

successively reduce

the relative

between spacecraft and comet, so that

just

2 m/s

it

is

after 90 days. The manoeuvre

strategy will be designed to:
retain an aooarent motion of the comet with
respect to the star background
keep the illumination angle (Sun-cometspacecraft) below 70 deg
avoid any danger of an impact with the
event of
cometary nucleus
manoeuvring difficulties.

-

in the

comet, depending on the comet's size and
density.

Transition to Global-Mapping Phase
The transition to global mapping stads at the
OlP. Rosetta will follow a hyperbolic arc until it
is about 25 comet radii from the target, where
a caoture manoeuvre will close the orbit. The
plane of motion, defined by the spin-axis and
Sun directions, will be rotated slightly to avoid
solar eclioses and Earth occultations.

The Far-Approach Trajectory ends at

the

Approach Transition Point (ATP), where a first
estimate of the comet's attitude and angular
velocity will derived from the analysis of the
navigation-camera or OSIRIS images and

Global-Mapping Phase
This preliminary survey of the comet's surface
should map at least 80% of the sunlit areas,
from polar orbits around the comet at heights
of between 5 and 25 nucleus radii. The semimajor axis of the mapping orbit will be chosen
as a function of the comet's gravity and sprn
rate, taking into account the following
constraints:
coverage without gaps
safety considerations (no impact on nucleus)
volume of data for real-time transmission
maximum time
comolete surface

-

to

mapprng

-

optimum resolution and viewing angle to

-

surface normal, and
continuous communications to Earth.

The orbital period will usually be greater than
the comet's spin period and horizontal swaths
will cover the nucleus surface as it is presented.
ldeally, all of the Orbiter payload instruments will

be operating and the scientific data gathered
will be buffered in the onboard memory ready
for transmission to the qround station.
During this global-mapping phase, the nucleus'

'landmarks' will be identified. The ATP is in the
Sun direction at about 300 comet nucleus radii

from the nucleus. The spacecraft will be

shape, surface properties, kinematics and
gravitational characteristics will be derived

in

using optical landmark observations. Based on

active cruise mode during this phase, with the
navigation camera system and some Orbiter
payload items switched on.

these mapping and remote-observation data,

C I o se- Ap p roac h Tralecto ry P h ase
The close-approach trajectory starts at ATP

C/ose-Observation Phase
Manoeuvre strategies will be designed for
sequences of close-observation orbits, flying
within 1 nucleus radius of selected surface
points. Constraints to be taken into account

Lines-of-sight to landmarks and on-ground
radiometric measurements will be used to
estimate the spacecraft's relative position and
velocity, and the comet's absolute position,

attitude, angular velocity, and gravitational
constant.
A very good estimate of the comet's kinematics
and gravitational constant should be available

some five areas (500

m x 500 m) will be

selected for close observation.

include:

-

uninterrupted communications
continuous illumination of solar arrays
safety constraints (no nucleus encounter in
case of manoeuvre failure)
avoidance of debris, dust and gas jets

TOSETIA

-

adequate illumination of target area. and
angle between viewing direction and local

Extended-Monitoring Phase (through perihelion)
After the completion of the SSP-related
activities, the spacecraft will spend at least 200
days in orbit in the vicinity of the comet until
pedhelion passage, The objective of this phase
is to monitor the nucleus (active regions), dust

sudace normal less than 30 degrees.

This phase is expecteo to last about 30 days
and, based on the data collected, it will then be

decided

to which site the

Surface Science

^^;tu gdJ
^^^
dt

The orbital design and mission planning for this
phase will depend the scientific results already
obtained from of the previous observations and

safety considerations associated with the
ar:tivitv n2ttern of the comet. Extended
monitoring of various regions in the vicinity of
the nucleus could be performed with

orbit (pericentre

altitude as low as possible, e g. 1 km) with a
pericentre passage near the desired landing
site. The time and directron of SSP separation
will be chosen such that the package arrives
with minimum verlical and horizontal velocities

relative

to the local

ra+ or
anA
tu
uuDr
r1'

activity until its peak.

Surface-Sclence Package Delivery Phase
SurJace-Science Package Delivery will take

from an eccentric

-^Aru +a
ru dr
^^^l',^^
rdryJv vqD.
^^^
dr

plasma in the inner coma from the onset of

Package (SSP) will be delivered. A transition
phase to the initial conditions for SSP delivery
will then be implemented.

place

i^+^
lutJ.
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successive hyperbolic flyby's following petallike trajectories.

(rotating) surface. An
Run Down (end of mission)
The mission nominally ends at the perihelion

ejection mechanism will separate the SSP from
the spacecraft with a maximum relative velocity
of 1 .5 m/s.

pass around day 3800, unless
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Relay-Orbit Phase

should survive the cometary environment

After delivery of the SSP, the spacecraft will be
injected into the most suitable orbit for

unscathedl
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Mission operations

Earlh. Commanding of the Package may also
be required.

Throughout its long and demanding mission,
Rosetta will be operated and controlled from

Figure 5. The Rosetta
ground segment

RMOC

Rosetta Mission Operations Centre
slM

FDS

Flight Dynamics

System
Simulator

System

MCS

Mission Control
System

Perth 32m
Kourou 15m
(DSN back-up)

DDS

Data Disposition
System

MPS

Planning
System

Rosetta Lander
RSOC

Rosetta Science
Operations Gentre

)
)

>

lnterlace to RMOG,zRSOC
SSP Routine Opqations
Coordlnate Lander Payload
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Perth 32m
Kourou 15m
(DSN back-up)

European Space Operations Gentre
(ESOC)

Gonsolidated Lander Payload
OperatioN Requests (LPOR)

RLMO

)

>
>

)

Rosetta Lander
Mission Operations
(cNES)

Commissioning
Asteroid Fly-bys
Wake-up Op€rations
SSP Delivery & Relay
Telemeuy & Auxiliary
Data to all Users

) Near-Gomet Operations
> Com€t Mapping
) (Pre- & Post-SSP Delivery)
swT
Working Team

Figure 6. Schematic of
Rosetta payload operations

the Erropean Space Operations

CenLre

(ESOC), in Darmstadt, Germany (Fig. 5) The
ma n ground station for the mission will be the
nerrr 32 metre Deen Snace Antenna to be built

near Pedh, in Western Australia The NASA
f)aon Sn:cp \lptrrrn.la r,vill be used as a back
up drring crrical 'niss on phases

D-'ing the payload-checkout periods,

the
asteroid flvbys a^d the near-comet phases of
the .-lission, the Rosetta Scie.ce Operat,ons

Centre (RSOC) wil be co-located with the
Mission Operations Centre (RN/OC)at ESOC

Darmstadt.

A schematic of the mission
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enthusiasm in the scientfic community for this
novel mission oppodunity.
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milestone on 19 December, with the successful
completron of the System Requirements
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lander shock-alleviation

Lander Shock-Alleviation Techniques
F. Doengi

Daimler-Benz Aerospace/Dornier Satellitensysteme GmbH, Friedrichshafen,
Germany

S.T. Burnage
Hunting Engineering Ltd., Ampthill, United Kingdom

H. Gottard
APCO Technologies SA, Vevey, Switzerland

R. Roumeas
Mechanical Engineering Department, Directorate of Technical and Operational
Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

lntroduction
The goal of the recently completed "Lander
Shock Alleviation Techniques" TRP study was
identify, analyse, manufacture and test
shock-alleviation devices capable of limiting
impact loads to well-defined levels. lt covered

presented below, together with details of the
conceptual design, manufacture and testing of
the various prototype devices that have been

to

devised.

the overall landing subsystem as well

Shock-alleviation requirements for space
missions

as
specially adapted support devices for sensitive
equipment and payloads. Two types of landers

were considered, namely hard- or penetrator-

Penetrator-landers

Penetrators of various types have been
proposed for several missions to planets and
other bodies within our Solar System, including

Future European space missions have been and are being discussed

which involve the landing of scientific payloads on the surfaces of
planets or comets in the Solar System, including Mars, Titan, the
Moon and smaller remote comets, For all of these missions

- Marsnet,

Intermarsnet, Ares, Rosetta, Euromoon, etc. - the landing subsystem
is a critical element in that a single-point failure could jeopardise the
success of the whole mission. Several studies have therefore been
performed to investigate potential landing devices and strategies,
including the descent, impact, and post-impact stability and operation
phases. They have shown that the acceleration peaks transferred to
the lander structure during impact can be significantly higher than

expected, resulting in major risks to the integrity of the scientific
payload. This article reviews work that has been performed in this
domain as part of the Agency's Technology Research Programme

the Moon (Lunar-A mission), a comet (Rosetta
mission, although use of a penetrator is now
doubtful) and Mars (Marsnet and Intermarsnet
missions). In each case, the proposal involves a

penetrator impacting with sufficient energy to
enter the target surface and subsequently
undedaking scientific measurements. Scientific
instruments installed on or within these

penetrators must survive and operate after

being subjected to very high deceleration
loads, ranging from 100 to 100 0OO g
depending on the type of surface being
impacted, the type of penetrator and its impact
velocity and orientation.

(rRP).
To provide a baseline for investigating shockalleviation devices suitable for protecting
landers, and semi-hard landers, and prototype

sensitive scientific payloads, four existing

shock-alleviation components have been

designs of penetrator probe - for NASAs Mars
Penetrator, the Russian Mars'94 mission, and

manufactured for both tvoes.
Typical shock-alleviation requirements are first
reviewed and a brief survey of shock-alleviation
technology is presented. Dynamic analysis has
been applied to investigate the shock loads on
landers and their platforms and the
effectiveness of the various shock-alleviation
techniques that are available. The results are

ESAs Rosetta and Marsnet missions - were
first reviewed. Each penetrator was assessed
against its own padicular mission requirements,
in terms of impact velocity, deceleration loads,
scientific goals and operational lifetime.

For the Marsnet Penetrator Lander (Fig.

1)

which had been studied previously by ESA, the
3l
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main performance requirement was to provide
a safe and stable platform for the payloads and

equipment throughout the impact/penetration
process, without exceeding instrument
loadings of 700 g. That penetrator is 0.94 m

long, with an initial diameter of O.04

m,

expanding to 0.06 m. The diameter of the
equipment platform to be shock-protected is
0.90 m. At impact, with a velocity of 70 m/s,
the penetrator itself can experience impact
loadings of the order of 5700 g, whilst the
equipment platform loads are limited to 700 g

through the crushing of an aluminiumhoneycomb skirt. The time history of shock
pulses on the platform approximate to a halfsine pulse with an amplitude of 700 g and a
duration of 15 ms. Very sensitive payloads (e.9,
cameras) can only withstand about 500 g. lt
was therefore assumed that the baseline
shock-sensitive item would have a mass of
0.6 kg and could be expected to withstand a shock
loading of 500 g applied over a period of 15 ms.

Semi-hard landers
Planetary and comet lander missions using low
Figure 1. Marsnet penetrator-lander
Figure 2. Marsnet semi-hard lander

and medium impact velocities

-

namely
Surveyor, Viking, Rosetta and Marsnet - have
also been reviewed to establish a set of tvoical

THERMAL INSUI-ATION

VOLUME FOR

LIP FOR ANCHORING
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lander shock-alleviation

requirements. These semi-hard landers do not
penetrate the planetary or cometary surface.

The semi-hard lander designed for Marsnet
1 .2 m and a height of
0.9 m. lts impact velocity is about 25 m/s in the
veftical direction, and 0 to 25 m/s in the lateral
direction. Overall shock alleviation is performed
by an airbag system. The composition of the
scientific payloads is similar for all of the soft

(Fig. 2) has a diameter oI

and semi-hard lander missions, allowing a
"typical" payload to be defined, with
dimensions of 100x1 00x100 mm3 and a mass
of 0.7 kg. The maximum allowable deceleration
has to be less than 100 g for shock-load inputs

composed of long (5 ms) and short (0.5 ms)
half-sine pulses with amplitudes of up to 200 g.
The shock-alleviation device also has to be as
small as possible, whilst still maintaining a high
functional reliability. There are additional
requirements associated with the re-alignment
and re-positioning (angular accuracy 1 degree,

lateral accuracy

1 mm) of particular payload

items such as cameras

Review of shock-alleviation technology

The types of shock alleviation/absorption
techniques that have been reviewed can be
divided into devices based on friction and
damping, devices based on irreversible
deformation, and strategies to reflect shock
waves by transmission control.
deflection

Among the first type, spring-damper shock
isolators and fluid- or gas-filled telescopic
dampers have been assessed. Standard metalwire or elastomer shock isolators meet most of
the specifications, but involve excessive elastic
displacements because a very low stiffness is
required to isolate against low-frequency shock
loads. Assuming the use of an airbag landing

system for the overall lander, telescopic
dampers may be considered for the shock
attenuation systems for the individual
equipment or payload items mounted on the
lander platform. However, the strong
temperature dependence (density, pressure
and viscosity) of fluid- or gas-based systems
makes it difficult to specify critical design
parameters such as valve diameters and outlet
pressures sufficiently accurately to achieve a

safe device. Also, telescopic dampers are
usually both bulky and heavy.

Shock-alleviation devices based on irreversible
deformation offer the highest specific energyabsorption capability, and crushable aluminium
honeycombs and foams, as well as deformable
tubes, have been reviewed. When loaded
axially, aluminium honeycombs deform
permanently
highly controlled and

in a

predictable manner. As shown in Figure 3, as
overcome,
crushing at a constant level is maintained until
the material "blocks", forming a solid element.
The area under the curve equates to the
amount of energy that is dissipated. The
manufacturers quote honeycomb crushing
strengths only for static crushing and we
therefore included dynamic tests in our study.

the peak compressive load is

Figure 3. Crushing of
aluminium honeycombs

Aluminium honeycombs possess a very low mass

density (16-150 kg/m3) and can be plastically
compressed to 80% of their initial length (max.
70% without blocking). Compression strengths
range from 0.35 to 17 MPa, and for pre-crushed
honeycombs (avoiding the initial peak load) from
0.17 to 7 MPa. The resuliing specific energy
absorption is up to 30 kJlkg. The major
disadvantage of honeycombs is their dramatic
strength decrease when loaded outside the
honeycomb cell axis.
Aluminium foams can be produced with various

mass densities, depending on
manufacturing process (Fig.

). The

the
lightest
53
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foams (so-called "M-type") are made by
injecting gas into molten aluminium-alloy
material. They have densities ranging from 70

to 550 kg/m3 and compression strengths from
0.05 to 8 MPa. Foams made from aluminium
powder ("P{ype") exhibit better homogeneity,
but also have higher densities (300 to 1200
kg/m3) and compression strengths (2 to 25
MPa). Their specific energy absorption is lower
than for honeycombs, and unlike honeycombs
structural foams are effectively isotropic,
exhibiting the same deformation behaviour
regardless of the direction of the applied load.

Dynamic analysis

of shock loads

and

shock propagation
Penetrator-lander
Finite-element and lumoed-mass models have

been used to predict the body loads for
specific penetrator-lander impact conditions.
These models were refined to enable reaction
loads to be predicted at various locations, and
particular
the proposed baseline
equipment locations on the payload platform. A
simplistic model was then validated against the
more detailed structural representations, prior
to being used for parametric investigations of
equioment shock-alleviation devices.

in

at

The body loads were computed using the
baseline impact conditions defined in Figure 5.
The simplified impact model was created using
the lumped-mass code lSlM, in which the skirt
crush characteristics were based uoon static
compression tests on
coupon sample
(1OOxl O0x150 mm3) of aluminium honeycomb
(HEXCEL 1/4-5052-0.0007)
were
incorporated into the model as a non-linear
general crushing curve, allowing hysteretic
loading and unloading conditions
be
handled. A vertical impact velocity of 70 m/s
was applied to produce the penetrator-lander
body response. The results show that at this
velocity the skirt has sufficient energyabsorption capacity not to induce blocking, and
not to exceed the baseline load limit of 700 g.

a

and

to

Figure 4. Aluminium foams

Deformable tubes (e.9. fragile or collapsible
tubes, or tubes expanded by oversized steel

The baseline impact envelope was defined as
approximating to a half-sine pulse of 700 g
amplitude with a duration of 15 ms, which
correlates well with the vertical impact
response predicted by analysis.

balls) have been used in the aerospace industry

for many years, but they too only work
effectively in a clearly defined axial direction.
Scaling down of the results in the literature for
their application to a lander platform appears
difficult.
Wave transmission control is only feasible as a

of

means
shock alleviation within the
dimensions of penetrator or semi-hard landers
for the very high frequency range, whilst the
predominant shock loads in the present case
are quasi-static with significant contributions up
to 1000 Hz.

acceleration profiles show that with the

Of the available shock-alleviation technologies

extended protection device, the shock load on
the equipment can be limited to 400 g (Fig. 7).

for a

equipment deceleration loadings requires an
increase in the stroke distance by extending the

attenuation device through the equipment
platform and into the volume of the main
honeycomb skirt (Fig. 6). The corresponding

penetrator-lander, therefore, the

aluminium-honeycomb materials offer the best
potential, provided due regard is paid to the
need to include some form of guidance system
to eliminate any unstable lateral collapsing that

could otherwise occur. Tests with aluminium
honeycombs and aluminium foams were
therefore oerformed for the semi-hard lander.
tr, /1

lmpact loads on payloads have been predicted
using an extended lumped-mass model,
including a payload placed on a crushable
honeycomb cushion. Even when constraining
the length of the shock-alleviation system to
within the equipment platform, a load limitation
of 500 g is feasible. Fufther attenuation of the

Semi-hard lander
A PATRAN/NASTRAN software package finite-

element model of the Marsnet Semi-Hard
Lander was used to determine typical shock
loads on the lander platform and transform
them into standard load cases. Parametric
investigations were then carried out with

lander shock-alleviation

simplistic models. Linear spring-damper isolators

can be studied using the shock response
spectrum tool within NASTRAN. The nonlinear
matedd behaviour of energy-absorbing media
such as aluminium honeycombs or foams is
represented by plastic material models in the
ABAQUS software package. This finite-element
package can also be used for basic shock-wave

\it,/-\*

vectors

Verti€l
lmpact
Velocity
25-70 mls

4"
Limiting Criteria

1l

Max.Depth

=74omm
Min. Depth = 50mm
Finat Altitude = r.15"
Lateral

Max. Load

tmpaq

propagation analysis.

Velocity
0-30 m/s

on Equipment

Platfom

T

I
t\

=TOOOE\IS'

lr
tr

Both vertical and oblique landing cases were
analysed, and worst-case loads at various
points of the lander platform were identified.
The common characteristics of these loading
time-histories can be represented by four basic
load cases for the semi-hard lander:
Load case

1:

Load case

2:

Load case

3:

Load case

4:

Half-sine wave, 0.5 ms duration,
200 g peak
Half-stne wave, 5.0 ms duration,
200 g peak

Figure 5. Baseline impact criteria for the penetrator-lander

Single long pulse (load case 1),
followed by three short pulses
(load case 2)
Similar to load case 3, but shorl

5009 Stroke
Limited Attenuation

pulses reduced to 120 g Peak.
Load cases 3 and 4 were predominantly used
in the analysis, whilst the final prototype tests
were carried out with load case 2.

Analysis

of

spring-damper shock isolators

using shock response spectra and time-history
simulations clearly showed that the effective

elastic displacement range

is

some
centimetres, which exceeds the specifications
of commercially available elements.

Using ABAQUS, combinations of absorbers,
spring and damper elements were investigated
using simple lumped-mass models. The
irreversible crushing behaviour of honeycombs
and foams was modelled using the ABAQUS
features for ideal elastic/plastic behaviour
During the conceptual design phase, this

approach was extended

by

Figure 6. Incorporation of extended attenuation device

introducing

isotropic hardening to account for the lolocking
behaviour of the crushable elements.

700
600

Our analysis showed that

aluminium
honeycombs and foams are promising
candidates for energy absorption. Single
absorbers used for shock alleviation of a rigid
payload are able to guarantee the 100-g
acceleration limit with resulting crush strokes of
10 to 20 mm and negligible elastic motion.
Structural damping has to be considered as a
parallel load path entailing lower absorber
crush levels and higher corresponding crush
lengths. Series and parallel connections of
absorbers with spring-damper elements show
worse performances than single absorbers in

@
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Figure 7. Acceleration profiles

of platform and protected equipment
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(Fg 9) The test conditions and results
are summarised n Tab e I The shaded
columns indicate the .rate,ials se'ecteo for

terms of crush stroke and elastic displacement,

facllity

However, an absorber connected in paralle
wilh a so'ing-danper ele.nent can be used to
roughly reposition the payload n its original

application in tbe prototype devices

orientation after the shock load has d ed down.
rf eiastomer stops are used to restrrct the free
oscillatory motion

Conceptual design and analysis of shockalleviation devices
Penetrator-lander

Experimental investigations

of

shock-

absorbing materials
Stat

c- and

dynamic- oad

ng

deformat on
characteristics have been experimentally
determined for materias found suitable for the

main penetrator- ander impact attenuation
device (flared honeycomb sk rt) and for a
number of payload-equipment energy

The material tests show that attempts to
dynamical y crush samp es whose heights are
considerably greater than their widths lead to
undesirable lateral collapsing of the

io'eycomb stack. An exrended

artenual on

device for load lim tation be ow 4OO g (Fig 6)
The'efore needs a laLeral guiding syster'or lhe
payload and honeycomb stack.

absorbe's laru'n niurr honeycorrbs a-0 'oamsJ
for both the penetrator and sem -hard landers
Thn
al^ ^^l^^+^.]
npnotretnr
l:nrior
qlvt tut
I llU mr+n,i
ll qtg lOlJ
)UIUUIUU {nr
v iho
rr ru F/Lttul
tULl

were HEXCEL aluminium honeycombs 5/325052-.0007 (cell size material grade - wall
thickness) for the main skirt and types 3/B
5052-.001, 1/4-5052 000/, and 3/16-5052.0007 for equipment protection, The materals
selected for equipment protection on the sem
hard lander were HEXCEL alum nium

honeycombs 3/8-5052 0007 (Fg. B, above)

and 1/8-5052 0A07 as well as auminium
foams made by Alcan (Fig. B, below) and
Sh nko Wire (Alporas foam),

The proposed

shock-a leviation concept
foresees installing the equipment to be
protected and the honeycomb stack within a
tube whch offers lateral supporl (Fig 1O). The
gu de Lube is bolted to the side warls of a sorar-

array support structure and through the
payload platform The tube is vented to avoid
trapped gas oeing compressed a-d increasing
the reaction loads exper enced by the
equipment, Tbe venting slots also assist n
reducing the overal mass of the device The
lSlM umped-mass model was used to design
the abso'ber eleme^T A lin'Le-e,ement analysis
of the guide-tube structure ndicates sufficient
safety margins in terms

of

Semi-hard lander

crushing tests were carried out using an airgun

The prototype concept has guide rails to

'FE#.i

----..-_=:

r{.
Alcan aluminum foam
Figure 8. Aluminium
honeycombs and foams
tested for shock absorotion

strength.

Static crush ng tests were performed on
standard test machines and the dynamic

lander shock-alleviation

Figure 9. Air-gun facility
used for dynamic crushing

tests
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Table 1. Summary of

materials tests
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0.45

017

0-90
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l0

320
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49.7
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0.5
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o17
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Quoted strength [MPa]
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Measured strength [MPa]
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Specific energy absorption
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+17.0
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15.0
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10"5

23.6

12.3

2.5
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Data consistence
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good
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good
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good

good

good

good

poor

good

no

ve5

no
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good

ves

no

no

no

lmpact velocity lrn/sl
Measured strength [MPa]
Measured/quoted lVo)
Normalised strength [N/cell]
Specifi c energy absorption

,|

lkJ/kel
General
ahnccn fnr ennlieqti

prevent lateral motion and offers the option of a
rough re-positioning and re-alignment of the
payload. lt was clear from previous analyses
that lateral acceleration would not be critical.
The main requirements on the concept, known
as the Shock Alleviation/Re-Alignment (SA/R)
nrnl^+\/n6

d6\/i^o

ara'

I . The device must be able to carry a payload
dimensions of
equipment
100x100x100 mm' and a mass oi 0.7 kg.

or

with

2. The shock loads to be borne by the device
are 200 g vertically and 60 g laterally. both
applied as 5 ms half sine pulses.
3. In the vertical direction, the 200 g load has to
be reduced below I OO g across the whole
frequency range. Also laterally. the 100 g
limit must not be exceeded.

4. The SA/R device must allow payload repositioning and re-alignment with 1 mm
accuracy in the vertical and lateral directions
and with ldeg angular accuracy.
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2.Ihe 200 g vedical shock load

is reduced to

below 100 g by the crushing of an aluminium
honeycomb cushion ( type HEXCEL 3/8-5052.0007 ). Lateral shock loads are carried by a

IPGP

Seismometer

guiding system which has to prevent sticking or
canting of the payload platform.

Support
Plate

3. Re-alignment of the payload is accomplished

with one or more spring elements which take

t-

the platform back to its intial position after the
Slotted
Guide
Tube

shock load has died down. The upward
movement of the platform is stopped by
elastomer limit stops. The spring elements have
against the elastomer
elements so that the platform comes to rest in
a ore-defined oosition.

Platform

to be pre-stressed

Attachment

Detailed testing and analysis

Reaction
Plate

Figure 10. Guide-tube shock
alleviation conceot

Figure 11. Integrated SA/R
prototype device with
inclined adaotor

These requirements are reflected in the basic
concept for a prototype SA/R device:

of the

main

elements (absorber cushion, spring elements,
elastomer stops) was conducted in order to
complete the SA/R prototype device's design.
Performance simulations were carried out with
ABAQUS lumped-mass models, including
elements for the honeycomb cushion (elasticplastic with isotropic hardening), springs (nonlinear) and elastomer stops (nonlinear spring
with linear damoer). For the lateral acceleration
testing, an inclined adapter was designed. The
design drawings of the assembled device are
shown in Figure 1 1
.

1. The payload or equipment is mounted on a
support platform with a well-defined interface.
The payload plus platform constitute the

Testing of prototype devices

moving element of the device and their
combined mass has to be considered for

shock-alleviation system was performed with a

shock alleviation.

cylindrical aluminium prolectile was fired into a

Penetrator-lander

The dynamic testing of the penetrator-lander
ballistic air-gun shock-test rig (Fig. 12). A

PAYLOAD

ABSORBER CUSHION
DlAlrl. ToMM

\ttt
M6Xt2 DtN965

lander shock-alleviation

Solar Array

Slotted
Barrel

Shock Alleviation
System

Carrier
Reservoir

Accelerometer
Projectile

Shock
Profiler

the back of a stationary carrier on which the
shock-alleviation device was mounted. During
the impact pulse, the kinetic energy of the

the test configuration was not performing
exactly as predicted. This was found to be
because of the reverse ballistic test
configuration, where the velocity profile

projectile is transferred via the shock profiler to
acceleration

the actual impact situation on a penetrator-

polyurethane block (shock profiler) installed on

the carrier, and generates an
profile approximating

a

half-sine pulse. The

carrier and test items are brought to rest using
a honeycomb retardation system. An air-gun is
used to accelerate the aluminium prolectile up
to the required impact velocity (typically 80 m/s
for the 700 g test). The assembled shockalleviation device was mounted on the vertical
face of the carrier which is attached to a oiston
located within a slotted guide tube . Additional
test items were placed on the baseline mass:

three PULNIX CCD cameras. an
and

sersmometer
CCD wafer.

between carrier and baseline mass differs from
lander. By using a revised lumped-mass model,
the crush strokes could be verified analvticallv.

The models did demonstrate that

the
deformation characteristics of the honeycomb
derived during the initial experimental phase of
this study were representative. The predicted
baseline mass responses, in terms of amplitude
and deformation, correlated very well with
those measured during the trial.

IPGP

a SlTe 1O24x1O24

The acceleration measurements verified the
functionality of the concept, as the test results
Table
confirm. Upon
summarised
inspecting the degree of deformation of the
honeycomb stacks, however, it was found that

2

in

Figure 12. The revised test
conf iguration

Semi-hard lander
The shock tests on the SA/R prototype device
were performed in this case on an Avco shocktest machine. The test soecimen was mounted
on a table, lifted to a pre-specified height and
accelerated downwards by air pressure acting
on a piston. Various shock-pulse shapes could
be realised by choosing appropriate strokes,
Table 2. Summary of inputs

ano responses

Te$No.

Item

wP 3300(1) PULNiX

Piston Yel.

49m/s

Carrier Acc. Duration Allev. Acc. Duration

270 g

0,016

s

380 g

(270e)

0,003

s

Stroke

0mm

(0,016 s)

nn

wP 3300(2) PULNiX

8l r/s

700 g

0,012

s

440 g

0.010

s

2l

wP 3300(3) PULNiX

78

r/s

680 g

0,015

s

440 g

0,013

s

26 mm

wP 3300(4)

IPGP

83

r/s

680 g

0,015

s

300 g

0,016

s

70mm

wP 3300(5)

SITe

79

r/s

620 g

0,015

s

l?l
s*
^-^ D

180mm

*calc
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The SA/R prototype device was tested in two
configurations, namely n a veft ca and in an
inclined configuraton (Fig 13). Three vedica
tests (V' V3)and two i-clined tests (11, 12)we'e
nprfnrmod and lr.o rcsultS are Summarised in

Table

3. The

acceleration measurements

'ndicate the proper functio'ing of the shock

alleviation system, including

the 100 S

acceleration limit and Lhe 'ougH 'e-oositioning
and re-alignment of the payload However, the
crush srro<es of the device reco.ded du"ing the
lesLs were ess tha^ hal' of tle ara'ytically

In the case of the nclined tests, there was a
sigr^ifica"L dynamic magniricaLion of shock
loads, but this was not critical for the 200 g
tests. Th s etfect sho.rld be urther investigateo
f

in anv

l.

fr rt.

rro str rrlics 'c91g

general.

it was found that simplistic

one-

dimensional ABAQUS models give reasonably
good analytical predictions in the face of
s gnificant material data scatter and unknown
damp ng and friclion characteristics

Conclusion
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dynamic analyses have helped

acceleraLion input data corre ated well with the
experimental results. An additional test with an
inclined configuration with 3OO g input yielded
thp L<ino'ir- trntrrn\/ enoci+jgf for the nom na test

understand the behaviours of shock-absorbing
materials such as aluminium foams and
honeycombs ir such applications, The tests

that were subsequently carried out
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The reverse ba'listic testing configuration led to

smaller crush strokes than predicted for the
lander, This could be explained with velocity
prof'les d ffering from the actual landing case.
and the test results were verified analytically
r,vi'F s rrnlistir: l.,rrned-mass models, fhe
nrenlictenl
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Figure 13. SA/R prototype in
test configuration

Test No.

vl

v2

v3

#l

Absorber cushion No.
No. of honevcomb cells
max. .inout acceleration
max. payload acceleration

30

30

205.5

e

680s

max. payload deceleration

Table 3. Summary of test
results for the SA/R

prototype device

crush stroke

9.8 mm

I

lateral

vertical

#4

#3

I

lateral

#5

29

29

29

185.3 e

5-5.6 e

2910s

873s

11.1 s

75.7 s

92.2 s

90.-l s

146.2 s

-354e
[00mm

-211s

-85.7 s

-65.3 s

204 s

205.2

84.3 s

-31.4 s
8.6 mm

t2

I1

vertical

e

7.0 mm

ll

140.6 s

.2 mm
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ESARAD: From R&D to lndustrial

Utilisation
P. Planas Almazan
Thermal Control and Life Support Division, ESA Directorate of Technical and
Operational Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands
D.C. Flett
GEC Alsthom Power Generation, Mechanical Engineering Centre, Whetstone,

United Kinodom

lntroduction

The analysis

of

ESARAD was supposed to be a superior tool in

thermal radiation-driven

problems specific to the spacecraft engineering
ronrriroc f ho reo nf cnonirliqt tnnle tn
characterise the heat flows within the system.
Historically, thermal engineers have used tools

based in the so-called 'Lumped Parameter
Methods' (LPM), which break down the system

into a number of control volumes known

In March 1988 ESA placed a contract for the development of a new
thermal radiation analysis tool, to be called ESARAD. The aim of this
development was to provide industry with a reference tool for use in
European space programmes. Almost ten years latet ESARAD is fully
operational and is being used in several ESA projects. Thus, the early
R&D activities have come to fruition in the form of a fully industrialised
product. This may therefore be a good moment to summarise the
efforts devoted to the development and deployment of ESARAD and to
review the most relevant issues encountered along the way.

In the mid-eighties. ESA sponsored the
of ESATAN, an LPM-based

development

thermal-analysis package that quickly became
established as the standard tool within

European projects. However. ESATAN still

to estimate

the

radiative exchange factors and absorbed solar,
infrared planet and albedo heat fluxes required
for solving the nodal heat-balance equations.

Just like ESATAN, the ESARAD project was
born with the objective of developing and
deploying an industrial-strength product that
could replace the multiplicity of old, unreliable
and difficult-to-maintain tools that were being
used by ESA and industry at the time. lt was
also expected that the further standardisation
of tools would facilitate the communication of
models and analysis results between project
organisations.

-

in offering a generic but

sufficiently rich

functionality set
in provrding robust algorithms
in using state-of-the-art software technology
in being a software-engineered product,
easy to port, maintain and improve.

as

thermal nodes and lump the volume properties
onto their centroid,

needed companion software

qorroral raqnactq'

In March 1988. ESA olaced a contract for the

development

of the software, with

GEC

Alsthom's Mechanical Engineering Centre (UK)
as prime contractor responsible for the preand post-processing framework and Matra (F)
the
subcontractor responsible
algorithmic kernel.

for

as

R&D issues in the ESARAD development
Fulfilling the requirements for ESARAD raised a
number of issues that conditioned the eventual
success of the project. Not surprisingly, most of
the main development was devoted to finding
solutions for these technological problems and
integrating them into a coherent, usable
system.

The first major obstacle was an architectural
one. ESARAD was to take advantage of

progress

in

graphical-user-interface (GUl)

technology to provide an interactive operating
strong
mode. However. there was
requirement to support the batch operation
featured by most of the older tools and to
which many analysts were accustomed. Batch
runs were also important to perform the offline
analysis required for parametric studies and for
large models typical of space projects. The dual
operation problem was resolved by introducing

a

n fnrmal

r:nmnr

rtcr simulatiOn tO drive

all

ESARAD modules. The GUI modules would
produce language statements in response to

user actions, and the statements would be
interoreted in real time.
ol
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Figure 1. All ESARAD
modules can be operated
via a Graphical User
Interface (GUl). This
illustration shows the
Visualisation module, which
is used to pre- and postprocess ESARAD models by
means of 3D computer
graphics. The display shows
how colour can be used to
discriminate between the
different coatings on the
system surfaces

One consequence of using a

anguage

for

mode

fr,r

ly featured

ling and

s mu ation
increase in flexibi ity.

purposes is the huge
Indeed, next to convert ola techn ques
ESARAD can handle more soph st cated
approaches like parametrc rrodeling, where

mensiona constra f ts and dependencies
between geometr c pararreters can be
specif ed as part of the model, Changes n
d

some paranreter vaiues are then propagated
across the system Users can a so def ne

[]odes by means of procedures cortarning
f ow contro constructs (lF THEN FOREND FOB etc.) This s usefu r situations
,^,h^.^
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systerr conf gurations in a singie model or
where a concise descript on of systems
sl-rowing syrrmetres or repetitve structures is
required Furthermore, the af guage g ves
users much more control of the analysis than in
cof vent ona too s Runs can be tailored to
specific requ rements, like mak ng the albedo
characterstcs of the planet depend of the
pUS +,
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because

complex computat onal geornetry algorithrns
had to be developed to process and analyse
cut sudaces, Cutting operations are today one

of the most popular and powerlul ESARAD
s nce they provide a simple and
accurate way to mode shapes which would
otherw se need to be approximated with a
mu titude of smaller surfaces Moreover, a

features,

se geomeLric descr pt oleduces Lne
clutter n the model and facilitates its analysis,
conc

Much effort was spent on what was probab y
the single most critica ssue for the success of
the software. namely the applicat on of

advanced computationa techniques for the
purpose of radiat ve calcu ations Traditiona ly,

agortbms rrpernenting some variation of the
Nusselt prolect on methods had been used for
the calculat on of view factors and direct heat

fluxes. quantit es which depend on the
geometrica conf guration of the system, but
not on ts surfaces' thermo optica propert es.
Then. so-caled 'Matrx Methods'were appl ed

to derve the radative exchange factors and
Another important issue was the support for

constructive mode ing, Typ ca y thermal
radaton-anaysis tools are abe to handle a
mited set of rather bas c sudace pr mitives
(e S p ates. discs, cyl nders, spheres, etc )
One of the requirements n ESARAD was to

iri^ru thn.
| uucil rLJ
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^^ udpdur
^-^^A,
5upput
'cutt
the
ng' of surfaces by nleans of boolean
subtraction operations ltroducing cutting
a,rann
u\rrr
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absorbed heat f uxes requ red for solv ng the
nodal heat balance equations in ESATAN Th s

approach was popular because

it was

fast,

since Matrix Methods process the multi
reflections w th n the systern by taking
advantage of the geometrica nformation bui t
into the pre computed v ew factors and/or
d rect heat fluxes However, the use of this
'class cal' approach may ead to serious

esarad

are

The MCRT method is a powerful simulation tool

necessary for the method to work. In particular:
thermal radiation emission and reflection
must be diffuse
faces must be isothermal and have uniform
emissivity
faces must be uniformly irradiated.

that removes many of the limitations of the
traditional approach to modelling the thermal

problems because several idealisations

-

radiative behaviour of the system. In particular,
faces need not be uniformly irradiated. The only
concern when choosing a discretisation is that,
in line with the requirements of the lumped-

parameter approach, faces should

be

as

isothermal as possible. Curved surfaces like

The first assumption holds in many cases, but
excludes the use of Matrix Methods where
specular effects are important. The second and
third assumptions depend strongly on the
quality of the discretisation and may be violated

cylinders or spheres do not need to be
approximated by planar facets. since raytracing can be adapted to work for 'exact'
higher-order surfaces. Furthermore. it is

where proximity and shadowing effects

nnecihlo
|.Jvooruru

are

significant.

of

Because
these problems, ESARAD
calculates view factors and direct heat fluxes by
means

of Monte Carlo

Ray-Tracing (MCRT)
methods. Fudhermore, N/CRT is also offered
for the direct calculation of radiative exchange

factors and absorbed heat fluxes. In reality,
thermal radiation energy is emitted from all
surfaces, in all possible directions, and is either
absorbed or reflected when it reaches other
sudaces. Since it is not possible to account for
the infinite number of oossible oaths that

radiation follows, Monte Carlo methods
estimate the radiative couplings and heat fluxes
by averaging the 'histories' of a random finite
sample of energy packets, called 'rays' in this

context. The individual history

of each

ray,

namely its emission point, emission direction
and ray/face interaction behaviour, is randomly
determined. N/CRT methods are therefore
stochastic in nature.
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mechanisms for emission, reflection (diffuse,
specular, etc.) and transmission of radiation.
MCRT methods are also interesting because

they admit robust

implementations and
because it is oossible to calculate the error with
which estimates are produced. As a matter of
fact, ESARAD pioneered the use of statistical
methods to control the accuracy of MCRT for
thermal-radiation-analysis purposes.
Finally, it is worth discussing the choice of
software technologies for the implementation of
ESARAD. This was an issue of critical
importance to guarantee the cost-effective
maintenance and evolution of the tool during a
long operational life. The philosophy adopted

was to use software standards as much as
oossible. For example, it was decided that the
code should be written in ANSI C, the ESARAD

language parsed with the lex and yacc
standard UNIX tools, the data stored in an
ORACLE database via SQL, and computer
graphics provided through the ISO PHIGS
standard. Furthermore, the software had to be
well-engineered and therefore ESA's PSS-05
Software Engineering Standards were made
applicable throughout the whole development.
With hindsight, it can be confirmed that these
choices have been very positive. Although
some of these standards were not completely

mature at the time the development started,
nloarlrr
ii hac hoon nnqcihlo tn koon iho
v|vg||,|vLv|\vvHL||v

maintenance and pofting costs low without
compromising the functionality and pedormance of the software.

Key features of ESARAD
ESARAD provides a complete environment for
pre-processing, running and post-processing
spacecraft thermal radiation analysis.

The starting point is the definition of the socalled'Geometric Mathematical Model' (GMM).
ESARAD has a dedicated Geometry module
which allows users to define the geometry.
meshing and thermal propefties of the system.

It is impodant to note that radiative heat
transfer is essentiallV a surface-to-surface

Figure 2. ESARAD model of
the Large Solar Simulator
(LSS) test chamber at
ESTEC (NL). Cutting
operations are used
extensively to model the
chamber enclosure in a
compact and exact way. In
general, more traditional
modelling techniques
require a much larger
number of basic sudaces
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Figure 3. The ESARAD
language provides a
powerful and flexible means
of defining the thermalradiation model and
analysis. This illustration
shows the orocedural model
of a highly symmetrical
mirror assembly for a future
X-ray astronomy mission.
Each thermal node is
coloured differently
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calculation of the conductive heat transfer, the
surface thickness may be defined as a notional,
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broken down into radiative faces by specifying

the mesh resolution along their

two

ESATAN.

ESARAD provides several facilities to assist

checking the correctness

in

of the GMM.

o' '"{anno
rquED
Dul

a hierarchical GMM,
which is very useful for pre- and post-

Visualisation module are a very effective way to
inspect the model. Within this module, one can

characteristic oarametric directions. Thermooptical and bulk properly sets are associated to
every surface in the system. Finally, the model
hrr
vy

rninn
nrn'
vrwuPrr rv

Aaoin
uq)lu

together in the form of

o4

project. a very useful concept borrowed from

For
instance. via the Reporting module, users can
produce a variety of reports listing all relevant
characteristics of the model. Additionally, the
jD r:nmnr rtpr nr:nh j6g available in the

ic
rJ accoml-\loI
uJourrrvruu

Figure 4. Large models like
that of the ISO soacecraft
(left) can be hierarchically
assembled to facilitate the
pre- and post-processing of
model pads. The Metop
soacecraft's reduced
external model (right) is built
by integrating the 'black
box' submodels of the
instruments, Service Module
and Payload Module
provided by different
companres

processing purposes. ESARAD also allows

tho 'hlnnk-hnv inton6gIiOn Of SUb-mOdelS
produced by different companies within a

e

esarao

independently select and display:
any part of the GMM, ranging from the whole
model to individual surfaces
the values for any attribute associated to the
GMM faces, like activity, colour, associated
thermal propedy sets and individual property
values (emissivity, absorptivity, diffuse
reflectivity, etc.). In the 3D model, GMM
faces are coloured according
the
mapping of the selected attribute's values to
a range of hues. The display can be
interpreted by posting a legend next to the

-

to

mooer.

In the Visualisation module, users can look at

the model from any angle and focus on the
relevant parts by using the mouse to control
parameters like the view direction, zoom, pan,
etc. The type of rendering can be selected to
be either wire frame or flat shading. llluminated
shading can also be used to increase the

images, which is useful for
the production of
documentation, users can export the display
via graphic formats readily accepted by most
realism

of

-

the spacecraft attitude, so that the model
can be properly oriented in orbit. ESARAD
can handle both spinning and three-axisstabilised spacecraft. Furthermore, users
can model spacecraft with parts that move
rnrith rcsner:i to ong anOthef. A COmmOn
example is spacecraft on which the solar
arrays track the Sun whilst the payload must
be kept pointed to the Earth. In ESARAD, it

is oossible to model this sort of behaviour

by joining so-called'bodies', i.e. rigid
collections of surfaces, into kinematic
GMMs. The bodies' relative movement is
characterised by specifying the translational
and rotational constraints and degrees of
freedom of each joint. Later, users must
specify the attitude of each of the bodies to
remove all the degrees of freedom and to
determine the orientation of the model at the
orbital positions for which the calculations
will be performed.

presentations. To facilitate

Once the mission is defined, users can go back

word orocessors and soreadsheets.

to the Visualisation and Reporting modules to
check its correctness, in a way similar to the
one described above. Checking the model
attitude is essential if the environmental heat
fluxes are to be properly calculated.

In order to predict the thermal behaviour inorbit, it is essential to characterise the mission
which the system being analysed is supposed
to perform. This involves specifying:

-

the orbital trajectory, which is considered to
ho |Konlorian
trSARAD can handle both
vv
\vv,vl
interplanetary trajectories around the Sun
and planet-centred orbits which can be
used to represent terrestrial, lunar and other
planetary orbits

-

the Sun/planet environment, including the
Sun's position, distance and Solar Constant
corresponding to the epoch for which the
analysis is to be performed, as well as the
planet average temperature and albedo
coefficient

At this point, it is possible to define and execute
the analysis in the ESARAD Kernel module. The
conceot of cases orovides a structured and
useful way to organise calculations. Each case
embraces, for a particular model, the mission

data, the type of calculations to be performed
and the parameters driving the calculations
themselves (e.9. required accuracy). Cases can
always be referenced by name, enabling users

to track results back to the source model
and mission and thereby improving the
configuration control of ESARAD data.

The Reporting and Visualisation modules can

0v.rloy of tert saF[|l

lvl/m2l

r

Figure 5. Post-processing of
the solar heat fluxes on
Metop's Advanced
Microwave Temperature
Sounder instrument.
Differences between the
direct and absorbed fluxes
are due to the thermooptical properties of the
sudaces and to the
existence of multireflections
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Figure 6. Analysis of the
solar-array shading effects
for the Envisat mission. Only
the Service Module's battery
plate radiator (in yellow) is
modelled. Note the relative
movement between the
radiator and the panels
along the orbit, due to the
permanent Sun-pointing of
the arrays. After the
calculations, users can
query results, produce
tabular data and display
graphs via the Data
Extraction Utility

be used once more, this time to check the
calculation results. In particular, it is possible to
inspect the radiative couplings, the errors in the
coupling calculations and the heat fluxes by
displaying colour-coded 3D models. Thus, it
becomes straightforward to see which parts of

the spacecraft are illuminated, which flux
source dominates, whether the calculation
accuracy is sufficient for critical faces (e.9.
radiators), etc. Furthermore, results can be
dumped and post-processed by the Data
Extraction Utility (DEU) shared by both
ESARAD and ESATAN. Users can query the
results of coupling and heat-flux calculations,
extract data in tabular form, produce X/Y plots
and export tabular data for more sophisticated
post-processing in the third-party tools of their
choice. In this respect, the DEU generates
spreadsheet-ready tabular data files. Users can
also include olots into their technical
documentation by exporting the DEU graphs
rnto well-accepted graphic formats.
Ultimately, the results of ESARAD calculations
need to be given for the thermal nodes making

up the Thermal Mathematical Model ftMM)
handled by ESATAN. In doing this, several
GMM faces are often merged into single
thermal nodes. There may be a need for several
of these merging schemes, for instance to
derive detailed and coarse TMMs from the
same GMM. A primary mapping can be defined
in the Geometry module by associating thermal
node numbers to surfaces. In addition, users
can define an arbitrary number of mappings in
ESARAD's ESATAN File Formattino module.
bo

Users can select mappings by name when pre-

and post-processing the model and when
generating input files for ESATAN.

ESARAD's validation and deployment
When the ESARAD main development phase
was completed in 1992, the challenge was to
validate the software for operational use. The
most immediate concern was to establish the
correctness of the sophisticated algorithms in

the Kernel module. ln this resoect.

ESTEC

initiated a comprehensive and systematic effort
to design and develop a set of reference test

cases which could be compared to ESARAD
predictions. As a result, a test suite with more
than BO cases has been produced, featuring
models for which analytic or verified data are
available. The test suite covers virtually all the
relevant aspects of the Kernel module and is
fully automated.

parallel with ESTEC's verification of the
ESARAD calculations, there was a need to
evaluate the suitability of the tool for heavy-duty

In

use in industry. This was accomplished by
undertaking several beta-testing campaigns at
selected industrial sites. The efforls focused on
usability, functionality and performance issues
and provided very valuable feedback, most of

which has been built into the software ever
since. The test suite and the industrial betatesting continue to be used to check every new
ESARAD release.
In mid-1994, the verification efforts had paid off

and ESARAD was declared ooerational. The

esarad

software was first rolled out to a group of 20
users from the Thermal-Control and LifeSupport Division at ESTEC. The deployment

a

substantial amount of support
activities, including the creation of an on-site
required

user support function in charge of the initial
training, the setting up of standardised problem
report procedures, the regular presentation of
new releases, etc. Progressively, ESARAD has
become the only operational thermal-radiation
analysis tool at ESTEC, having been used in
project-support activities for the SOHO, lSO,
Cluster, MORO, Envisat, XMM, Columbus
Orbital Facility (COF), Metop, Integral, Rosetta
and First/Plank programmes.
The final step in the deployment has been the
introduction of ESARAD in industry. Again, this
progressive process, with
has been

a

companies initially procuring ESARAD for
evaluation purposes and later employing it for
full operations. So far more than 30 companies

and academic institutions have licensed the
software, with ESARAD being used in industry
and
Rosetta projects among others. The software is
distributed
comorehensive user
documentation, including a 'Getting Staired

for the Abrixas, COF, DORIS, Metop

with

Guide', the User Manual (PSS-03-106, an
official ESA document) and the Language
Reference Manual.

Firstly, the functional capabilities of ESARAD
will be extended in order to keep pace with the
needs
ever more demanding space
missions. In particular, new requirements have

of

already been identified

for

high-power-

dissipation spacecraft, typical in telecommunications and Earth observation missions, as well
as for lunar, planetary and cometary science
mtsstons.
Secondly, there is an important requirement for

tighter integration of the analysis process, and
therefore of the tools. Indeed. comoanies need
to reduce the overall analysis turnaround time

because

of

competitive pressures. Two

aspects of this integration will be addressed:
integration within the thermal-analysis
process, with improved handling and
tracking of data from ESARAD to ESATAN to
enable the efficrent analysis of a wide range
of cases
integration between computer-aided design
(CAD) tools, ESARAD and other computeraided engineering (CAE)tools via ISO STEP
protocols, offering the opportunity to derive
analysis models directly from the system
perform multiconfiguration and
disciplinary analysis. This will open the door
to the integration of design and engineering
applications around a common repository
something widely regarded as one of the

-

-

to

key technology enablers for concurrent
As had previously been done with ESATAN, the
distribution and maintenance of ESARAD was

to the prime contractor MEC, an
organisation independent from any major
entrusted

space company, in order to ensure high-quality
support and equal access to all users. MEC's
tasks go beyond the development and

maintenance

and also cover software

installation, user training and support, a 'hotline' service, the publication of a newsletter

and other miscellaneous customer-suooort
activities. These tasks are largely self-funded,
with MEC charging yearly maintenance fees to
users. ESTEC complements these efforts with
the organisation of an annual user meeting,

the

European Thermal Analysis Software

Workshop, which has been held for the last 11
years. This event provides a forum in which
users can be brought up to'date regarding the
software's development and where future
requirements can be discussed in an informal
but direct way.

engineering operations.

Conclusion
Almost ten years of effort have paid off in the

form of a powedul, robust and operational
ESARAD software suite. lt is important to note
that R&D activities were necessary, but
certainly not sufficient, to guarantee the proper
deployment of the tool. In fact, it is essential
that projects of this type be driven from
the outset by both technological and
industrralisation requirements, and that any
imporlant decisions take both of these aspects
into account. As a result of having followed

this approach, today's ESARAD users are
benefitting from a well-documented and
professionally supported product that is being
used in many ESA
@esa

proyects.

Future evolution

ESA's current Technology Research
Programme fl-RP) continues to support the
upgrading of ESARAD for the near future.
Leaving aside

a

of

number
small-scale
imorovements. the efforls will be concentrated
in two main strateoic directions.
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earthnet online
The ESA Earth
Observation Multi-Mission
User
Information Services
G. Landgraf & L. Fusco
Remote Sensing Exploitation Department, ESA Directorate of Application
Programmes, ESBIN, Frascati, ltaly

Introduction
The ESA-ooerated earthnet online service

o
r

is

graphics-supported scene selections
nersisicnt nrdcr item hOtlist

unrivalled in Eurooe in terms of the amount of

Earlh Observation information offered by a

-

single provider. The data covers ESA missions
and ESA-managed 'third party' missions

documentation:
-100 0OO Web pages of text and

.

.
.
.

including all product metadata as well as an
extensive collection of related documentation.
The associated service facilities provide

tmages

ERS-1/2 news and information

500 EO-relevant reviewed Web links
special SAR interferometry information

o hosted databases and

systematic online retrieval mechanisms for

news and data provided by the Earthnet
Programme which is carried out under the

directories

(EarthWatching. EARSeL, CEOS InfoSys,

cEos

rDN)

resoonsibilitv of ESRIN.
-

A new information resource

-'eafthnet online'- is now available to the

Earth Observation community on the World Wide Web* (WWW or Web).
The online service is provided through release 'A of the Multi-Mission
User Information Services (MUIS) project and offers an integrated and
user-oriented service for access to Earth Observation data. MUIS
focuses on a more comercially-oriented data presentation in the form

,,^^uDEt i^+^l^^^,
I tLUt tauu,

.

o

r
.
r

of 'products' thereby offering access to a larger user community.
Opening this type of service in a dynamically changing environment
like the Web will trigger new and changing user requirements.
Therefore, the MUIS project is following an iterative development
cycle of two further major releases. Release 'B', currently under
implementation, will introduce additional services. lt is based on a reengineered architecture implementing full distribution capability.
Release 'G' will achieve full deployment of the distributed services to
provide a front-end to an interoperable network of service providers in
cooperation with international partners.

earthnet online services
earthnet online (Fig, 1) provides information for
Earthnet missions via the following electronic
SETVICES:

-

.

.
.
-http://eaft hnet.esrin. esa. it
68

directories and links

earthnet online includes a virtual

yellow

pages service which draws upon numerous
information sources on the Web by
gathering pointers, or link references, to
locations which may interest users.

catalogue:

.
.

-

planned support of new CEOS PTTapproved catalogue interoperability
protocol.

Features of earthnet online

-

geographic maps for catalogue search
and presentation of interactive results
context-sensitive Help
full-text search on all documents
support of NASA IMS search protocol

ERS-1/2, Landsat, NOAA, JERS,
Nimbus
10 million inventory records
800 Gbytes of thumbnail and 'quick-look'
image data
product-specific search criteria
multi-mission searching

product order support:

.

order options and guide descriptions for
fifty different product types

-

information retrieval
Extensive documentation material provides
thorough understanding of potential
Earthnet data usage. A news feature keeps
rreare rrn-tn-r]ata nn mrssrons, programmes
-,,
and projects.

a

Users can download a data catalogue,
software for data interpretation and display,
and auxiliary data for handling and analysing
product data via File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

earthnet online
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CATALOGUE & PEODUGT DELTVEEY
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Brsurse order
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catalogue and product delivery

Key system requirements

This is the core service of earthnet onlrne

The MUIS project is driven by the following key

and covers the followinq features:
product guide

requirements:

.

The product guide includes example
images and searchable descriptions of
ESA-provided products, classified by
application, geophysical parameter,
provider, sensor and satellite. lt helps to

o

identify the product types which are best
suited for a user's requirements.
inventory and browse
The inventory and browse service is the
presents
heart of the catalogue.

lt

oroduct descriotions in the form of
inventory and 'quick-look' data. Users

-

services which can

-

user-oriented

The MUIS service model is commercially
oriented in order to offer users a familiar
environment. MUIS focuses on products

The MUIS user access model is based on the
following scenario:

.

agreed upon by ESA and its
commercial partner consortia. The
available ESA and commercial product
lists and associated order options are

the user searches and navigates within
the product guide using application
keywords to identify a product type of
interest

o the

user identifies available products via
an inventory search

offered.

o the user

o

is a

svstems.

maintained at

and their availability, while (whereas) details
of satellites, archiving centres and archived
tapes will be more transparent to users,

multi-level Web interface. Retrieved
nrnr'|
vvvvL rci itcms r:an be marked for suby,

online product archive and delivery
A number of ESA products are regularly
orovided to authorised users via the
FTP facility within earthnet online.
mechanism
Selective delivery
considered for the future: however, bulk
data transfer or shipment is likely to
remain a task for other Earthnet deliverv

be

different facilities.

a

The ordering facility of earthnet onlrne
is in accordance with the data policies

i^^^^+.^ti^^^
tLt oilDgu

UEUU|

ESA missions are exploited by distributed
national archiving and processing facilities
via national providers. MUIS plans a very
extensive implementation of the distribution
concept for single, specific product, sub-

can match their information requirements
to the most appropriate available data via

sequent oroenng.
support for product ordering

Figure 1. eadhnet online
servtces

-

verifies product suitability by

browsing the images
the user retrieves the product from the
online archive or orders from a provider
and retrieves the product from a pick-up
nnini rriq f ho nrndr rni dolirronr conrina

interoperable

The final distributed system will be

an
OY
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interooerable network of federated
providers. Access to each of the above
services will be provided via transparent

Ground Segments (ECFs - 'Exploitation
Core Facilities') and loads them into the
data servers.

routing from the facility to which the user has
User Access Gateway layer
The User Access Gateway (UAG) layer (Fig. 3)
is a core architectural element of the MUIS

connected.

-

nelerogeneous

Commercial oroviders can offer their own
personalised service. MUIS will support this
with a decoupled user interface module
which is easily replaceable.

-

modular

A

MUIS system shall be reusable for
different facilities. Minimum effort will be
required to customise locally provided
services by 'plugging- in' new or replaceable

lt

system.
decouples the user service
functionality provided via various protocols from
the data servers. The UAG contains a user
interface gateway module for each supported
protocol (HTTP, FTP, lMS, future CIP) which
maos all reouests into an internal standard
protocol (gateway interoperable protocol - GIP).

This orotocol reoresents the standard service
backbone. lt is based on an across-mission

The basic MUIS architecture (Fig. 2) foresees

standardised par ameler /v alue set described by
a CIP-aligned data dictionary. earthnet onlrne
can therefore be easily provided via new
protocols with the addition of a specific
protocol-GlP gateway.

four main architectural blocks:
user access layer
Responsible for mapping the MUIS-provided

The data server interface layer contains a
translation module for each data server that

components.

System baseline architecture

-

services

-

-

to

different user protocols and

interfacing the data server layer.

converts the GIP reouest into the data server
native access mechanism (CORBA, RPC, SQL,

data server layer

etc.). Thus the addition or replacement of a
data server is limited to a modification of the

The 'core' of the system; ensures that
different types of data are accessible via

specific data server translator module.

data server- soecific functions.

A single user request may be split into two

support layer
Provides veftically supporting services such
user management, and system
monitoring and control

as
-

different internal service protocol requests (e.9.
combined 'lnventory and Browse Search
Request') and different requests may be

answered by the same data server (e.9. in
Figure 2, the browse and product server have
been unified). This data server layer internal

ECF l/F layer

architecture is hidden within the data server l/F

Receives data from the individual Mission

raver.

HTTP
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Lying between the above mentioned layers is

the session management and routing layer
which is resoonsible for authentication and
authorisation, and managing the user session
independently from the protocol. This layer will
be extended in the distributed system in order

to

distribute requests

to remote

facilities as

architecture they will be distributed with the
support layer stretching horizontally over all
facilities. In view of this, an expandable agentmanager architecture has been adopted for

Figure 3. User Access
Gateway layer

both subsystems.
ECF l/F layer

This layer currently acts as the interface

weil.

Data server layer
The backbone of the earthnet onlrne service is
the Inventory Data Server (lDS) which uses an
'objectstore' database. Currently the database
holds approximately 10 million product records.

between the MUIS system and the ESA ERS,
Landsat, NOAA, JERS operational ground

segments as well as

historical

It will be extended to
interferometry,

'Quick-looks' are provided through the Browse

the Nimbus

archive by loading the received inventory and
browse information into the MUIS data servers.

include ERS SAR
and IRS MOS and SeaWiFS

mtsstons.

Data Server, based on a large RAID unit, which

can be expanded to hold the

envisaged

Terabyte of browse data.

Future outlook
The final, distributed MUIS system (Fig. 4) will
implement
network
interoperable
providers* who will offer various product types

a

The Multi-media Documentation Server (MDS)

of

is

via one of their facilities (e.9.

specialised products

hyperlinked

Oberphaffenhofen, Neustrelitz, Maspalomas)
on hierarchical data collections (as defined by

documents (CEBIT award '97) and, therefore,
specifically suited for Web documentation

the CEOS Working Group Information Systems
and Services-.).

implemented on a 'hyperwave' server,
currently one of the most advanced and

for

ESRIN,

SETVICES.

These main data servers are complemented by
the relatively simple order and directory data
servers and an FTP accessible file soace
managed by the file server.

Support layer
This layer comprises user management, and
system monitoring and control. In the current
centralised system these components could be
rather basic, but in the final decentralised

earthnet online will remain the focal ooint of
the user service, seamlessly connecting users
to the partner providers (and vice-versa). Each
provider may opt to reuse the services of
another provider enabling accessibility via his
own facility. Alternatively, he may chose to hide
certain services thereby disabling a link to

another provider, (note: no connection
from 'Commercial Provider' and 'Partner
Organisation' in Figure 4). Browse data of
recently acquired images can be made

-Space agencies, partner
organisations, commercial
providers, national stations,
rnnlinatinn nontroc

..Protocol Task Team:
"Catalogue Interoperability
Prorocol (ClP) Specification

-

Release B"; doc,ref,
CEOSA/VGISS/PTT/CI P.B,

lssue 2.2, March 1997
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Figure 4. Interoperable
ervice network scenario

available directly

at stations which are not

directly accessible by users, but linked via the
interoperable network to other user facilities.

Interoperable user management is one of the
critical issues of the network. The following
assumptions are made:

community

distribution
concept are the UAG (as already highlighted

above),

the service directory and

maintains their user
via a User Management

- each orovider

The key components of the

user

Subsystem (UMS)

-

users log in with multiple userlDs when
a session (one per provider with

management.

starting

The service directory will be the 'brain' of the

their' interoperable network visibility'
providers may mutually agree on granting
additional default privileges to all users or

whom they are registered), thus defining
interoperable service routing. lt holds the overall

-

information on service characteristics and their

location in the network and, locally at each
facility, it describes the subset of standard
service functions and parameters suppofted by
the local data server. The local installation
allows each provider to order his preferred
overlapping services and hide competitor
servtces.

specific user groups of other providers

-

providers may agree on sharing a user
community
each provider has a main facility where the

UMS manager resides. UMS agents are
installed at all of the orovider's facilities and
fed by the UMS manager for user
authentication and authorisation. @esa

integrating sar data

Integrating SAR Data into Geographical
Information Systems (GlS)
G. Sylos Labini & S. Samarelli
Planetek ltalia, Tecnopolis, Bari, ltaly

G. Pasquariello
CNR lESl, Bari, ltaly
G. Nico & A. Refice
INFM, Dipartimento Interateneo di Fisica, Bari, ltaly

J. B6quignon
Remote Sensing Exploitation Department, ESA Directorate of Applications, ESRIN,
Frascati, ltaly

Definition of SAR GIS products
Since Geographical Information Systems
not generic, we

-

the study team

-

Product accuracy
are

extensively

considered and analysed several application
domains. In each case, potential GIS products
were identified according to two criteria: firstly,
their feasibility (ability to satisfy the application
requirements) and, secondly, their potential

its

exoenence.

Degree of automation

market.

Since the 1960s, satellite remote-sensing has increasingly become a
primary source of information on our planet. Direct distribution of the
resulting data has, however, been mainly limited to a small community
of users. Meanwhile, it has become evident that direct access to this

data is also desired by a wider range of users

In this case, accuracy is defined as

compliance to application requirements rather
than final product precision. For each product
type, we assessed the accuracy from results
already published as well as our practical

-

such as urban
planners, Earth resource managers and insurance brokers - who have
been managing territorial information using Geographical Information

This is a fundamental parameter, since it
indicates to what extent an operator must be
involved in the processing chain for final
product realisation. The degree of automation
affects not only the cost of the product, but

also the objectivity of the final result (as
personal judgement may be involved) and,
consequently, product reliability.

Systems (GlS).
In order to fulfil the requirement of moving relevant and current data
into these types of systems, data must be extracted from the satellite

sensors into a compatible format. In a study performed for ESA,
Planetek (l) investigated whether new GIS-oriented products could
provide ERS-1 and ERS-2 SAR data to these user communities. The
study was focused on two key issues: to identify an end-user product
and to specify an appropriate format for product distribution.

Need for ancillary data
Remote-sensing data applications can always
benefit from the use of ancillary data, but the
type and amount of ancillary data needed to

guarantee

a satisfactory product must be

determined. The orovision of additional data
beyond this requirement could be considered
as a means of further improving product
accuracy.

The candidate product types were then ranked
according to the following criteria:
Data source

ls the information contained in existing ERSSAR products, such as the precision image
(PRl), sufficient for generating the product, or

are other data, such as precise
information (PRC), also required?

orbit

Application maturity
This parameter is a tentative assessment of the
degree of consolidation of each application,
measured by years of study carried out by the
scientific community and by the number of

application examples. This is not necessarily
related to product accuracy and, therefore, it
does not infer any quality assessment of the

GIS product, Some recently

developed
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applications may present quite accurate
results, but they have not been tested on a
wide range of varying situations and the
limitations may not yet be clearly understood.
On the other hand, other applications, although
less accurate, have been fully analysed and
validated in terms of reliability. Therefore, from a
market point of view, product maturity indicates
to what extent the customer is likely to be able
to rely on a GIS product. A low level of maturity

potential

products have been selected: flood map, oil
spill map, slope map, low-resolution DEM, iceedge line, coastline map and forest-/non-forest
map.

consolidated aoolications

been

Product format specif ication
A key factor for the success of any of these
new products is their usefulness to the GIS

Cost/benefit ratio with respect to traditional
products
For each product type, this criterion accounts
for the cost/benefit ratio with resoect to the

user community. The proposed products must
be compatible (be directly readable by) the

have

same product obtained by using sources other
than SAR data. They include, for instance, field
measurements, bathymetric campaigns, aerial
photograph interpretation and optical remotesensing data processing.

Product versatility
This parameter refers to scientific or operational

interest and product flexibility. In general, all of
the defined applications can be both scientific
and operational but, strictly speaking, some
products may be identified which appeal only

to the

scientific community

or other

very

specific users (e.9. public administration or oil
exploration industry). A product is marked as
flexible if it can be used directly in more than

one application. A Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) is a typical example of a flexible product,

used

in civil

hydrogeology.

t4

As a result of the analysis, seven

has been attributed to aoolications which still
have some open issues, whereas the more
considered as mature.

Figure 1. The ERS
spacecraft

Geographical extent
Some products cover only a limited part of the
Earth. This may impact applications such as
sea ice investigations or studies on deseft
areas which have geographical limitations.

engineering

as well as

in

existing systems. According

to our

survey,

most GIS software packages currently in use

are application-specific (related to

e.g.

hydrology, urban planning) and are primarily
based on one or two industry standards. We
decided to look for a solution acceotable for
most, if not all, of these software packages.

integrating sar data

The proposed GIS product format is based on
a main file which contains metadata information
and pointers to all the relevant geographical
data, tabular data and auxiliary files, including
the relevant documentation. These secondary
files, which may be distributed with the main file
or made accessible via a network, form the full
product along with the main file. The data file
formats chosen are:
GeoTlFF for raster data
DXF for vector data
ASC|l, tab separated, for attribute tables.

The list may be expanded, especially for vector
data format.

In fact, DXF has several drawbacks

in

describing GIS data, mainly due to its inability

to

associate attribute tables with graphical

features. These problems can be overcome,
but it is worth noting that other formats store
GIS data better than DXF. DXF has been
chosen for its currently wide distributron.

An example: the flood map
ln order to validate the concept proposed in
this study, we performed a detailed study of
one oroouct.
Due to ESAs focus on disaster management,
we selected the flood map. A sample product
was prepared for the floods around B6ziers in
Southern France in January 1996, which was
studied elsewhere.
The production followed a preliminary phase of
detailed product specification based on
application and user requirements. A suitable
algorithm was identified using both amplitude
SAR images and interferometric coherence
images. The result is a vector map of the

flooded zones in

a format which can be

immediately employed by end users. The data
is displayed over a raster SAR image of the
flooded area (left).

Gonclusion
Based on the interest shown by a wide range of

user communities, we have proposed highlevel G|S-oriented products that we hope will
contribute to bringing remote-sensing data to a
wider market place than the traditional remotesensing community. Further work is foreseen to
develop additional products such as the oil spill
map and the slope map.
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Figure 2. The flooded area.
around B6ziers delineated in
red. The outer red square is
the SAR scene
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Le Partenariat Europe-Russie pour le
d6veloppement et l'6change de
I'expertise professionnel le
L. Mounier
Service des Affaires juridiques, ESA, Paris

Introduction

Cette initiative

a 6t6

rendue

possible
notamment grace a l'existence d'une clause de
coop6ration en matidre juridique qui figure dans

l'Accord de coop6ration spatiale 2i des fins

pacifiques conclu entre I'ESA

et

services de lancement, tous d6fis auxquels ce

Partenariat cherche

d

16oondre

oar

une

meilleure or6oaration des hommes.

le

Gouvernement de I'URSS le 25 avril 1990.

Constatant le poids des notions juridiques et de la terminologie dans
la n6gociation, mais 6galement dans la mise en oeuvre d'accords de
coop6ration internationale dont I'importance va devenir croissante
pour tous les acteurs du domaine spatial, qu'ils soient institutionnels
ou non, les Directeurs g6n6raux de I'ESA et de la RKA ont propos6,

d6but 1997, la mise en commun de ressources humaines et
financidres pour un programme d'activit6s (s6minaires, ateliers, tables

rondes, etc.) sp6cifiquement ax6 sur les besoins prioritaires des
acteurs du secteur spatial russe et europ6en dans les domaines du
droit, de la gestion, de l'6conomie et du financement des projets.
Au-deld d'une coop6ration dont I'ESA et la
RKA sont les aiguillons, le Partenariat vise d
associer, autour d'une Charte, paraph6e le 16
juin 1997 au Salon du Bourget, le plus grand

nombre oossible d'acteurs russes et
euroo6ens de ce secteur d'activit6s. Par ses
effets demultiolicateurs dans le domaine des
ressources humaines, cette initiative a d'abord
pour objet de resserrer les liens entre l'Europe
et la Russie, d'6tablir un climat de meilleure
comorehension mutuelle
de favoriser
l'6mornonno
nrnnroccirro d'r rn 'lannano
commun pour un b6n6fice mutuel', c'est-d-dire
d'assurer un environnement propice pour de
futures entreprises conjointes.

et

to

dans les domaines des t6l6communications,
de l'observation de la Terre, ou m6me des

L

objet de cet article est d'exposer

les

principaux objectifs poursuivis par la Charle de
Partenariat ainsi oue les m6canismes retenus
pour sa mise en oeuvre. Sont 6galement

expos6es les premidres activit6s envisag6es
dans le cadre d'une 'phase-pilote' d6marr6e a
la mi-1997.

Rappelons que ce Partenariat a requ le soutien

de I'Union europ6enne pour sa phase-pilote
1997, par le biais d'une allocation du
programme d'assistance technique d la CEI
('Tacis-Bistro').

La Charte de partenariat

Ce document

a ete conQu comme un

instrument flexible pour permettre de r6unir
autour d'un ensemble d'objectifs de vaste
portee a la fois des institutions (ESA, RKA,

agences spatiales nationales, voire des
ministeres...) et des acteurs du secteur
aerospatial (firmes industrielles ou soci6t6s de
services...) ayant leur sidge ou principaux
etablissements dans les Etats membres de

I'ESA,

de l'Unron europ6enne, ou dans

la

F6d6ration de Russie. La Chade est un accord

Ce sont des objectifs ambitieux et de longue

international de type trds parliculier : elle n'a
pas fait l'objet d'une v6ritable signature par ses
initiateurs, non plus que par ses adh6rents
ulterieurs, mais d'un simple paraphe par les
Directeurs generaux de I'ESA et de la RKA, qui

haleine compte tenu des singularit6s culturelles

se portent en quelque sorte garants de ses

respectives et du poids des usages dans les
relations entre partenaires spatiaux de tout
premier plan, et qui s'inscrivent des deux cdtes
comme une n6cessit6 d l'heure oJ les activit6s
spatiales connaissent de profondes et rapides
mutations, en particulier par la croissance
exponentielle des applications commerciales

objectifs devant l'ensemble de la communaut6
des Paftenalres.
Les Partenaires adherent sur simple demande

adressee

aux Directeurs gen6raux,

qui

consultent, avant de prendre leur d6cision, les
reoresentants des autres Partenaires au sein

oanenanat eurooe-russre

d'un 'Groupe de pilotage'. Toutefois,

Tableau 1. Liste des Paftenaires

cette
proc6dure formelle n'a pas 6t6 mise en oeuvre
Partenariat
adh6rents
oour les
enregistres d la date de r6daction de cet adicle
(cf., Tableau 1: Liste des Partenaires d la date

AGENCE SPATIALE EUROPEENNE

du 16 octobre

SABCA

au

19

actives dans

1997), s'agissant d'entites

le

domaine spatial

et

qui

r6pondaient d'embl6e aux principaux critdres
fix6s par l'Article premier de la Charte,

AGENCE SPATIALE RUSSE
FOKKER SPACE BV
KAYSER THREDE GMBH
ALENIA AEROSPAZIO

DAIMLER BENZ AEROSPACE AG
CNES

ll est par contre propos6 d'y recourir pour
examiner la demande d'adh6sion d une

AEROSPATIALE

imporlante association professionnelle de droit
russe, l"Union des Juristes', qui n'a pas de lien
avec ce secteur particulier d'activit6s, mais qui

ALCATEL ETCA SA

ALCATEL ESPACE
NORWEGIAN SPACE CENTRE
TECHNOSPACE AERO SA

s'int6resse aux objectifs poursuivis par la
Charte, et qui peut apporter l'experience de
ses 60 000 membres individuels, avocats ou

STARSEM

magistrats dans toutes

AUSTRIAN MINISTBY OF SCIENCE AND TRANSPORT

les

sp6cialit6s

juridiques. Cette association pourrait ainsi se
voir reconnaitre un statut particulier de type

INTOSPACE GN/BH
DORNIER SATELLITENSYSTEME

SEP
MATRA MARCONI SPACE

'Partenaire associ6'.

Les Parlenaires contribuent au financement
des activit6s du Partenariat sur une base
volontaire, et sont 6galement invites a mettre

Le Partenariat s'est dot6, conform6ment a la
Charle, d'une structure l6gere destin6e d en

apports de diff6rente nature faits par les
Partenaires ou par d'autres institutions qui
soutiennent ses activites (p.ex. I'Union

assurer les aspects op6rationnels, a l'animer et
d maintenir le lien entre tous les Paftenaires. ll
s'agit du 'Secr6tariat ex6cutif' compos6 d'un
representant de l'ESA et d'un representant de
la RKA, qui s'appuient sur un Coordonnateur
du Programme pour la gestion des interfaces
entre tous les intervenants et la mise en oeuvre
des activit6s. Ce Secr6tariat ex6cutif est

europ6enne), et qui seft de cadre de r6f6rence
d l'6x6cution d'un plan annuel d'activit6s agr66
par les Parlenaires r6unis au sein du 'Groupe
de pilotage' qui est l'organe de r6f6rence du

Paris, dans des locaux mis d
disposition par I'ESA et par la RKA, et s'est
dot6 d'une appellation destin6e d en faciliter
I'identification: 'Space, Business & Law

Signature de la Charte de
partenariat par MM. JeanMarie Luton et Yuri Koptev,
Directeurs g6n6raux de
I'ESA et de la RKA, pendant
le Salon du Bourget (Paris,

Association' (SBLA).

16 juin 1997).

des moyens humains ou mat6riels dr disposition
pour limiter au strict minimum les debours et
les 6changes de fonds. Le Partenariat est dote
d'un budget annuel qui prend en compte les

Partenariat,

et

dans lequel sidgent

les

localis6

d

repr6sentants des Partenaires. Un compte
bancaire sp6cifique est ouvert par I'ESA au
nom du programme de partenariat, et ce
compte est 9616 selon les rdgles applicables
aux d6penses de l'Agence, susceptible des
m6mes oroc6dures de v6rification.

Exceptionnellement, les Directeurs g6neraux
de I'ESA et de la RKA peuvent d6cider de
convoquer une 'R6union des Paftenaires' pour
examiner le bilan et l'avenir du Partenariat.

La Charte ne d6termine d dessein aucune
dur6e pr6cise pour le Partenariat, s'agissant
d'une entreprise de longue haleine. On peut en
d6duire que le Partenariat cessera d'exister le

jour oi ses membres le

d6cideront

collectivement, ou bien lorsque leur nombre et

leur participation seront devenus insuffisants
pour assurer l'6xecution d'un plan annuel
d'activit6s. Cette Chafte peut 6galement faire
I'objet d'amendements d la majorit6 des deux
tiers des Partenaires representes et votants au
sein de la R6union des Partenaires.
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Aux termes de la Charte, le Partenariat d6marre
ses activit6s au 1er janvier 1998. Toutefois, il a

ete convenu qu'un programme d'activit6s
pr6liminaires serait lanc6 des 1997 dans le
cadre d'une 'phase-pilote' destin6e d valider
les premidres hypothdses de travail et les
premieres orientations. C'est ce programme
qui a requ un soutien financier important de

-

Encourager

le

d6veloppement

de

liens

personnels directs et des contacts entre les
personnels respectifs dans une atmosphdre
amicale et stimulante, afin de surmonter les
barrieres culturelles et linguistiques.

ll ressort de ces objectifs que le programme
d6velopp6 par le Partenariat s'adresse avant

l'Union europ6enne dans le cadre des fonds

tout aux

'Tacis-Bistro' qui sont g6r6s directement par la
Mission oermanente de I'UE dans la F6d6ration

Partenaires, et plus particulidrement d ceux qui
exercent d6ja des responsabilit6s dans le cadre

de Russie.

des coop6rations entre la Russie et l'Europe

personnels d6ja form6s des

occidentale, ou qui s'y pr6parent.

appropri6e". Les principaux objectifs peuvent

D6marrage des activit6s : la phase-pilote
pour 1997
Les semaines qui ont suivi le paraphe de la
Charte de Parlenariat ont 6t6 consacr6es a la
mise en place de l'infrastructure fonctionnelle
necessaire ii un d6marrage rapide des trois
principales activit6s pr6vues au titre de la
phase-pilote 1997, a savoir la r6alisation, d

toutefois 6tre ais6ment r6capitul6s:

Moscou:

-

- de deux s6minaires d'une dur6e de
quelques jours chacun sur les thdmes
resoectifs suivants : 'Environnement
juridique des activit6s spatiales
internationales', et 'Gestion des

Les objectifs du Partenariat
fArticle 2 de la Charte tente de d6finir ces
objectifs en huit paragraphes, le neuvidme
6tant libell6 en termes g6n6raux: "identifier les
besoins en termes d'6changes d'experlise
exprim6s par les Partenaires, et rechercher les

moyens

d'y r6pondre de la faqon la

plus

Accroitre l'expeftise dans les domaines-cl6s
qui sont communs d tous les projets

spatiaux men6s en coop6ration

:

droit

international, finance, pratiques comptables,

assurances et responsabilit6, maitrise
d'oeuvre et sous-traitance d l'6tranger,
gestion de projets internationaux d grande

programmes spatiaux internationaux dans

les

Encourager, entre les personnels respectifs

des Partenaires, I'echange de l'exp6rience
professionnelle, des savoirs et des savoirfaire, dans un esprit de confiance mutuelle et
pour le b6n6fice de tous.

Favoriser l'6mergence progressive d'une
bonne comorehension des modes de travail
respectifs et des contraintes institutionnelles
propres d chaque Parlenaire, dans le souci

d'une gestion plus efficace de toutes les
interfaces de travail mises en oeuvre au
cours des diff6rentes 6tapes des activit6s de
cooo6ration.
Optimiser l'emploi des ressources humaines
et materielles des Padenaires en leur faisant
b6n6ficier d'un effort sp6cifiquement adapt6
d leurs besoins, faisant ainsi l'6conomie de
formations autrement lourdes et co0teuses
ou qui ne sont pas, dans certains domaines,
dispens6es par les filieres traditionnelles de
formation.

Stimuler I'int6r6t

des

oersonnels en

ameliorant les comoetences et les niveaux
performance dans des domaines
souvent n6glig6s comme la gestion, le droit
et les aspects financiers.

de
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domaines

du

transoort

et

des

t6l6communications'

echelle.

-

d'un 'Atelier-Executif' pour les dirigeants du
secteur spatial russe et occidental ayant
pour thdme principal 'Les aspects concrets
de la coop6ration et des affaires spatiales
internationales'.

Ce programme a fait l'objet d'une pr6sentation
aux Partenaires au cours d'une premiere
r6union informelle du Groupe de pilotage tenue

au Centre technique de I'Agence (ESTEC) a
Noordwijk. Pays-Bas, le 16 septembre 1997.
Cette r6union, qui fut suivie d'une table ronde
avec les personnels de l'Agence concern6s par
la coop6ration avec la Russie, a permis de
verifier que les objectifs du Partenariat
r6pondaient bien d une demande, qui peut 6tre
qualifi6e de trds soutenue, tant du cdt6 des
Partenaires que de celui des personnels, une

constatation qui s'est 6galement v6rifiee du
c6t6 russe au cours de or6sentations faites d

Moscou dans les semaines suivantes. La
plupart des interventions ont ainsi soulign6 le
besoin d'une amelioration dans la pr6paration,
sur tous les plans, des personnes amen6es d
conduire, ou d participer d, des coop6rations
spatiales dans le contexte euro-russe.

La r6alisation de ce premier programme
d'activites s'appuiera sur les moyens mis d

oanenanat eurooe-russre

disposition par les Partenaires, en particulier
sous la forme d'intervenants ou d'animateurs

pour des s6minaires, et b6n6ficiera

de
l'Universite
Internationale de I'Espace (lSU, Strasbourg)
dans le domaine des formations pluriculturelles
et multidisciplinaires sp6cifiquement adapt6es
aux besoins du secteur spatial.

I'exp6rience d6velopp6e

par

Activit6s envisag6es pour le Plan annuel
1998
Les Partenaires se verront proposer, avant la fin

1997, un programme d'activit6s pour 1998
comprenant la r6alisation de plusieurs
seminaires, d'un ou deux'Ateliers-Executifs'
pour les niveaux dirigeants des organismes
adh6rents, ainsi que des 'Ateliers-Expefts'
permettant des pr6sentations sur des sujets
techniques dans des domaines d'excellence.

de la

comp6titivit6 sur des marches qut

s'6tendent

dr

l'6chelle de la olandte.

Le pr6suppos6 de cette initiative de Partenariat

est que le succds de toute entreprise de
coop6ration internationale passe par une
pr6paration et une formation ad6quates des
personnes charg6es de la pr6parer et de la
mettre en oeuvre, et que l'6laboration
progressive de concepts communs,
l'6mergence d'une 'langue commune' sur les
6l6ments incontournables de toute entreprise
soatiale internationale (comme la d6finition des
responsabilit6s respectives, les assurances et
garanties financidres,
schdmes
contractuels, etc.), au-deld des diff6rences
proprement linguistiques
culturelles,
b6n6ficieront d tous les acteurs de ce secteur,
en Russie comme en Europe occidentale.

les
ou

Les thdmes de ces activites seront retenus sur

la base des r6sultats d'une 6tude et d'une
analyse detaill6es des besoins des Partenaires,
en cours de r6alisation.

Conclusions
l-initiative de ce Partenariat a 6te prise par les
Directeurs g6n6raux de I'ESA et de la RKA
aprds que se soit 6coul6e une premiere p6riode
(1991 -1 996) de coop6ration intensive entre les
deux agences, et entre I'Europe spatiale et la

Russie d'une faqon plus g6n6rale. Cette
periode a 6t6 marqu6e d la fois par la
disparition de I'URSS, la naissance de l'Agence

et par l'acces de la
Russie a la scdne spatiale internationale
(Station spatiale internationale et marche

spatiale russe (1992),

mondial des services de lancement).
Des deux c6t6s, pour des raisons diff6rentes,

sont men6s de faqon paralldle de tres
consid6rables efforts de restructuration du
tissu industriel, et qui ont conduit d I'apparition
d'entreprises conjointes pour exploiter de
manidre plus rationnelle et plus 6conomique

des moyens d6velopp6s dans

d'autres

contextes ou avec d'autres finalit6s. Des deux

cot6s, I'enjeu

est identique face au

developpement tres rapide de nouveaux
segments de marche dans le secteur des

applications civiles (t6l6communications,
navigation, gestion des ressources naturelles)
plus
important des march6s, des investisseurs et
des utilisateurs, et 2i une diminution relative du
r6le des commandes 6tatiques.

qui appellent d un role de plus en

Dans ce contexte, la coop6ration internationale
rev6t un autre caractdre, prend un autre sens:
elle devient un 6l6ment essentiel de la perennit6
de pans entiers de I'industrie spatiale, elle joue
un r6le moteur dans le maintien de hauts
niveaux de como6tence et dans la recherche

Enfin, si I'initiative de ce Partenariat revient aux
deux agences spatiales, il convient de souligner
qu'il a 6t6 conQu pour repondre avant tout aux
besoins de leurs partenaires industriels

respectifs, et que c'est d eux qu'il revient
maintenant de lui donner l'6lan n6cessaire d
son 6panouissement

rapide.
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Au-deld de la Terre
Les missions scientifiques de
lAgence spatiale europ6enne (ESA)

de Nigel Calder
'Au-delit de notre ciel teintd de bleu par I'atmosphdre
terrestre s'6tend l'Univers, ce vide spatial noir ponctue de
plandtes, d'5toiles et de galaxies. C'esf le royaume des
chercheurs spatiaux.'

Nigel Caldef 6crivain tres connu en Grande-Bretagne pour
la qualite de ses 6crits scientifiques, brosse ici un tableau
complet et vivant du programme de recherche spatiale de
I'ESA, en nous donnant un avant-goOt des projets que
I'Agence compte mettre en oeuvre au XXle siecle.
La vigueur et la diversit6 de cette recherche s'imposent au

lecteur. Au-deld

de la lere or6sente douze

missions

diff6rentes, en mettant l'accent sur les raisons humaines et
scientifiques qui soustendent l'rmmense travail d la cl6 de la
recherche spatiale. La description proprement dite des missions est accompagn6e de d6tails techniques
apparaissant sous forme de tableaux et d'illustrations.

Cet ouvrage traite principalement du programme scientifique actuel de l'Agence : Horizon 2000. Les quatre
grandes missions dites pierres angulaires
Soho et Cluster, XMM, Rosetta, First
ainsi que les diff6rentes
missions de taille moyenne y sont expos6es. La premidre partie du document porte sur les engins spatiaux

-

-

charg6s d'explorer les environs de la Terre, le Soleil et d'autres destinations du systdme solaire, la deuxieme 6tant
consacr6e aux t6lescopes d'astronomie sur orbite terrestre. Dans l'un et l'autre cas, l'auteur donne un apergu dt,
contexte historioue et international dans leouel s'inscrivent les missions.
La troisieme partie du document projette le lecteur dans la deuxieme d6cennie du XXle siecle et traite plus
particulierement des trois grandes missions du programme Horizon 2000 Plus de l'ESA, qui couvre la periode
2006-2016. Explorer la myst6rieuse planete Mercure, exploiter les avantages de I'interf6rom6trie pour atteindre un
degre de pr6cision in69al6 dans le domaine de I'observation astronomique, partir a la recherche des ondes
gravitationnelles
tels sont les trois projets majeurs de l'Agence pour cette periode, conciliant les n6cessit6s de la
planification d long terme et le caractdre imprevisible de la recherche.

-
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Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation
(status end December 1997)
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L'exploitation d'lSO se poursuit sans
probldmes, lous /es systdmes du satellite
et du secteur sol restant en excellent etat
de fonctionnement Le 11 decembre, une
troisidme manoeuvre de marntien d poste
a 6td ex6cut6e avec un 6cart maximum de
0,27 % par rapporl aux pr1visions et il a
ete nrar:crle a t tne froiciqJne mesure
directe du niveau d'helium liquide restant
dans le reseyoir. Les r6sultafs se revelent
coherents au regard des mesures
precedentes, /arssanf entendre que la
misslon se poursuivra jusqu'au maximum
de sa durde d'exploitation previsionnelle, a
savoir jusqu'au 10 avrrl 1998 + deux
/^^;^I ile.
^^--;-^^
^+ l)ct
JUI
/ /dt luJ cL

ot te leq aninrgg5 tneVitableS aUX
contraintes de pointage n'ont pas eu
I'impact escompte

Cerlaines pouponnieres d'etoiles parmi les
plus proches et les mieux etudiees de
notre Galaxie s'6tendent dans /es
constellations d'Orton et du Taureau Si la
mission n'avait pas ete prolongee, ISO
n'aurait pu observer le ciel dans cette
direction puisque le t1lescope, maintenu a
basse temperature, doit toujours rester a
l'abi du rayonnement infrarouge intense
de la Terre et du Soleil. La premiere
occasion de pointage yers ces regions
s'est presenlee en aout-septembre el,
malgre les contraintes operationnelles
nrer:itces rle nomhra ses observations
<rianfifint
tac vt
anltL LJU
nt t yLt
Alra
qol/ovvo
ouro/
/rrlrvugo
w ,r^-li-^^^

l^
nA /d

Pendant une grande parlie du mois de
septembre et debut octobre, le satellite
s'est trouve dans une configuration
orbitale telle qu'il a d0 traverser des
phases d'eclipse dont certaines ont dure
jusqu'a 166' 30', alors que les
scientifiques les avaient evalu6es a environ

faveur de la prolongation de sa mission, le
satellite aura, au printemps prochain, une

RO' Dohr tf <antomhra

ans. Lors de sa derniere sesslon, au cours
de I'et6 1997, elle a consacre toute une
journee a la pr6sentation et d la discusslon
des rdsullafs d'lSO, dont ceftatns
montrent que ce satellite n'a pas
d'equivalent pour explorer et analyser bon
nombre des ph6nomdnes auxquels nous
devons notre existence. Les chercheurs
ont presente par exemple des clich1s
exceptionnels de la nebuleuse Trifide (voir
figure ci-jointe), region dans laquelle se
trouve une nouvelle gen6ration d'etoiles
masslves en cours de formation. En

nar aillat rr< il acl

apparu inevitable de commettre quelques
entorses mneures aux contrarntes de
direction de pointage liees a la Terre, cela
plusieurs minutes par jour au moment du
passage au perig6e. Des mesures
spec/a/es onL donc ele praes pendant
cette p6riode, consistanf notamment a
limiter les directions de poinlage et a
utiliser un nombre restreint d'instruments.
ISO a vaillamment surmonte ces difficultes
puisque sa batterie ef son sysfeme de
pointage ont fonctionne au-deld de toute

deuxieme occasion de scruter ces r5gions
passionnantes.
L'

Union astronomique internationale (IAU)

tient son assembl1e generale fous /es

fror.s

lumiere visible, on observe un grand nuage
de gaz 1clare par de jeunes etoiles
chaudes Des nuages de poussldres
sombres partagent la nebuleuse en trois
lobes, d'ou son nom. L'image d'lSO fart
apparaitre un changement d'aspect
remarquable I /es nuages sombres
deviennent lumrneux et les regions
lumineuses obscures. En penetrant dans
/es poussldres, /SO a decele, a l'rnterieur
des nuages sombres, des regions denses
contenant de nouvelles etorles en voie de
formation.

Gluster-ll
Les negociations contractuelles avec le
maitre d'oeuvre, Dornier, ont ete men1es e
bien. Les activitds d'approvrsronnement de
tous /es equipements du satellile et des
charges utrles ont d6marr6 conformement
au calendrier, qui prevoit le lancement des
quatre satellites C/uster a la mi-2000. Pour
la plupart des equipements, il s'agit de
fabriquer une deuxieme fois /es elements
rlc ()lt ntcr-l e I'ovecnttnq glgg
amplificateurs haute puissance et des
en reg istreurs a sem i-cond ucteu rs.

Alors que les amplificateurs haute
puissance de la missron initiale avaient ete
ilvres par la NASA, ceux de Cluster-ll
seront approvaionnds en Europe. En ce
ot ti r:onr:crne lc.< enroai<[1'gufS a Semi
conducteurs, il a ete juge souhaitable
de proceder a une modification de
conception puisqu'on ne drSpose p/us des
composanls d'orijne et que des travau\
de developpement technologique ont eu
lieu dans l'intervalle. ll faudra egalemenl
apporter quelques modifications mineures
(raccourcissement des mdts radiaux
servant de support a ceriarnes
experiences) pour pouvoir loger Cluster-ll
dans Ia coiffe du lanceur Soyouz.
Fn ra at ti aanaarna la finanaamanl
nartial
et tL Put
Ltvt

rta tc nhcrna t +ita daa ^CntfatS Ont ele
signds entre le maitre d'oeuvre et les
agences assurant le financement au
niveau national et des rnsfituts specifiques

Contract signature for Cluster-ll at Dornier

(D)

on 14 January 1998, by R.M Bonnet (left),
ESA's Director of Science and K, Ensslin,

President of Dornier Satellitensysteme GmbH
Signature du contrat Cluster-ll le 14 janvier
1998 par MM R,M. Bonnet, Directeur des
programmes scientifrques de I'ESA (a gauche)
et K. Ensslin, president de Dornier
Satelltensysteme Gm bH
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Some of the closest and best-studied star
factories in our Galaxy sprawl across the
Orion and Taurus constellations. Without
the extension of its life, ISO could never
have looked safely in that direction in the
sky as the cold telescope must always
remain averted from the intense infrared
glow of both the Earth and the Sun. The
first chance to look at these areas came
in August-September and, despite the
necessary operational restrictions
described above, many scientific
observations were performed. With its
lifetime currently predicted to last until
April 1998, ISO will even have a second
chance to observe these exciting regions

Operations of ISO continue to go very
smoothly, with all satellite and groundsegment systems continuing to perform
excellently. On l1 December, a third
station-keeping manoeuvre was
successfully carried out with performance
matching plans to wilhtn O.27%. On the
same day, the third direct measurement
of the amount of liquid helium remaining
on-board was made. The results were
consrstent with the earlier measurements,
with indications that the lifetime will be at
the upper end of the predicted range of
10 April 1998 t 2.5 weeks.

in

During much of September and early
October, ISO's orbital geometry in the
extended mission was such that it
undenvent eclipses with durations of up
to 166.5 min, compared with the design
value of some 80 min. Additionally, during
early September, marginal violations of
the Eadh constraint on the pointing
direction could not be avoided for some
minutes each day as ISO went through
perigee. Special operational measures
were therefore put in place for this period,
including restrictions on pointing
directions and on the number of
instruments that could be used. ISO
successfully came through this difficult
period with better-than-expected battery
and pointing pedormance and less-thanexpected impacts from the unavoidable
violation of the pointing constraints.

the Spring.

The International Astronomical Union (lAU)
holds a General Assembly once every
three years. At last Summer's meeting a
full day was devoted to the presentation
and discussion of ISO results. Some of
these results dealt with ISO's unmatched
ability to explore and analyse many of the
universal processes that made our
existence possible. Taking just one
example, impressive ISO data were
presented of the Trifid Nebula (see
below), a region in which a new
generation of massive stars are forming.
Seen by visible light, hot young stars light
up a large cloud of gas. lt is criss-crossed
by dark dust clouds which divide the
bright nebula and give it its name. The
ISO image shows a remarkable change in
appearance. The dark clouds become

luminous and the bright regions are dark.
By penetrating the dust, ISO reveals
dense regions inside the obscuring clouds
where new stars are forming.

Gluster-ll
The contract with the Prime Contractor
Dornier has been successfully negotiated
and agreed by both parties. The
procurement of all spacecraft and
payload equipment has been initiated,
consistent with the delivery of four Cluster
spacecraft for launch in mid-2000. For
most equipment, this involves a rebuilding
ot the Cluster-l units, the exceptions
being the high-power amplifiers and the
solid-state recorders.
The high-power amplifiers for the original
mission were delivered by NASA, but
those for Cluster-ll will now be procured
in Europe. For the solid-state recorders,
the non-availability of the original
components and the technological
developments that have taken place in
the meantime have made a new design
appropriate. Minor modifications to
shorten the experiment-carrying radial
booms are also required to allow the
Cluster-ll spacecraft to fit inside the Soyuz
launch vehicle's fairing.

The partial funding of the payload has
also been successfully initiated, with
contracts signed between the Prime

Hri. lmage taken with the lAC80 telescope

ISOCAM (6" pixel) Filter LW10
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Credit: lAC. Observatorio del Teide, Tenerife
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I etude de faisabiIte avant etabli qu'un
lancemenl par une fusee Soyouz ne
presenterait pas de probleme maieur.
I'Agence a signe avec Starsem un premier
conlra[ porlant sur une analyse
prelimrnaire de la mission, qui aura pour
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I e.q f rettat tv de 4cvclonngment dU Sec[eur

sol onl progresse conlo/rnemenl a ce qut
etaif programme au titre de la phase de
conception detaillee.
Full scale mock-up of

the ntegra payoad

Maquette grandeur nature de la charge utle
d'lntegral

programmes & operations

Contractor and the national funding
agencies and speciftc institutes.
After completion of a feasibility study that
demonstrated that there are no major
problems involved in launching with the
Soyuz vehicle, the Agency has signed an
initial contract with Starsem for the
preliminary mission analysis This study
will examine the launch trajectories and
resulting mechanical and thermal loads in
full detail.

1998. At Centre Spatial de Liege (B), the
mirror modules are being tested together
with the X-ray baffles. Initial results
confirm that the baffles are effective in
their task of preventing off-axis X-rays
from entering the mirror system, without
reducing the on-axis pedormance.
After a short facility calibration period in
late November, the third flight mirror
module is now being tested at MaxPlanck Institute (D), together with a flight
model of the Reflection Grating Assembly

For the ground segment, the implications
of using only one ground station
(Villafranca) instead of the original two
(Odenwald and Redu) are being

(RGA).

addressed. The Joint Science Operations
Centre is studying software updates for
processing the scientific data.

has been rescheduled for the March-July
period to allow the necessary calibration
tests to be conducted at Orsay (F). This
planning modification can be accommodated into the overall integration
schedule without impacting on the
spacecraft delivery date.

XMM
The system-level Critical Design Review
was held in September and October. lt
was concluded on 30 October, when the
Review Board members unanimously
confirmed that the spacecraft design is
mature and that integration of the flight
satellite could commence.
Integration of the engineering model of
the spacecraft is complete and a series of
tests have been successfully conducted
at Dornier (D). The satellite is currently
undergoing integrated system testing By
the end of April, the final tests on this
model, namely the electromagnetic
compatibility tests, will have been
completed.
The environmental test campaign at
ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL) on the Structural
and Thermal Model (STM) is continuing.
The Dornier (D) and Comet teams have
succeeded in maintaining their respective
schedules and the test results obtained to
date have reinforced confidence in the
overall system design.
Flight equipment is currently being
delivered in time for the integration of the
flight satellite to start early in 1998, as
foreseen.

The tests on the third flight mirror module
confirmed a performance significantly
better than specified. Media Lario (l) is
now working on the spare model, which
will be delivered at the beginning of April

Delivery of the flight-model experiments,
originally foreseen for early January 1998,

The ground-segment development work
has progressed according to plan with
the detailed design phase.
Following the successful launch of
Ariane-5O2, the detailed flight parameters
are being evaluated by CNES in order to
confirm the specified interface and
performance parameters. The project has

formally confirmed to Arianespace that
the scheduled launch date remains
2 August 1999.

Integral
The main event recently was the signature
of the Arrangement between ESA and the
Russian Space Agency (RSA) concerning
cooperation on Integral, whereby RSA will
provide a Proton launcher in exchange
for a share of the scientific data. The
signature formalises the launcher baseline
to which the project had been working for
the past several years and opens clearer
channels of communication for further
interface work with the Proton launch

there being manpower shodages at some
institutes, All teams should, nevedheless,
be ready with the models of their
instruments to supporl the STM
campargn.

The entire ground segment, which will
command the satellite in orbit and analyse
the scientific data back on the ground,
has been reviewed. The Review Board's
report recommended clarification of the
ground-segment management structure
in order to define better the contribution
of the instrument teams to the Integral
Science Data Centre (ISDC) and to review
further ground-station scenarios in order
to guarantee full ground coverage for the
mtsston.

Rosetta
The Phase-B has continued with the
official kick-offs of activities by the
platform major subcontractor, Matra
Marconi Space UK, and the avionics
major subcontractor, Matra Marconi
Space France. The offer received from
the remaining subcontractor for
Assembly, Integration and Verification
(Al\4 is still in progress.
The preparation of the Invitations to
Tender (lTTs) and Requests for Quotation
(RFQs) for equipment suppliers has been
progressing in parallel.
The spacecraft design is currently being
refined, with attention focussing at this
early stage on its thermal and mass
aspects, The qualification of the lowintensity, low-temperature solar cells is in
process. Definition of the instrument
designs is also in process.
Definition of the ground segment is

proceeding on schedule, with attention
currently focussed on release of the
Rosetta Mission lmplementation Plan and
on the development of the 32 m deepspace antenna to be located in Perth,
Western Australia.

authorities.

The spacecraft development work is
progressing nominally. Some groundsupport equipment and parts of the
Structural and Thermal Model (STM) are
being delivered by the subcontractors, in
preparation for the STM test campaign
planned for April. Payload-instrument
development is also progressing, despite

Artemis
Flight-model integration is continuing with
nearly all payload equipment now
integrated onto the flight spacecraft
panels. The Silex optical data-relay
terminal has also been delivered to Alenia
Aerospace in Rome. Final integration of
85
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A /'issue du lancement Ariane-S)2, le
CNES a proc6d6 d une 1valuation d6taill6e
des paramdtres du vol afin de valider les
paramdtres de fonctionnement et
d' interiace sp6cifi6s. Les responsab/es
du projet ont officiellement confirmd d
Arianesaace oue la date de lancement
reste fixde au 2 ao0t 1999.

Int6gral
pindpal 6v6nement marquant de ces
derniers temps a ete la signature par I'ESA
et I'Agence spatiale russe (RKA) d'un
arrangement relatif a la coop1ration au
projet lntegral, au titre duquel la RKA
assurera le lancement d'lntegral au moyen
d'un Proton en contreparlie de donndes
scientifiques. La signature de cet
arrangement rend officiel le lanceur de
r6ference sur la base duquel les
responsab/es du projet ont travaill1 ces
sept dernidres annees et precise /es vorres
de communication avec les autoritds de
lancement du Proton pour ce qui est de Ia
poursuite des travaux sur les interfaces.
Le

Les travaux de developpement du v6hicule
spafn/ se poursuivent de faqon nominale.

Les sous-traifa nts livrent actuellement
cerlains 6quipements de soutien sol et
cerlaines parlies du moddle structurel et
thermique (STM), en preparation de la
campagne d'essal du STM pr6vue pour
avril 1998. La r6alisation des instrurnents
de la charge utile progresse elle aussi en
depit de Ia penurie de main d'euvre d
laquelle cerlains rnstltuts doivent faire face.
Ioutes /es equipes devraient cependant
avoir termind le moddle de leur instrument
a temps pour la campagne d'essai du
STM.

La totalit1 du secteur sol qui assurera la
commande et le contr6le du satellite
en orbite et I'analyse des donn6es
scientifiques transmlses au sol a fait |objet
d'une revue. Dans son rapporl, la
commission de revue a recommande que
la structure de gestion du secteur sol
soit pr6cisee afin de mieux definir les
obligations des 1quipes responsab/es
des instrumenls vis-d-vls du centre des
donn1es scientifiques d'lnt6gral (ISDC) et
d'examiner de plus pres /es sc6narios
relatifs aux stafions sol de manidre d ce
que la mission b6neficie d'une couverture
et t cnl aamnlAla
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Rosetta

EOPP

La phase B s'esf poursuivie avec le

Strat6gie future

demarrage officiel des activites du
pincipal sous-traitant de la plate-forme,
Matra Marconi Space UK, et du principal
sous-traitant de I'avionique, Matra Marconi
Space France. L'offre reque du soustraitant restant qui prendra en charge les
activites d'assemblage, d'integration et de
v6rification (AIV) n'est pas encore finalis6e.

Plusieurs r6unions du groupe de travail sur
la stratdgie d'observation de la Terre et du
groupe de travail industriel ad hoc se sonl
tenues depuis la fin du mois d'aoIt. Ces
reunions, ainsi que I'atelier industriel qui

La pr1paration des appels d'offres (ITT) et
des demandes de prix (RFq e envoyer
aux 1quipementiers progresse en paralldle.
On affine la conception du v6hicule spatial
en s'attachant surtout, a ce stade
pr6liminaire, aux aspects thermiques et de
masse. La qualification des photopiles
faible intensite basse tempdrature est en
cours de m)me que la d6finition des
concepts d' instrument.

La definition du secteur so/ progresse
conformement au calendrier, I'attention se
portant pour le moment sur la publication
du plan de rnrse en Guvre de la mission
Bosefta et sur /es activit6s de
dlveloppement de l'antenne espace
lointain de 32 m qui doit 6tre installee d
Perlh, en Australie occidentale.

Art6mis
L'integration du moddle de vol se poursuit :
pratiquement fous /es equipements de la
charge utile sont maintenant int6gres aux
panneaux du moddle de vol du satellite. Le
terminal de relais de donnees optique Silex
a 6galement 6t6 livr6 a Alenia Aerospace
d Rome. Pour proc6der d I'int5gration
definitive du satellite, on attend la livraison
des derniers elements sur lesquels on
procede actuellement a des essar.s au
nlveau sous-systdme.
Les activit1s de developpement du secteur

pour les op6rations battent leur plein et
I'integration de la station principale de
telemesure, telecommande et poursuite
doit commencer sous peu.
sol

Terminal en orbite terrestre basse
(LEO) Silex
Le programme d'essai du terminal LEO
Silex a et6 men6 a bien sur la plate-forme

Spot-4 qui sera expediee sur le site de
Iancement en janvier; le lancement luim)me est fix6 d mars 1998.

s'est deroule les 23/24 octobre, ont
d6bouch6 sur des recommandations
claires en ce qui concerne la future
strategie d'observation de la Terre. Cette
strategie doit maintenant €tre examin5e
dans le cadre d'une serie de reunions
bilaterales avec chacune des d6l6gations
de I'ESA et avec le Conserl directeur du
programme d'observation de la Terre avant
d'€tre communiqude au groupe de travail
du Conseil charg1 de preparer la
conf1rence ministerielle de 1998.
Paralldlement, un appel a propositions
preliminaires dans le domaine de la
surveillance de Ia Terre a 6t6 prepar1 pour
envoi a I'industrie et il a 6td demand6 d
la Commission europeenne ainsi qu'a
Eumetsat de d1finir /eurs besorns.

Programmes futurs
Les douze Etats participants ayant donn6

leur accord, comme il a ddja ete dit dans
le numero pr6cedent du Bulletin de I'ESA,
pour que cerlaines activit6s de l'Extension
2 soient engag6es a titre exceptionnel, ils
ont approuv6 en octobre la D6claration de
programme et le plan de travail r6vis6s, ce
qul s'est traduit par la diffusion d'appels
d'offres pour quatre etudes de phase A
relatives d des missr,cns d'exploration de
la Terre ainsi que par le d1marrage d'un
cerlain nombre d'activit6s de soutien.

Campagnes
Les rdsultais d1finrtifs de I'atelier POLRAD
ont ete publies r6cemment ef /es p/ans
relatifs d I'exp6rience CLARE 1998
(Exp6rience de radar et lidar de nebulosite)
ont 6t6 presentes A la communaute des
utilisateurs a I'occasion d'un atelier qui
s'est tenu du 12 au 14 novembre.

Plate-forme
polaire/Envisat
Systdme Envisat-1
La rdsolution de la plupart des questlons
sou/eydes lors de Ia revue critique de
conception au niveau du systdme de la
mission Envisat (EMS-CDR) a bien avanc6.

programmes & operations

the spacecraft is awaiting delivery of the
last items from subsystem testing.
Development of the operations ground
segment is in full swing, with integration
of the prime telemetry, tracking and
command [TC) station due to
commence shortly

Silex Low Eadh Orbit (LEO) terminal
The Silex LEO terminal has completed its
test programme on the Spot-4 platform,
which will be shipped to the launch site in
January for a March 1998 launch.

EOPP
Future strategy
Various meetings of the EarthObservation Strategy Task Force and the
Industrial Ad-Hoc Working Group have
taken place since the end of August.
These meetings, together with the
outcome of the Industrial Workshop held
on 23/24 October, have resulted in clear
recommendations for the draft future
Earth-Observation Strategy. This strategy
is now to be discussed in a series of
bilateral meetings with individual ESA
Delegations and with the EarthObservation Programme Board before
being forwarded to the Council Working
Group preparing for the 1998 Ministerial

and the plans for the Cloud Lidar and
Radar Experiment, CLARE 1998, have
been presented to the User Community,
at a Workshop on 12-14 November.

activities involve the integration of the
ASAR EM and satellite-level tests
(integrated system tests and EMC).
The flight-model (FM) Payload Module
structure has been refurbished and
integration of the FM harness is in

Polar
Platform/Envisat
Envisat-1 system
Resolution of most of the issues raised
at the Envisat Mission System Critical
Design Review (EMS-CDR) has
progressed well. The Data Policy
document, elaborated by the Data Policy
Task Force, is still awaiting the approval of
the Earth Observation Programme Board.
The Announcement of Opportunity (AO)
for scientific data exploitation and pilot
projects is awaiting the approval of the
Programme participants prior to its
release. The High-Level Operations Plan
(HLOP) is well advanced, and discussions
with DOSTAG are focussino on the ASAR
nnarctinn
eUvl
vvv,

e+raton\/

Polar Platform (PPF)
The Polar Platform engineering-model
(EM) activities have continued with the
execution of several functional tests
involving the instruments and the PPF
payload supporl functions. Future

progress at Matra Marconi Space in
Bristol (UK).
The FM Payload Equipment Bay
integration has been completed, with
the exception of the tape recorders,
delivery of which has been delayed by
several problems. Following the
recommendation of the EMS-CDR
Board, a Solid-State Recorder (SSR) is
under development to replace one of
the four tape recorders. This SSR will
be provided by DASA/DSS (D) following
selection through an industrial
competition. Other EMS-CDR issues
have been progressed satis-factorily.
except the compatibility of the Service
Module with the Ariane-S generated
shock loading, which remains a
concern. The Ariane-SO2 in-flight
results will be exploited in a
forthcoming analysis.

Flight model of Envisat's MWR instrument

Moddle

de vol de

I'instrument MWR

d'Envisat

Meeting.
In parallel, a Call for Outline Earth-Watch
Proposals has been prepared for sending

to industry and the European Commission
and Eumetsat have been requested to
identify their requirements.

Future programmes
Following agreement, already reported in

the previous issue of ESA Bulletin, to
exceptionally initiate some Extension 2
activities, the twelve Pafticipating States
reviewed and agreed the revised
Programme Declaration and Work Plan in
October. This has resulted in the release
of lnvitations to Tender for four EafthExplorer Phase-A studies. as well as the
initiation of a number of supporting
activities.

Campaigns
The final POLRAD Workshop results have
recently been published (ESA WPP-135),

-^
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Le documenl relatif a la politique des
donnees. elabore par le groupe de travarl
ad hoc, n'a pas encore ete approuve par
la fnncoil r'lirarfat tr rlt t programme
-- r
d'observation de la Terre. L'appel a
propositions (AO) de projets pilotes et
d'exploitalion des donnees scientifiques
doit etre approuve par les parlrapants au
programme avant de pouvoir €tre diffus6.
L'elaboration du plan d'exploitatron de
haut niveau (HLOP) en est d un stade
avanc6 et les d1bats avec le DOSTAG
sonl axes sur la strategie d'exploitation de
I'ASAR.

Plate-forme polaire (PPF)
Les activites porlant sur le moddle
d'identification (EM) de la plate-forme
polaire ont continu1 avec I'ex1cutnn de
plusieurs essals fonctio nnels farsant
intervenir les instruments et /es fonctions
rlo .qot rficn r1c la r-harnc utile de la PPF.
Au nombre des activites a venir figurent
I'int6gration du moddle d'identification de
I'A.qAR ainci at p dos nsg6i5 aU niveaU du
satellite (essais du sysleme integre et
occrle ./p anm nnt i hi
aloalramannalint

I

il

a

ral

Le modele de vol (FM) de la structure du
tmar'h
ttvuuta tla

ramit
a
1la aharaa
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wt tat gw uLilw
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hauteur et I'integration du moddle de vol
du faisceau de cables est en cours chez
Matra Marconi Space Bistol (R-U).
L'integration du modele de vol de la case
a equipements de la charge utile esL
terminee, exception faite des enregistreurs
sur bande dont la livraison a 6te retard6e
cn reisnn rtc diffcrcnfs nroblemes.
Conformement aux recommandattons de
la commission de I'EMS-CDR, on est en
train de mettre au pont un enregistreur
etat solide (SS,R) qui remplacera l'un des
quatre enregistreurs sur bande. Ce SSR
sera fourni par la DASNDSS (D) qui a et6
retenue dans le cadre d'une procedure
concurrentielle. La resolution des autres
problemes mrs en lumtdre lors de I'EMSCf)R I a
a Pt
nranracqa
r]a ,qvv/
faann I DdttJrq/Do/
--r;^f-;--ht^ /lg,
vur
vvl coou vu

hormis en ce qui concerne la compatibilile
du module de servitudes avec les
contraintes induites par le choc de
s6paration du lanceur Ariane-S, qui
r'lamot tra r tno at taclinn nro^aat tnanfa

Les r6sultats du vol Ariane-S)2 seront
exploites dans le cadre d une analyse a
ventr.

termine et /es rdsultats d'ensemble des
essals onl confirme la validite des
concepts d'lnstrument. A I'issue de la
rortt to arilint ra da annaanlinn

crzclAmo rJa

Moddle de vol de I'ensemble avant de
strument GOMOS d' Envisat

I' i n

la mission Envisat (EMS-CDR), l'6quipe de
projet et I'industrre ont procede a une
reevaluatron detaillee des caracteristrques
previsionnelles de fonctionnement en vol
des instruments. ll en ressod que les
caract'ristiques attendues se situeraient
tout a fait dans /es limites des
specifications Les r6sullals de I'EMSCDR ont ele presenles dans le detail au
DOSTAG.
Des modificatrons relativement mrneures

anl raaammanl
ala eyyvl
annnrlaac al't rna nart
t
vLv
'L

au concept de I'rnstrument MERIS afin de
corriger /es images parasites et d'autre
parT au concept de I'electronique de
I'interf1rometre du MIPAS afin de
compenser le comporlement non lin'aire
marque du materiel du separateur de

Charge utile Envisat-1
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Le programme du moddle d'identification
des instruments est maintenant presque

dans la plage inferieure de la gamme des
temperatures de fonctionnement de

88

Flight model of the Steering Front Assembly for
Envisat's GOMOS instrument

I'instrument (1 800 K). Un filtre additionnel
a egalement ete introduit dans /es
modules d'emission et de receplron de
l'antenne de I'ASAR afin d'6liminer le
probldme des interferences RF de
l' instrument RA-2 (probleme decele
pendant I' EMS-CDR) Ces modifications
conceptuelles sont maintenant validees et
I'on procede sans delais a leur mise en
oeuvre dans le mateiel de vol des
instruments.
L'assemblage el /'essal des modeles de
vol des instruments avancenl de faqon
satisfaisante dans I'ensemble Outre le
MWR deje ilvr6, les autres moddles de vol
des instruments doivent etre ilvres de
faqon 5chelonnee au premier trimestre
1 998.

programmes & operations

Envisat-1 payload
The instrument engineering-model
programme is now nearly completed and
the overall test results have confirmed the
validity of the instruments' designs.
Following the Envisat Mission System
Critical Design Review (EMS-CDR), a
detailed reassessment of the predicted
instrument in{light performance has been
carried out by the Project Team and
Industry. lt has shown that the expected
pedormances are well within specification.
An extensive presentation on the EMSCDR results has been given to the EadhObservation DOSTAG.
Relatively minor design changes recently
had to be introduced into the MERIS
instrument to correct for ghost images,
and into the MIPAS interferometer

electronics to compensate for strong
nonlinear behaviour of the beam-splitter
material, which has recently been
discovered to occur in the instrument's
lower operating temperature range
(1800 K). An additional filter has also been
introduced into the transmit and receive
modules of the ASAR antenna to
eliminate an RF interference problem from
the RA-2 instrument (a problem identified
during the EMS-CDR). These design
changes have now been validated and
their implementation in the instruments'
FM hardware is proceeding without delay.
The assembly and testing of the flightmodel instruments is progressing well
overall. With the MWR already delivered,
the planned staggered delivery of the
other FM instruments is expected to
begin in the first quafter of 1998.

Envisat-1 ground segment
For the Flight Operations Segment (FOS),
the flight control software and satellite
simulator software versions integrated at
ESOC in Darmstadt (D) are ready to
support the first compatibility test with the
Service Module of the Polar Platform
planned for early 1998.
Integration of the Payload Data Segment
(PDS) facilities onto

the Reference

Platform is progressing well. A data chain
representative of an ESA Payload Data
Handling Station (PD-HS) is being
assembled with a complete ASAR
processor. All other instrument processing
facilities are under development, with the
MIPAS level-1b processor due for factory
acceptance testing before the end of
1997.

As far as the Processing and Archiving
Centre (PAC) activities are concerned, the
French PAC (F-PAC) development effort is
still the only one that has been formally
kicked-off. Detailed discussions with the
other PACs are still in progress. and
several of them will hopefully be ready for
development kick-off shortly. Good
progress has been achieved in terms of
the use of generic elements developed
within the framework of the PDS contract.

classical recurrent spacecraft programme,
but special difficulties were introduced by
the advance of technology in the
ten-year period between the building of
Meteosats-4, 5 and 6 and that of
Meteosat-7. Industry is to be congratulated for the fact that the images
produced during the MTP commissioning
tests were more than equal to any
produced by the earlier spacecraft. lt is
expected that the MTP spacecraft will
enter into commercial service in the
Spring.

Meteosat Transition
Programme (MTP)
Following its successful launch in
September, Meteosat-7 has now been
fully commissioned in orbit by Eumetsat
and shown to be capable of totally
satisfying the operational mission.
Carrying sufficient fuel for five years,
the spacecraft should be capable of
operating beyond 2002.
The integration of Meteosat-7 was started
in the early Summer of 1996 and
completed with the environmental
acceptance tests in early 1997. The
Flight-Readiness Review was held on
10 July 1997 and the launch campaign
staded immediately thereafter. lt was a

Nearly 20 years after the launch of the
first European Meteosat spacecraft
Meteosat-7 is the last spacecraft of this
'first generation' design. Beyond 2002,
the European weather services will
receive data from the Meteosat Second
Generation spacecraft, currently being
developed under ESA contract, which will
provide many more channels and more
frequent images
,

Metop
The offer for the main development phase
for Metop-1 , -2 and -3 was received
in early September. Evaluation was
completed by mid-October and a fixedprice deal, which settled all outstanding
issues revealed by the Tender Evaluation
Board, was achieved before the end of
that month. This was a very significant
achievement and enabled a Contract
Proposal to be prepared in time for the
necessary legal processes within both
ESA and Eumetsat.

Programmatically, major progress has
been made on the ESA side, with the
approval of the Contract Proposal
and more than 90o/o of the expected
subscription now having been received.
Only one subscription is now outstanding
The ESA programme can be considered
conditionally approved, depending on the
Eumetsat commitment and the remaining
subscription. A special Council Meeting is
foreseen in January 1998, at which it is
hoped the final programmatic commitment can be obtained.
Integration of the MTP (Meteosat-7) flight model
into the lower fairing on the Ariane launcher
(vee)

lnt)gration du modele de vol du satellite MTP
(Meteosat-7) A la paftie infdrieure de la coiffe du
lanceur Ariane (V99)
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Secteur sol d'Envisat-1
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programmes & operations

Meteosat Second
Generation (MSG)
The Preliminary Design Review (PDR) for
the SEVIRI (Scanning Enhanced Visible
and Infrared lmager) scanning assembly is
still in progress and the SEVIRI scheduling
remains on a critical path.
The satellite primary structure for the
Structural and Thermal Model (STM) has
been delivered to the prime contractor
Aerospatiale in Cannes (F), where the
various subsystems and equipment items
will be integrated.

At equipment level, various critical design
reviews are in progress which should
ultimately release the flight hardware
manufacturing. Some STM items are
being used for equipment qualification,
such as the Refocussing Mechanism
shown in the accompanying photograph.

ERS
The ERS-2 satellite has continued to
supporl the mission, providing both highquality data and very good availability.
Some symptoms of equipment ageing
have been detected in the AMI instrument
that could degrade the data quality in the
future. An investigation is in progress to
devise operational measures that could
slow the ageing process and maintain the
current high data quality for as long as
possible.

Close monitoring of the spacecraft's
gyroscopes has shown that their
pedormances are stable, and that the
satellite's pointing is within specification.
ERS-1 is being maintained as an
operational backup and periodic checkouts show that all of its essential
performance levels are being maintained.

International Space
Station Programme
ISS overall assembly sequence
Through the intensive reassessment of
the launch sequence conducted by NASA
and the International Partners, all

problems related to the International
Space Station Assembly Sequence have
been resolved. This has resulted in an
October 2002 launch date for the
Columbus Orbital Facility (COF), fully
meeting ESA's objective of a launch
before the end of 2002.
The Russian Service Module, containing
the ESA-furnished Data Management
System (DMS-R), will be launched in
December 1998 and the Russian Science
and Power Platform, including the
European Robotic Arm (ERA), will be
launched in July 2000.

The initial system configuration and
primary structure design activities related
to Nodes 2 and 3 have been completed.
Tho RFOs fnr thc Fr rroncan item
procurements have been released and
the initial selection of subcontractors has
been made. with the exception of the
ECLSS components which await the
final definition of the items available
from NASA free of charge. Activities
related to RFQs to US suppliers for Node
3 items and possible alternative
European suppliers for some items are
undenrvay.

The launch date for Node 3 appears in
the updated Assembly Sequence for the
first time and is set for July 2002, which is
just seven months after the "earliest
delivery date" shown in the COF Launch
Rarfar Anraomoniq

With regard to the Software Deliveries,
DMS-R items and associated Sustaining
Engineering for NASA, the engineeringsuppod personnel have started work at
Houston. The first hardware deliveries,
namely those of the Fault-Tolerant
Computer (FCR) development models,
have been made to NASA.

The NASA Habitation Module is still
included in the Assembly Sequence. but
the launch date has been delayed to
December 2003.

MPLM Environmental Control and Life
Support Subsystem (ECLSS)

Columbus Orbital Facility (COF)
The COF System Preliminary Design
Review (PDR) started on schedule in
October. The review has gone well to
date, and the provisional conclusions are
that the concerns identified are quite
normal for this stage of the programme,
and are properly covered by agreed
actions. The major concern relates to the
fire-suppression scenario, where there are
some areas within the module which do
not enable fires to be put out with the ISS
standard poftable fire extinguisher. Design
modifications will be required to resolve
this. In parallel, NASA has conducted an
independent Safety Review Phase 1, the
initial conclusions of which are also
encouragrng.

The implementation of COF Attachment
Points for external payload accommodation has been proposed by ESA
to fulfil the user's requirements for
external utilisation. Discussions are in
progress with Delegations on the
possibility of funding this additional COF

All Engineering Models and Ground
Support Equipment have been delivered
to the Prime Contractor. All subsystemlevel qualification test reports have been
approved by the Agency. The Prime
Contractor is proceeding with the
generation of the MPLM System
Qualification Review. Equipment
qualification and acceptance testing is
underway and Equipment Qualification
Reviews have staded in November and
will proceed through January 1998.
Delivery of the first set of flight hardware
took place in December.

Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)
The Phase-C/D proposal was received
late in October and complemented by
the detailed prices a month later. The
proposal for the Production Phase-E
was also received at the end of October.
During the proposal evaluation some
significant deficiencies became apparent
and the AW contract proposal is not now
expected to be submitted to the Agency s
Industrial Policy Committee (lPC) before
June 1998.

capability.

COF launch barter
The ESA/NASA COF Launch Barter
Arrangement was signed on B October
and the ESA/ASI Arrangement on the
Node 2/Node 3 project was signed on
12 December.

Agreements in Principle have been
reached with RSA on urgent work to
be undertaken by RSC-Energia, in
particular for the definition and verification
of interfaces and the elaboration of
an acceptable demonstration-flight
scenano.
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demarrage de la fabrication du mat5riel
de vol. Ceftains 1lements du STM sont
utilisds pour la qualification des
equipements, tel le m6canisme de
recentrage du MSG qui apparait sur la
photographie jointe.

jonction 3 apparait pour Ia premidre fois

seront disponibles gratuitement auprds de
la NASA. On procdde actuellement d la

dans la s6quence d'assemblage actualisee
et est fixee a juillet 2002, soit sept morrs
seulement apres la date de livraison la plus
proche figurant dans /es accords de
comaensation aour le lancement du COF.

preparation des demandes de prix qui
doivent ete envoyees aux fournisseurs
americains pour les composants de
I'element de jonction 3 et, pour certains
d'entre eux, a d'eventuels fournisseurs

La date de lancement de l'El1ment de

europeens.

ERS

Le module d'habitation de la NASA figure
toujours dans la sdquence d'assemblage,

Le satellite ERS-2 continue de remplir sa

mals son lancement a et6 reporte a
decembre 2003.

mlsslon: il fournit des donndes de haute
qualite et sa disponibilit1 est trds 6lev6e.
Des symptomes de vlerTlr.ssement ont ete
deceles au niveau des equipements de
I'AMI, ce qui peut laisser presager une
ddgradation de la quailte des donn1es a
I'avenir. Une 6tude est en cours pour
trouver des moyens operationnels de
ralentir /e processus de vieillissement et
de maintenir la haute qualit6 actuelle des
donnees aussi longtemps que possible.
L' 6troite

surveillance des gyroscopes

du v6hicule spatial montre que leurs
caract6ristiques de fonctionnement sont
stab/es et que les caracteristiques de
pointage du satellite sont conformes aux
sp6cifications.
ERS- 7 resle en situation de reserve
nel le et les verificati o n s
periodiques accomplies montrent que ses
caracteri sti q ues d e fo nction n ement
demeurent satlsfaisantes pour I' essentiel.
o perati o n

Station spatiale
internationale (lSS)

El6ment orbital Columbus (COF)
La revue preliminaire de conception du
COF au niveau systdme (PDR) a d6marr6
comme prevu en octobre. Cette revue a
bien progresse jusqu'ici et il apparait, en
premidre analyse, que les pr6occupations
qui se sonf fait jour sont tout d fait
normales au stade actuel du programme
et devraient trouver une r(tponse ad1quate
avec les mesures qui ont 6te decid6es. La
pindpale pr1occupation porle sur le
scenario de lutte anti-incendie, selon
lequel il existe ceftaines zones d I'interieur
du module dans lesquelles un incendie ne
peut 6tre combattu avec l'extincteur
portable standard de /'/SS. Des
modifications de conception seront
necessaires pour rdsoudre ce probleme.
Paralldlement, la NASA a conduit la
phase 1 d'une revue de s6curit6
independante, dont les premidres
conc I u si on s so nt en cou raeeantes.
L'ESA a proposd d'4quiper le COF de
points de fixation pour charges utiles

externes afin de repondre aux besolns des
utilisateurs en matidre d'exp6riences dans
le milieu spatial. Des drscussrons sont en
cours avec les delegations quant a la
possibilite de financer cette capacite
additionnelle du COE

S6quence d'assemblage de l'lSS
GrAce au reexamen aoorofondi de la
s5quence de lancement auquel ont
procede la NASA et les parlenaires
internationaux, tous /es probldmes lies a la
s6quence d'assemblage de la Station
spatiale internationale ont 6t6 r1solus. En
cons5quence, la date de lancement de
I'El1ment orbital Columbus (COF: a 6te
fixee a octobre 2002, ce qui correspond
par-faitement d I'objectif de I'ESA, qui est
d'obtenir un lancement avant fin 2002.
Le module de service russe comprenant le
sysfdme de gestion de donn1es (DMS-R)
fourni par I'ESA sera lanc6 en d6cembre
1998 et la plate-forme russe 'Science et
6nergie', sur laquelle sera installe le bras
tel6manipulateur europ5en (ERA), en juillet
2000.
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Compensation du lancement du COF
arrangement de com pensation
ESNNASA du lancement du COF a ete
signe le 8 octobre et I'arrangement
ESNASI relatif au projet d'elements de
jonction 2 et 3 I'a ete le 12 decembre.

Pour ce qul est des fournitures de
logiciels, des composants du DMSR et du
soutien technique continu a appofter a la
NASA pour cet 5quipement, le personnel
d'asslstance technique a commence ses
travaux a Houston. Les premiers mat6riels

ont 6td livres A la NASA: / s'agif des
moddles de developpement d'ordinateur a
tolerance de panne (FCR).

Sous-systdme de r6gulation
d'ambiance et de soutien vie du
MPLM (ECLSS)
L'ensemble des moddles d'identification et
des 1quipements de soutien sol ont 6td
Iivrds au maitre d'oeuvre. Ious /es
rapporls d'essais de qualification au
niveau sous-systdmes onl 6t6 approuves
par I'Agence. Le maitre d'oeuvre prdpare
actuellement la revue de qualification
sysfdme du MPLM. Les essais de
qualification et de recette des
1quipements sont en cours et les
revues de qualification au niveau des
6quipements, qui ont commence en
novembre, dureront jusqu'en janvier 1998.
La livraison des premiers mat6riels de vol
a eu lieu en decembre 1 997.

V6hicule de transfert automatique
(Arv)
La proposition de phase C/D a ete regue
fin octobre 1997, les prix ddtailles ayant
6te communiques un mois plus tard.
La proposition relative a la phase de
production (phase E) a 6galement et6
reque fin octobre.

L'

Les activit1s liees a la configuration initiale
du systeme et a la conception de la
structure primaire en ce qui concerne les
el1ments de jonction 2 et 3 ont 6t6
mendes a bien. Les demandes de prix
concernant les aaarovisionnements en
equipements europeens ont ete envoyees
et la liste initiale des sous-traitants a 6te
arretee, sauf en ce qui concerne les
composants de /'ECLSS, pour lesquels on
attend la definition finale des el1ments oui

L'evaluation des propositions a revele
cerlaines anomalies signifrcatives et
I'Executif estime maintenant que la
proposition de contrat relative a I'ATV ne
pourra 6tre soumise au Comit6 de la
politique industrielle de I'Agence (IPC)
avant juin 1998.
Des accords de principe ont ete conclus
avec la RKA sur les travaux urgents qui
doivent 6tre entrepris par RKK Energia,
notamment en ce qui concerne la
definition et la v6rification des interfaces
et I'elaboration d'un scenario de vols de
ddmonstration acceptable.

programmes & operations

Operations and Ground Segment

ATV Rendezvous and
Pre-development (ARP) activities
Flight Demonstration no. 3 on Shuttle
flight 3T5-86 (25 September-a October)
was successfully performed for both RVS
and GPS during the approach and
docking to Mir. The flight data are under

Following a Multilateral Operations
Technical Interchange Meeting [lM) in
mid-1997, a series of multilateral
teleconferences were conducted to
update the 10 volumes of the Station
Programme lmplementation Plan (SPIP),
with the intention of baselining these
documents at the occasion of the next
Multilateral Operations and Utilisation
Control Board (MO&UCB) scheduled for
8-10 December 1997 in Houston.

evaluation.

Grew Transpofi Vehicle (GTV)
The Manned Space Programme Board,
meeting ir December, fully endorsed a
proposal presented by the Executive for a
reduced-cost programme for an applied
re-entry technology programme. The
proposal covers the continuation of the
X-38 ESA/NASA cooperative activities
until completion of this programme in
mid-2000, and includes activities for the
detailed design and development of the
orbital flight vehicles of the X-38
programme, in areas of padicular
European technological interest.

The definition study of the COF/AW
Operations Control Functions and
Facilities successfully passed its
lmplementation Review in September and
the Final Review was successfully
completed at the end of November,
The definition study of the COF/ATV
Operations Support Functions and
Facilities is experiencing some delay. The
lmplementation Review is now tentatively
planned for January 1998, with
completion of the study not now
expected before end-March 1998.

It is the intention to implement the
proposed cooperative activities within the
framework of the existing dedlcated
arrangements (Exchange of Letters)
between ESA and NASA on the X-38
cooperation.

The study related to the lmplementation
Definition of the associated Ground
Communicatrons Infrastructure
successfully passed its lmplementation
Baseline Review, and the Final Review
was conducted in mid-November.

Atmospheric Reentry Demonstrator
(ARD)
Following the successful Ariane-502
launch, it is planned to reactivate ARD
activities as soon as the launch
preparation schedule is known. Given the
encouraging results of flight 502, flight
503 is currently expected to take place in
late Spring 1998

Utilisation
The Announcement of Opportunities for
External Payloads has, as a first
intermediate output, led to the occupancy
of six Express Pallet Adapters with top-

::.
f

-.

.{

tt

quality experiments to be flown in the
framework of the Early Space Station
Oppodunity. Supporting studies of
different payload groupings have been
carried out, concentrating on mechanical,
geometrical, interface and resource
assessments. Payloads for Physical and
Life Sciences, Earth Observation, Space
Science and Technology are envisaged.
For prolects that are envisaged in later
phases of the programme, studies are
ongoing for Space Science (Large X-Ray
Facility) and for Eadh Observation (Wind

Lidar Facility). A feasibility study for the
assembly of a large X-Ray Facility at the
Space Station has been approved by
ESA's Science Programme and Industrial
Policy Committees (SPC and IPC). The
release of the Invitation to Tender (lTT)
was foreseen for December. Likewise an
ITT for the Phase-A of the Wind Lidar
Facility is in preparation, for which IPC
and Earth-Observation Programme Board
(PB-EO) approval has also been obtained.

EUROMIR-E mission status
Due to the damage to the Russian Spectr
module in which the EUROMIR
equipment is located, an agreement has
been reached with the Russian side
terminating EUROMIR-E activities and
replacing them with an experiment
mounted externally on the Russian
Segment of the ISS (mounted on the
Service Module during a Russian EVA)

Astronaut activities
An analysis has been made of the future
assignments for ESA Astronauts presently
training in the USA vis-a-vis a number of
missions of interest to ESA lt has shown
that the present ESA Astronaut Corps will
not be able to meet all of the requirements of the upcoming missions. In
padicular, it will be unable to provide
sutficient astronauts for the International
Space Station operations after the COF
launch, pafticularly as only experienced
asLronauts will be eligible for this phase
Recruitment of a number of new astronaut
candidates has therefore been initiated, at
the same time incorporating as many
national astronauts as possible into the

The Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)
Le v6hicule de transfeft automatique (AW)
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Activit6s de pr6d6veloppement du
rendez-vous de I'AW (ARP)
Le troisidme vol de ddmonstration r6alis6
dans le cadre de la mission 515-86 de /a
Navette (25 septembre - 4 octobre) a ete
un succes quant au fonctronnement du
FVS ef du GPS au cours des phases
d'approche et d'amarrage a Mir. Les
donn6es de vol sont en cours
d'6valuation.

V6hicule de transport d'6quipage

(crv)
A sa r1union de decembre 1997, le
Conseil directeur des programmes
spatiaux habites a approuve sans r6serve
une proposition de programme a co)t
reduit pr6sente par I'Executif porlant sur
l'application de la technologie de rentree
atmosph1rique. Cette proposition couvre
la poursuite des acfiviles menees en
coop6ration entre I'ESA et Ia NASA sur le
projet X-38 jusqu'a I'achdvement de ce
programme A la mi-2000 et inclut des
activites de conception detaillee et de
d1veloppement des vehicules d'essai de
vol orbital du programme X-38 dans des
domaines presentant un inter)t
technologique parliculier pour I' Europe.
Pour la mise en oeuvre des activites
propos6es, il est envisag6 d'agir dans le
cadre des arrangements specifiques
(echange de lettres) existant entre I'ESA
et la NASA pour la coop6ration au projet
X-38.

D6monstrateur de rentr6e
atmosph6rique (ARD)
Apres le succes du lancement Ariane 502,
il est pr6vu de reprendre les activit1s ARD
dds que le calendier de prdparation du
prochain lancement sera connu. Compte
tenu des rdsu/fats encourageants du vol
502, le vol 503 pourrait avoir lieu a la fin
du printemps 1998.

Activit6s op6rationnelles et secteur
sol
A la suite d'une reunion d'echange
technique (tlM) sur les op1rations a la

mi-l997, une serie de t6l6conf6rences
multilatdrales ont ete conduites pour
mettre d jour les dix volumes du plan de
mise en oeuvre du programme de Station
s patia I e (S P I P), I' o bjectif 6tant d' offici al i ser
ces documents d I'occasion de Ia
prochaine reunion de la Commission
multilat1rale de contr1le des opdrations
et de I'utilisation (MO&UCB), qui doit se
tenir du 8 au 10 ddcembre 1997 e
Houston.
o,4

L'6tude de d6finition des installations et
fonctions de contr)le des opdrattons du
COF/ATV a passd /e cap de Ia revue du
plan de mise en oeuvre en septembre et
la revue finale a 6te men6e a bien fin
novembre.

L'etude de d6finition des installations et
fonctions de soutien des operations du
COF/ATV connait quelque retard. La
revue du plan de mise en oeuvre est
maintenant programmee en janvier 1998,
I'etude ne devant pas s'achever avant fin
mars 1998.
L'6tude liee a la definition de la mise
en oeuvre de I'infrastructure de communication au so/ assocree a passd le cap de
la revue du plan de mse en oeuvre et
la revue finale a et6 conduite a la
mt-novemDre.

Utilisation
L'avis d'offre de participation aux charges
utiles externes a conduit, dans un premier

temps, a reserver six adaptateurs de
palettes express a des exp6riences jugees
prioritaires, qui doivent Ate embarqu5es
dans le cadre des occasions de vol
initiales a bord de la Station spatiale.
L'Executif a procede a des etudes de
soutien porlant sur diff6rents lots de
charges utiles en axant son 6valuation sur
I es caracteri sti q ues mecan i q ues,
I'encombrement, les interiaces el /es
ressources. Les charges utiles consideres
porlent sur la physique ef /es sciences de
la vie, I'observation de la Terre, Ia science
spatiale et la technologie.

russe Spectre qui abrite les 1quipements
EUROMIR, un accord a 6t6 conclu avec la
partie russe pour mettre fin aux activites
EUROMIR-E et pour les remplacer par une
exp6rience montee a I'extdrbur de la
composante russe de I'ISS (module de
service) lors d'une softie dans I'espace
des,?usses.

Activit6s des astronautes
Une analyse a 6t6 conduite sur les
affectations futures des astronautes de
I'ESA qui s'entrainent actuellement aux
Etats-Unis au regard d'un ceftain nombre
de missions prdsentant un intdrOt pour
l'Aaanaa

ll c'acl av6r6 nt
ta ,vto .^rn.
vv'HU
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astronautes ESA actuel ne sera pas en
mesure de repondre d ious /es besoins
des missions a venir. En particulier, il ne
pourra pas fournir un nombre suffisant
d'astronautes pour I'exploitation de la
Station spatiale internationale aprds le
lancement du COE surTout si |on
considere que seu/s les astronautes
experiment1s pourront 6tre retenus pour
aotla nhaca I 'Fvaat iif n rlnnr anana6 la
recrutement d'un cerlain nombre de
nouveaux candidats astronautes, tout en
integrant le plus grand nombre possib/e
d'astronautes nationaux dans le corps des
astronautes europ1ens. Dans ce contexte,
les critdres medicaux et la procedure de
s6lection sont en cours de r5examen et
I'Executif prepare un programme de
formation de base qui doit d6marrer au
second trimestre 1998 au Centre des
astronautes europeens (EAC) pres de
Cologne, Allemagne.

Livraisons d court terme
Pour ce qui esl des projets envisages a un
stade ult6rieur du programme, des 4tudes
sont en cours dans les domaines de la
science spatiale (grande rnstallation dans
le rayonnement X) et de I'observation de la
Terre (lidar vent). Une etude de faisabilite
poftant sur I'assemblage sur la Statlon
spatiale d' u ne g rande instal lation travaillant
dans le rayonnement X a 6te approuvee
par les comites de I'ESA charges du
programme scientifique et de la politique
industrielle (SPC el IPC). L'envoi de
l'appel d'offres (lTT1 est prevu en
decembre. De m)me, I'Executif pr6pare
un appel d'offres pour la phase A du lidar
vent, qui a 6galement regu I'approbation
de l'lPC et du Conseil directeur du
programme d'observation de la Terre

Systdme de gestion de donn6es pour le
module de service russe (DMS-R)
La revue de qualification du DMS-R s'est
achevee de manidre concluante fin
septembre et Ia revue de recette des
premidres unit6s de vol d'ordinateurs d
tol6rance de panne (nQ a eu lieu ddbut
octobre. Les deux premiers FTC ont ete
livres respectivement a la RKNRKK
Energia les 11 et 27 octobre. ll convient
de mentionner que ces premiers mat6riels
de vol pour le DMS-R, totalement
confo rm es au x s p6c ifi cati o ns tech n i q u es,
ont et6 livr1s dans les delais ef dans /es
limites de leur enveloppe financidre. La
livraison des autres unitds de vol a eu lieu
en ddcembre.

(PB-EO)

La definition du soutien technique a long
terme que I'industrie europeenne doit
fournir aux contractants du module de
service russe pour le DMS-R a ete

Situation de la mission EUROMIR-E
Du fait des d6gats subis par le module
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European Astronaut Corps. In the context
of this new recruitment effort, both the
medical criteria and the selectron
procedure itself are being reviewed, and
a Basic Training Programme is being
prepared, which is scheduled to start
in the second quarter of 1998 at the
European Astronauts Centre (EAC) near
Cologne, in Germany

significant effort is underway to bring
subcontractor work in-line with the
revised schedule.
The Electrical Interface Model has been
shipped, this being the first substantial
ERA delivery to Russia. lt will allow
RSC-Energia to verify the electrical
interface between ERA and the Russian

biological clocks of beetles, algae and
fruit flies. The Biopan was dedicated to
experiments in the fields of exobiology,
radiobiology and material science, to
study the effects of microgravity, cosmic
and ultraviolet radiation, vacuum and
extreme temperatures. The investigators
included scientists from Belgium, France,
Germany, The Netherlands, Spain and

Segment.

Russia.

The next major deliveries - the Geometric
Model (GEO) and the Weightless
Environmental Model (WFf) - remain
scheduled for December 1997 /January
1998. They are to include the changes
required by the new launch configuration.

Foton-11 landed in Kazakhstan on 23
October. The ESA payload was retrieved
and transporled to ESTEC, where the
experiments were handed-over to the
respective scientists. Eleven of the 12
ESA experiments on board had worked
nominally but, due to an electrical fault,
one experiment in Biobox had not been
activated .

Early deliveries
DMS-R Data Management System for the
Russian Serylce Module
The DMS-R Qualification Review was
successfully concluded at the end of
Septembet with the flight-unit
Acceptance Review for the first flight-unit
Fault-Tolerant Computer (FTC) deliveries
in early October. The first two FTCs were
delivered to RSfuRSC-Energia on 11 and
27 October, respectively. lt is worth
mentioning that this first DMS-R flight
hardware, fully compliant with the
technical specifications, was delivered on
schedule and within its financial envelope.
The remaining flight units were delivered
in December.
The technical definition of the DMS-R
long-term engineering support to be
provided by European industry to the
Russian Service Module contractor has
been discussed and agreed with RSCEnergia. This definition will be used as an
input to the planned barter negotiations
between ESA and RSA, due to be
finalised in early 1998.
In the meantime, an interim agreement
has been endorsed by ESA and RSA to
initiate urgent DMS-R work in Europe in
exchange for urgent work to be
performed by RSC-Energia for the
integration of the Automated Transfer
Vehicle (ATV) with the Russian Segment.

European Robotic

Arn

(ERA)

A revised date of July 1999 for the
delivery of the ERA flight model to Russia
has been agreed with RSA. This date is
one year before the scheduled launch of
ERA on the Science and Power Platform
(SPP), thereby allowing sufficient time for
integration of the ERA on the SPP in
Russia and the subsequent processing of
the SPP at the NASA launch site.

A revised industrial schedule, compatible
with the new launch date, has been
derived by the Prime Contractor and a

Labo rato ry S u p porl Eq u ip ment (LS E)
The Preliminary Design Reviews (PDRs)
for the Early Deliveries, the MELFI and the
Material Science Glovebox (MSG), were
successfully completed in October and
preparations for their Critical Design
Reviews (CDR) are in progress. The initial
Phase-C/D proposal for the Hexapod was
unacceptable both technically and
financially and the subsequent updated
proposal has been received and is
currently being evaluated

The Phase-B final presentation for the
Coarse Pointing Device (CPD) took place
at the end of October and negotiations on
the start of Phase-C/D are ongoing. The
ITT for the European Drawer Rack (EDR)
has been prepared and is ready for
release. The procurement proposal for
the Technology Exposure Facilities [EF)
has been submitted to the Adjudication
Committee.
Development of the Standard Payload
Outfitting Equipment (SPOE) for SPLC,
RPDA and AAA is in progress.

Microgravity
EMIR-1 and EMIR-2
The launch of the Russian Foton-1 l
recoverable capsule, carrying the ESA
microgravity payloads Biobox-3 and
Biopan-2 and three Autonomous
Experiments, took place successfully on
9 October. The Biobox carried
exoeriments to measure the effects of
microgravity on skin and bone cell
development. The three Autonomous
Experiments were designed to investigate
the impact of the same effects on the

Preparations for the three soundingrocket flights Maser Technology, MiniTexus-S and Maser-8 continue, with
launches foreseen in the first quarter of
1 998.
The ESA-developed experiments for
Neurolab (EDEN) have been installed in
the Neurolab Spacelab. Final testing is
proceeding and the launch is planned for
April 1998. This will be the last flight of a
Spacelab module and will bring the
Spacelab Utilisation era to a close after
approximately 15 years of activities.
NASA has introduced "gap filler mrssions"
to cover the period between the end of
the Spacelab missions and the operation
of the International Space Station. For
the first of these missions, STS-95,
scheduled late in 1998, ESAs Microgravity Programme will participate with a
significant payload contribution which
includes experiments relating to
metallurgy and crystal growth (Advanced
Gradient Heating Facility (AGHF) and
Morphological Transitions in a Model
Substance (MOMO)), crystal growth of
proteins (Advanced Protein Crystallisation
Facility (APCF)), microgravity effects on
cells (Biobox), and adsorption and
surface-tension studies (Facility for
Adsorption and Surface Tension (FAST))
Studies on a number of instruments for
the early utilisation of the International
Space Station have been completed and
some equipment development has
started. These instruments include an
Advanced Respiratory Monitoring System
(ARN/S), a Muscle Atrophy Research and
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examinde et arrOt5e sur le plan technique
avec RKK Energia. Elle servira de base
de negociation pour I'accord de
compensation pr6vu entre I'ESA et la RKA,
qui doit normalement 6tre finalise debut

inacceptable sur /es p/ans technique et
financier, une nouvelle proposition
actualisee a 6t6 reque et est en cours
d'evaluation.

1998.

La presentation finale de la phase B du
dispositif de preporntage (CPD) s'est

Dans I'intervalle, un accord inteimaire a
et6 approuve par I'ESA et Ia RM afin de
lancer des activit1s urgentes sur le DMS-R
en Europe en 1change des fdches
egalement urgentes que doit exdcuter
RKK Energia pour rntegrer le v6hicule de
transferl automatique (ATV) sur la

d6roulee fin octobre et des n5gociations
ont lieu actuellement au sujet du
lancement de la phase C/D. L'appel
d'offres pour le bAti d tiroirs europ6en
(EDR) est maintenant pret A dtre lanc6. La
pro positio n d' ap prov i s i on nem ent relativ e
aux installations d'exposition au milreu
spatial pour recherches technologiques
(fEF) a 6t6 soumise au Comit1
d'adjudication.

^^mnnaanlo

n laqo

Bras t6l6manipulateur europeen (ERA)
ll a ete convenu avec Ia RM que Ia date
de livraison du moddle de vol de I'ERA a la
Fussre dtaif desormais fixee a juillet 1999,
soit un an avant le lancement prevu de
I'ERA sur la plate-forme 'Scrence et

6nergie' (SPP), ce qui laissera
suffisamment de temps pour I'int6gration
de I'ERA sur Ia SPP en Fussle et pour les
interventions ultdrieures sur /a SPP au site
de lancement de la NASA.
Un calendrier revise des activit4s
industrielles, compatible avec la nouvelle
date de lancement, a et6 etabli par le
maitre d'oeuvre et d'imporlants effods
sont en cours pour faire coincider les
travaux des sous-fraitants avec ce
nouveau calendrter.
Le modele d'inter-face electrique a ete

expedie et constitue la premidre fourniture
imporlante d /a Fussie dans le cadre de
I'ERA. ll permettra a RKK Energia de
verifier les rnterfaces electriques entre
l'ERA et la composante russe.
Les prochaines /ivraisons importantes, qui
seront le moddle geometrique (GEO) et le
moddle d'ambiance en impesanteur
(VVE1), restent prdvues pour decembre
1997/janvier 1998. Elles devront inclure les
modifications qu' impose la nouvelle
co nfi g u ration de I ance m ent.

Equipements de soutien de laboratoire
(LSE)

Les revues preliminaires de conception
(PDR) des 6l6ments d livrer a couft terme
que sont le MELFI et la boite d gants de
recherche en microgravit6 ont 6td
conduites avec succes en octobre et les
preparatifs des revues critiques de
conception (CDR) de ces 1lements sont
en cours. La proposition initiale de phase
C/D relative A I'Hexapod ayant 6te jugee
96

Les equipements complementaires des
charges utiles standard (SPOE) sont en
cours de d6veloppement pour le SPLC, Ie
RPDA et |AAA.

Microgravit6
EMIR-1 et EMIR-2
La capsule recup6rable russe Photon-l1 a
6te lanc6e le 9 octobre avec a son bord
les charges utiles de recherche en
microgravite Biobox-3 et Biopan-2 et trois
experiences autonomes de I'ESA. Biobox
emporle des exp1riences visant it mesurer
/es effefs de la microgravit6 sur le
d1veloppement des cellules de Ia peau et
des os. Les trois exp6riences autonomes
sont conQues pour 1tudier les incidences
de la microgravitd sur les horloges
biologiques de coleopteres, d'algues et de
mouches des fruits. Biopan emporte des
expdriences dans /es domaines de
l'exobbbgb, de Ia radiobiologie et des
scr'ences des matdriaux ef vr.se d 1tudier
/es effets de la microgravit1, du
rayonnement cosmique et ultraviolet, du
vide et des temperatures extremes. Les
chercheurs proviennent de Belgique, de
France, d' Allemagne, des Pays-8as,
d'Espagne et de ,9ussre.

Photon-l1 a atterri au Kazakhstan le 23
octobre, La charge utile de I'ESA a et6
recuperee et transport6e a I'ESTEC, ou les
experiences ont ete remlses d chaque
responsable. Sur /es douze exp6riences
de I'ESA, onze se sont deroul6es
normalement et une (sur Biobox) n'a pas
pu etre realis6e en raison d'une defaillance

8 se poursuivent, /es vols etant prdvus au
premier trimestre 1 998.
Les experiences r6alisdes

par

I'ESA

pour

Neurolab (EDEN) ont ete install6es dans le
Neurolab du Spacelab. Les derniers essars
sont en cours et le lancement est prevu en
avril 1998. Ce sera le dernier vol d'un
module du Spacelab, dont I'utilisation
s'achdve aprds une quinzaine d'ann6es
d'activitds. La TVASA a mis en place une
serie de missions qui feront la jonction
entre la fin des mrssions Spacelab et la
mise en service de la Station spatiale
internationale. Le programme de
recherche en microgravitd de I'ESA
parlicipera d la premidre de ces missions,
SIS-95, prevue fin 1998, et contribuera
de manidre'significative a la charge utile
avec des exp6riences de metallurgie et de
crorSsance des cristaux dans un four d
gradient (AGHF) et de transition
morphologique sur des subsfances
moddles (MOMO), des exp6riences de
croissance des cristaux de proteines
(APC], des exp6riences sur /es effets de
la microgravitd sur /es cellules (Biobox) et
des 6fudes sur I'adsorption et la tension
de surface (FASI)
Les dfudes d'un cerlain nombre
d'instruments conQUS pour la phase
d'utilisation initiale de la Station spatiale
internationale sont termin6es et /a mise
au point de certains 5quipements a
commence. Parmi ces instruments figurent
un systdme de surveillance respiratoire de
pointe (ARMS), un systdme de recherche
et d'exercice en atrophre musculaire
(MARES), le dynamometre i poignee et a
pince (HGD/PFD), le systeme d'exposition
d'1chantillons biologiques au milieu spatial
(SEBA), I'installation de diagnostic pour la
cristallisation des proteines (PCDF) et le
systdme de culture modulaire (MCS).

Installations de recherche en
microgravit6 pour Columbus (MFC)
L'ESA a reEu fin septembre 1997 la
proposition rndustrielle de phase C/D
relative a Biolab, les n5gociations ont ete
menees a bien et le contrat a ete signe it
I'ESTEC le 5 d5cembre.

electrique.

Le contrat de phase B du Laboratoire de
sclences des fluides a 6t6 conclu et la
demande de prix relative a la phase C/D
envoy5e fin d6cembre. Le contrat de
phase C/D sera lance en avril 1998.

Les prdparatifs des trors fusdes-sondes
Maser Technology, Mini-Texus-S et Maser-

L'ESA esf parvenue a un accord
pr1liminaire d' embarquement du

proqrammes & operations

Exercise System (N/ARES), the Hand-Grip
and Pinch-Force Dynamometers (HGD/

Qualification work was still continuing in
parallel in Europe in several areas,

PFD), the Space Exposure Biological
Assembly (SEBA), the Protein

including:

-

Crystallisation Diagnostics Facility (PCDF)
and the Modular Cultivation System

-

(N/CS).

Microgravity Facilities for Columbus
(MFC)
The Biolab Phase-C/D industrial proposal
was received at the end of September
and, following successful negotiations,
the contract was signed at ESTEC on

5 December.
The Fluid Science Laboratory's Phase-B
has been concluded and the Request for
Quotation (RFQ) for its Phase-C/D was
issued at the end of December. The
Phase-C/D contract will be initiated in
April 1998.
A preliminary agreement has been
reached to fly the Material Science
Laboratory (MSL) in the US Lab, with a
planned launch date of September 20Ol
The industrial Phase-B for MSL,
scheduled for completion in March 1998,
is progressing, with the breadboarding
tests nearly complete. The Phase-C/D is
planned to start by mid-1998.

The first phase of flight-data analysis (level
zero) after the successful 30 October
launch showed that:

-

-

.

Two parallel Phase-A studies for the
European Physiology Modules (EPM)
facility, each lasting eight months, were
initiated in November.

Ariane-5
The Ariane-502 launcher preparation
campaign continued at the Guiana Space
Centre in parallel with the numerous
qualification activities in Europe,
culminating in the successful launch on
30 October, as reported in the previous
issue of ESA Bulletin.

A major milestone had been achieved in
early September with the launcher
countdown rehearsal, involving the filling
of the main stage with liquid hydrogen
and liquid oxygen on the launch pad and
performing actual countdowns up to H0
minus 3 seconds. Integration of the upper
stage (the Maqsat H&B and Teamsat
payloads, Speltra structure and fairing)
then followed in the Final Assembly
Building, leading to the filling of the upper
stage and the attitude-control system
during the second half of October.

combined rupture tests on the
mechanical structure of the vehicle's
upper pad
main-stage control loop
validation of the last modifications on
the flight programme.

the two solid boosters behaved highly
symmetrically throughout their flight,
and propulsion of the Vulcain and
Aestus engines was also nominal
the navigation, guidance and control
system was stable at all times, and
demonstrated its ruggedness and its
reactive capability, with no anomalies
identified in any part of the flight
programme
the analysis does, however, show
some non-conformances, which can
be traced back to a single source.
namely a higher than expected roll
torque in the Vulcain engine; the flight
programme correctly diagnosed and
counteracted this torque using the
vehicle's attitude-control system: this
roll movement induced a slightly early
shutdown of the Vulcain engine, and a
loss in orbital velocity of 210 m/s.

A group of experts is currently
investigating the cause of this roll torque.
On 25 November, ESA handed the ELA-3
Ariane-S launch complex at the Guiana
Space Centre over to Arianespace for
operational exploitation, following the
qualification of the facilities during the first
two Ariane-S launch campaigns. This
facility represents an investment of over
800 million ECU and is by far the largest
installation built by ESA as part of the
Ariane-5 Development Programme.
CNES was responsible for its design,
construction and operation during
cryogenic main stage testing and the first
two qualification flights, in its capacity as
prime contractor for the development of
the Ariane-S launcher and launch facilities.
Preparations for the hand-over of
ELA-3 management responsibility to
Arianespace had been under way for
some years, with the progressive
integration of Arianespace engineers and
technicians into the CNES teams, to

ensure that personnel training was

properly completed following the first two
Adane-5 qualification flights.

Future launchers
Continuation of FESTIP, the Future
European Space Transportation
Investigation Programme, was approved
in September, and the associated
programme of work has therefore been
resumed.

In-Orbit Technology
Demonstration
Programme
STOF (Slosh Test Orbital Facility)
Industry is continuing to work on postCritical Design Review (CDR) issues,
before Phase-D can stad. ESA exoects
to conclude the CDR early next year. A
study has been started to assess how
the ESA-develooed Advanced Crew
Terminal can be used to gather and store
experiment data from Sloshsat
experiments. NASA expefis are currently
studying any implications for Shuttle
operations. Hardware is currently being
manufactured and critical components
like the Marmon clamo band and
pyrotechnic separation bolts have been
ordered. ESA and Verhaert are currently
working on an update to the Fracture
Control Plan, which is required to
conclude the CDR.

TPX-ll (Two-Phase Flow
Experiment ll)
A problem occurred during assembly
and component acceptance testing, with
a failure of the capillary wick of the
evaporator Recovery actions involving a
local redesign were immediately stafted
and have already shown good results.
Due, however, to the already very tight
schedule, caused mainly by the different
interpretations of Shuttle safety
requirements and the additional design
and analysis activities incurred, NASA has
been informed that the planned earlyJanuary delivery date cannot be met.
A new launch date has not yet been
identified, but the current planning
foresees having the TPX-ll experiment
ready for delivery to NASA by May/June
1 998
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Laboratoire de sciences des mat1riaux
(MSD e bord du laboratoire am6ricain,
le lancement 6tant pr6vu en septembre
2001.
Les travaux industiels de phase B relatifs
au MSL, qui devraient s'achever en mars
1998, progressent ef /es essais du
montage table sont presque termin1s.
La phase C/D devrait commencer d'ici
Ia mi-1998.

Deux 6tudes paralldles de phase A ont
6t6 lanc6es en novembre au sujet des
modules de physiologie europeens (EPM)
et devraient durer chacune huit mois.

Ariane-5
La campagne de preparation du vol
Ariane-S)2 s'est poursuivie au Centre
spatial guyanais parallelement aux
nombreuses activitds de qualification
men6es en Europe et le vol a eu lieu avec
succds le 30 octobre (voir num6ro
pr6c6dent du Bulletin).
Une etape essenlie//e avait 6t6 franchie
debut septembre lors de la r6petition de
la chronologie de lancement: l'6tage
principal avait 6te rempli d'hydrogdne et
d'oxygdne liquides sur /e pas de tir et I'on
avait proc6d6 A des simulations en
conditions r5elles des chronologies jusqu'a
H0-3s. L'6tage sup6rieur (charges utiles
Maqsat H&B et Teamsat, structure
Speltra, coiffe) a ensuite ete int6gre dans
Ie BAtiment d'assemblage final. Le
remplissage de l'6tage sup5rieur et du
sysfdme de contr)le d'attitude a eu lieu
pendant la deuxidme quinzaine d'octobre.
Les travaux de qualification se sonf
poursuivis paralldlement en Europe dans
divers domaines, notamment:

-

essais d rupture combines, au niveau
de la structure m6canioue de la paftie
sup6rieure du lanceur,
circuit de pilotage de I'etage principal,

validation des dernidres modifications
apportees au programme oe vot.

La premidre phase d'analyse des donn6es
de vol (niveau zdro), apres la r6ussite du
vol du 30 octobre, a montre ce qui suit:

-
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Les deux moteurs d propergol solide
ont fourni une pouss6e trds sym6trique
du d6but d la fin de leur vol et les

moteurs Vulcain et Aesfus ont fourni

-

une oropulsion nominale.
Le systdme de navigation, guidage et
pilotage a fait la preuve de sa stabilite,
de sa robustesse et de ses capacllds
de r6action, et aucune anomalie n'a ete
decel6e sur I'ensemble du programme
de vol.

-

Programme de
d6monstration
technologique en
orbite
STOF (lnstallation orbitale d'essais de

L'analyse fait toutefois apparaitre

ballottement)

quelques anomalies toutes attribu6es d
la m)me ori$ne: I'apparition sur le
moteur Vulcain d'un couple de roulis
superieur aux pr6visions. Le
programme de vol a correctement
assur6 le diagnostic et Ia correction de
ce couple par I'intermediaire du
sysfdme de contrOle d'attitude du
lanceur. Ce mouvement de roulis a
entrain1 l' arr)t legerement pr6matur6
du moteur Vulcain et une perte de
vrTesse de 210 m/s lors de la

L'industrie poursuit les travaux sur les
queslions sou/ev6es par la revue critique
de conception (CDR), avant de pouvoir
engager les travaux de phase D. L'ESA
espdre clore la CDR au ddbut de I'annee
prochaine. Une etude a et6 lancAe pour
d6terminer comment utiliser le terminal de
pointe pour I'equipage mis au point par
I'ESA pour recueillir et stocker les donnees
d'exp6riences de S/oshsat. Les experfs
de la NASA 1tudient actuellement toutes
incidences eventuelles sur les activit6s de
Ia Navette. Le mat6riel est en fabrication et
les composants critiques, comme la bride
de serrage Marmon et les boulons de
s1paration pyrotechnique, ont 6tO
command1s. L'ESA et Verhaeft travaillent
d une mise d jour du plan de controle de
fracture, ndcessaire pour pouvoir clore la

satellisation.
Un groupe d'experts etudie la cause de
ce rouils.

Le 25 novembre, I'ESA a remis a
Arianespace I'ensemble de lancement
ELA-3 congu pour Ariane-S, et dont Ia
qualification a 6t6 realis6e lors des deux
premidres campagnes de lancements
d'Ariane-S, pour qu'Arianespace en assure
d6sormais l' exploitation op6rationnelle.
Ce complexe, qui represente un investissernent de plus de 800 millions d'ECU,
est de loin la plus grande installation
r6alis6e par I'ESA dans Ie cadre du
programme de developpement Ariane- 5.
Le CIVES a assur1 sa conception, sa
construction et son exploitation au
cours des essais de I'etage principal
cryotechnique et des deux premiers vols
de qualification, en sa qualit6 de maitre
d'euvre charge du d1veloppement
d'Ariane-S et des moyens de lancement
associds.

Le transfert des responsabilites de gestion
de I'EU-3 a Arianespace etait prepare
depuis quelques ann6es, avec I'int6gration
progressive des ingenieurs et des techniciens d'Arianespace dans les 6quipes du
CIVES, de manidre d assurer la formation
ad6quate du personnel d /'issue des deux
premiers vols de qualification d'Ariane-S.

Futurs lanceurs
La poursuite du FESTIE le programme

europ6en de recherche appliqude sur les
futurs systdmes de transporl spatial, a ete
approuvee en septembre et le programme
de travail a reoris.

CDR,

TPX-ll (Exp6rience d'6coulement
diphasique ll)
Un probleme est survenu lors de
I'assemblage et des essais de recette des
composants, d savoir une defaillance au
niveau de la meche capillaire de
l'6vaporateur. Les mesures pnses
imm5diatement, qui incluent une revue
partielle de la conception, donnent d6ja
de bons r6sultats. Le calendrier etant
toutefois trds serr6, en raison des
probldmes d' interpretation des imp4ratifs
de s6curit6 de la Navette et des travaux
de conception et d'analyse
supplementaires occasionn6s d ce su7'et,
la NASA a 6t6 informde que la date de
livraison pr1vue d6but janvier ne pourrait
pas 6tre respect6e. Une nouvelle date de
lancement n'a pas encore ete fixee a ce
jour. La TPX-ll devrait pouvoir etre livree a
Ia NASA d'ici mai ou juin 1998. @esa
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The Hipporcos Mission
The Hipparcos space astrometry mission was accepted
within the European Space Agency's scientific
programme in '1980. The Hipparcos satellite was
designed and constructed under ESA responsibility by a
European industrial consortium led by Matra Marconi
Space (France) and Alenia Spazio (ltaly), and launched by
Ariane-4 on 8 August 1989. High-quality scientific data
were acouired between November 1989 and March 1993.
The scientific aspects of the mission were undertaken by
nationally-funded scientific institutes. All of the scientific
goals motivating the mission's adoption in 1980 were
surpassed, in terms of astrometric accuracy, photometry,
and numbers of stars.

The Hipporcos ond Tycho

Cotqlogues
The final products of the European Space Agency's
Hipparcos mission are two major stellar catalogues,
the Hipparcos Catalogue and the Tycho Catalogue.
Each catalogue includes a large quantity of very high

The global data analysis tasks, proceeding from nearly
1000 Gbit of satellite data to the final catalogues, were
undertaken by three scientific consortia: the NDAC and
FAST Consortia, together responsible for the production
of the Hipparcos Catalogue; and the Tycho Consortium,
responsible for the production of the Tycho Catalogue.
A fourth scientific consortium, the INCA Consortium, was
responsible for the construction of the Hipparcos
observing programme. The production of the Hipparcos
and Tycho Catalogues marks the formal end of the
involvement in the mission bv ESA and the four scientific
consortia.

quality astrometric and photometric data. The astrometric
data in the Hipparcos Catalogue is of unprecedented
accuracy: positions at the catalogue epoch (J1991.25),
annual proper motions, and trigonometric parallaxes,
have a median accuracy of approximately 1 milliarcsec.
The Hipparcos Catalogue includes annexes featuring
variability and double/multiple star data for many
thousands of stars discovered or measured by the
satellite. The Hipparcos and Tycho Catalogues will
remain the definitive astrometric stellar catalogues for
many years.
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Gelestia 2000
Celestia 2000 is a CD-ROM
package containing the
Hipparcos and Tycho
catalogues, plus related
annexes, in compressed
binary format, along with
dedicated software permitting
interrogation, sample
construction and information
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display.

It has been designed and constructed with both the professional and amateur astronomer in mind
The package is desrgned for IBM PC and compatibles running underWindows 3.1, Windows 95, orWindows NT.

Order Form
Please reserve for me the following (prices include post & packing):

..... set(s) of the 16-volume printed catalogue (with ASCII CD-ROMs) @ 650 Dfl ($400) perset
..... subset(s) of lntroduction & Guide to the Data only, with ASCII CD-ROM set @ 165 Dfl ($1001
per set
..... set(s) of Celestia 2000 @ B0Dfl

($SO1

per set

Name:

Address:

An invoice will be sent and on receipt of payment your requested product(s) will be delivered to
the address filled in above.
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Ariane Launches a
Further Seven Satellites
Ariane-4 launchers have successfully
placed another seven satellites into
geostationary transfer orbit.
Ariane V102 (44L version launcher) lifted off
on 12 November 1997 (10:38 CFt)carrying
SIRUS-2 (Sweden) and CAKRAWARTA-1
(lndonesia).

Ariane V1 03 (44P version launcher) lifted off
on 2 December 1997 (1 1 :52 CFt) carrying
JCSAT-S (Japan) and Equator-S (Germany).
Ariane V1 04 (42L version launcher) lifted off
on 22 December 1 997 (Ol :1 7 CFt) carrying
lntelsat 804.

In Brief

Ariane V105 (44LP version launcher) lifted
off on 4 February 1998 (00:29 CFI-)
carrying Brasilsat 83 and
Inmarsat
@esa
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International Space
Station Nodes 'Made in
Europe'
Mr Antonio Rodotd, ESAs Director
General, and Mr Sergio de Julio, President
of the ltalian Space Agency (ASl) signed
an Arrangement, on l2 December 1997 in

Rome, concerning the management,
execution and funding of the Nodes 2
and 3 for the International Space Station
(rss).

Mr Antonio RodotA, ESA's Director General

Under this Arrangement, ESA will entrust
ASI with the development and

(left) and Mr Sergio de Julio, President of the
Italian Space Agency (ASI) during the signing ot
the Arrangement concerning Nodes 2 and 3 for
the lnternational Space Statlon (/SS)

manufacturing of the two Nodes, for
which Alenia Aerospazio (l) is the prime
contractor.

The Nodes constitute the interconnecting
elements between various laboratory and
habitation modules of the lSS. They also
provide for crew and experiment support.
Node t has already been developed and
manufactured by US industry under NASA
contract. Nodes 2 and 3 will be 'made in
Europe' using European know-how and
technology.

According to a Barter Agreement between
ESA and NASA, signed on 8 October
1997 in Turin, ESA will provide the two
Nodes, as well as additional hightechnology laboratory equipment and
services to NASA, while the US Space
Shuttle will ferry the European Columbus
laboratory module to the Space Station
on a launch presently planned for October
2OO2. The launch of Node 2, the first
European-built Node of the Station, is
currently planned for April 2001
.

The Arrangement between ESA and ASI
allows Europe to take full advantage
of the experience gained by ltalian
industry through the development of the
Mini-Pressurised Logistics Module (MPLM)
and the synergy between the MPLM,
Nodes 2 and 3, and the European
Columbus laboratory module. The
MPLN/, the two Nodes, and the Columbus
laboratory all make use of the same
structural concept.
@esa
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Partners Sign
International Space
Station Agreements
Ministers, ambassadors and sentor
government officials of 11 ESA Member
States- met with their counterparts from
the United States, Russia, Japan and
Canada in Washington D C, on 29 January
to sign agreements on the International
Space Station.

A representative of each of the 15
countries parlicipating in the Space Station
signed the 1998 Intergovernmental
Agreement on Space Station Cooperation
which establishes the framework for
cooperation among the partners for the
design, development, operation and
utilisation of the Space Station, lt defines
the rights and obligations of each of the
countries and their jurisdiction and control
with respect to their elements of the Space
Station,

Antonio Rodota, Director General of ESA,
the European cooperating agency in the
programme, together with Daniel Goldin,
Administrator of NASA, the United States'
cooperating agency. have also signed a
Memorandum of Understanding This
accord supplements the Intergovernmental
Agreement and defines the roles and
responsibilities of each agency in the
design, development, operation and
utilisation of the Station for its planned
1 O-year operational lifetime,

The lnternational Space Station will be the
first international, permanently occupied
outpost in space, lt will serve as a versatile
research institute that will orbit the Eadh
for at least 1O years and as an innovative
centre for testing new technologies under
space's unique conditions.The first elemenl
of the Space Station is currently scheduled
to be launched in June of this year.

ESA's Director General, Antonio Rodota,
addressing the participants in the
lntergovernmental Agreement on Space Sfattbn
Cooperation signtng ceremony tn Washington
D.C. on 29 January 1998

For more information on the International
Space Station, you can visit:
http://www.estec.esa, int/spaceflight

-Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, ltaly,
The Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, and the United

Kingdom.

@esa

At the signing of separate brlateral Memoranda
of Understanding with NASA are (left to ight),
Yuri Koptev, RKA; Antonio RodotA, ESA; Daniel
Goldin, NASA; Willtam Evans, CSA; lsao Uchida,
/VASDA
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ESA Astronaut Pedro

Duque to Fly on Space
Shuttle Mission
On 21 November 1997, ESA's Director
General, Antonio Rodotd, and Spains
Minister of Industry and Energy, Josep
Pique, announced that ESA astronaut
Pedro Duque has been assigned to the
Space Shuttle mission (STS-95) currently
scheduled for October 1998. NASA
Administrator Daniel Goldin confirmed the
appointment during his recent talks with
Mr Rodotd at ESA Headquarters in Paris.
Pedro Duque, 34 years of age, will be
making his first spaceflight, thus becoming
the first Spanish national to go into space.
Duque, an aeronautical engineer, was an
astronaut candidate proposed to ESA by
the Spanish Ministry of Industry and
Energy's Centre for the Development of
Industrial Technology (CDTI) following a
national selection in 1990/91. He was then
recruited for the ESA astronaut coros in
1992.
In August 1993, he began training at Star

City, Russia, for the joint ESA-Russian
Euromir 94 mission. During that 30 day

flight (October/November 1994), he
coordinated the interface between fellow
ESA astronaut Ulf Merbold onboard the
Russian space station Mir and the
scientific investigators and prolect
management on the ground.
In May 1995, NASA selected Duque as an
alternate Pavload Soecialist astronaut for

Announcement on 21 November in Madrid of Pedro Duque's selection for SIS-95: (left to right)
Pedro Duque; Antonio RodotA, ESA's Director General; Josep Pique, Spain's Minister of lndustry
and Energy; and Pedro Ferraras, Vice Minister of lndustry and Energy

the Space Shuttle's STS-78/ Life and
Microgravity Spacelab (LMS) mission.
During that flight (June-July 1996), he
acted as the intedace between the crew
onboard the Shuttle and the researchers
on the ground. He will be a Mission
Specialist on STS-95.
Duque, who is based at the European
Astronaut Centre in Cologne, Germany, is
currently in NASA's Mission Specialist
Class at the Johnson Space Center in
Houston, Texas.

The 1O-day mission will be dedicated to
research in near-weightiessness. ESA plans
to have a significant payload on board this
mission: five facilities for scientific
investigations. Two of those facilities, one
for materials science experiments and
another used to grow protein crystals, were
previously on board the STS-78/LMS flight
for which Duque trained. ESA's three other
research facilities will be used to investigate
the effects of near-weightlessness on cell
cultures, the solidification process in
metals, and adsorption and sur.face tension

pnenomena.

ESA/Russia Cooperation
Strengthened
Fufther steps towards closer cooperation
between ESA and Russia were taken
during the visit of ESAs Director General,
Mr A. Rodota to the Russian Space
Agency (RKA) on 18-19 November 1997.
Discussions centred around satellite
navigation and the International Space
Station. Two important agreements were
also formalised.
On the morning of 18 November,
Mr Rodotd and Mr G.E. Mamedov,
Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs of the

Russlan Federation, signed an additional
customs clearance agreement
providing for a larger band of special
exemptions,
104
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Signature of this agreement will
immediately benefit the transfer of
equipment already underway in the course
of cooperation on the European Robotic
Arm and the DMS-R (Data Management
System for Russia) computers, the flight
models of which were recently delivered to
RSC Energia. These computers are to
become the data-processing core of the
Russian segment of the International
Space Station: the service module where
the crew will work and sleep during the
Station assembly phase. This ESA project
is being handled by the Agency's
Directorate for Manned Spaceflight and
Microgravity, working with teams from

signed an agreement for a Russian Proton
launcher to lift ESAs Integral satellite
into space in 2OO1 , This agreement
assures a place for Russian astronomers in
Integral's science team supervising the
instrumental and astronomical aspects of
the mission, and ends five years of study
and negotiation which began when
scientists and engineers were first defining

RKA.

Integral

The agreement will also facilitate the loan
of equipment for research and
experimental purposes and remove some
significant obstacles to cooperation.
On the same day, Mr Rodota and his
Russian counterpart, Mr Yuri Koptev

@esa
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Hipparcos Pinpoints an
Amazing Gamma-ray
Clock
The position in the sky of the "silent"
neutron star Geminga is now known to
within about 10 millionths ot a degree (0.04
arc-second) thanks to results from ESA's
Hipparcos star-fixing satellite. according to
a recent paper by Palrizia Caraveo (Milan)
and colleagues.
Geminga is a unique object: a highly
compressed, spinning neutron star which
does not emit radio beeps like the wellknown pulsars. Yet it is a powerlul source
of pulsating gamma-rays and X-rays.
Geminga is probably the prototype of
millions of radio-silent neutron stars in the
Milky Way Galaxy.

Geminga rotates like a lighthouse, flashing
a beam of gamma-rays and X-rays towards
the Earth 252 times a minute. The first
detection of pulsations in Geminga's
emissions came from the German-US-UK
Rosat X-ray satellite in 1992 NASAs
Compton gamma-ray observatory detected
the same pulses in gamma-rays and
observed them for several years up to
1996. Re-examination of the gamma-ray
counts for Geminga from NASAs SAS-2
satellite (1972-73) and ESA's COS-B
satellite (1975-82) led to the detection of
the same pulses retrospectively.
Astronomers then had the tantalising
prospect of reconstructing, from sporadic
periods of observations, every tick of
Geminga's clock over a period oI 24 years,
1

972-1 996.

Positioning Geminga accurately enough
was the remaining hurdle. The gamma-ray
clock seems to run fast or slow depending
on the Earth s motion in orbit. Each year at
the end of March, the Earth and any
attendant gamma-ray satellites are
travelling towards Geminga in the
constellation Gemini at about 30 kilometre
per second. Geminga's timekeeping
speeds up by 9 seconds a day. Six months
later, on the other side of the Sun, the
Earth is receding at the same speed, and
Geminga's pulses seem slower by the
same amount. To correct tor this seasonal
effect required the more exact position of
Geminga provided by Hipparcos data

Motions in Earlh orbit of the SAS-2, COSB and Compton spacecraft at the times of
the intermittent gamma-ray observations
also had to be taken into account. The

outcome is a coherent 24.2-year
reconstruction of more than 3 billion
rotations of Geminga.
Created by the collapse of the core of an
exploding star about 300 000 years ago,
Geminga has no renewable source of
energy. Neveftheless, it is more luminous
in its gamma-rays and X-rays than the
Sun is by visible light. Interaction between
the spinning neutron star and a
surrounding magnetosphere of ionized
gas powers the emissions by extracting
energy from the rotation and slowing the
star down. The new timings suggest that
Geminga is like a watch that loses less
than one microsecond a year. However,
the rate of slowdown is increasing faster
than expected by comparison with other
young pursars.
Another puzzle concerns a slight rhythmic
change in the pulse-rate of Geminga, in a
cycle of 5 years. seen mosl clearly in the
recent Compton observations. While this
could be a fluke due to errors in the rather
sparse data, a physical explanation could
be the presence of a planet with about
twice the mass of the Earth orbiting
around the neutron star every 5 years,
and causing it to wobble.

Giovanni Bignami, Director for Science at
the Agenzia Spatiale ltaliana (ASl) in Rome,
named Geminga in 1976 and has hunted
it, along with his colleagues in Milan, for
more than 20 years. (ln the Milanese argot,
'gheminga' means 'its not there' and
referred to Gemingas invisibility at radio
wavelengths.)

"Geminga is a shining example of how
multinational collaboration in astronomy
pays off," Bignami says. "We in Europe
have done very well out of ESA in space
astronomy, and also in our collaborations
in ground observatories. We have world-

class facilities that none of our home
countries could offer us on their own
While governments ponder ESA's future
role in science they should sense the
surge of excitement throughout Europe, as
astronomers beat all expectations in using
the superb opportunities that come from
ESA membership."

.

More informatlon on Hipparcos can be

found on the Web at
hl

tp://astro estec esa.nl/Hipparcos

.. The Hipparcos and Tycho Catalogues
(ESA SP 1200) are available from:
ESA Publications Division

fax +31 (O)71 565-5433 or

Michael Perryman, ESAs prolect sctentist
for the Hipparcos mission, sees the
multiplicity of instruments and wavelengths
used in the Geminga study as an
illustration of the overarching role of
Hipparcos.:

e-mail:

fdezwaan@estec,esa,nl

@esa

"The results from Hipparcos provide a
framework for every branch of astronomy
and bring new precision to all of them,"
Perryman comments."Hipparcos never
saw Geminga, because it is far too faint.
Yet when used to calibrate other
observations in visible light, the Hipparcos
and Tycho Catalogues.. give a position
for Geminga far more accurate than could
ever be expected from the X-ray and
gamma-ray observations alone. Similarly
Hipparcos relates the entire Universe seen
by radio and infrared telescopes to the
local frame of bright stars."
The story will broaden into a hunt for other
silent neutron stars like Geminga, using
ESA's super-sensitive X-ray astronomy
satellite XMM, due to be launched in 1999.
Two years later XMM will be followed into
orbit by Integral, ESAs successor to COSB as a gamma-ray astronomy satellite of
vastly enhanced performance,
105
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ESOC Rescues NASDA

Mission
ESA and the National Space Development
Agency of Japan (NASDA) have a long
history of cooperation in the field of ESA
ground station support to Japanese
missions. ETS 7 (Engineering Test
Satellite 7) is the latest Japanese mission
supported by the ESA network following
its launch from the Tanegashima Space
Ccntro hri an H-ll rnckot On 27 NOvember

Telemedicine: from
Sarajevo to Tirana
The padners involved in the first European
pilot prolect for telemedicine via satellite
met on 17 November 1997 aI the Celio
Military Polyclinic in Rome to take stock of
the first results of a joint efforl which has
put hospitals in ltaly and Bosnia in close
contact with each other thanks to space
applications,

with ESAs help, an

1997.

In September 1996,

The ETS 7 mission is aimed at preparing
Japan for its role in the International Space
Station. lt will provide experience of the
supply of goods and fuel to in-orbit
spacecraft, and the assembly of structures
in space. lt also includes rendez-vous and
docking technology and space robotics,
which are especially relevant to unmanned

innovative telemedicine network was
activated to provide medical care
services from two ltalian hospitals
(San Raffaele Hospital in Milan and the
Celio Military Polyclinic in Rome) to the
Italian Field Hospital involved in the
peacekeeping mission rn Sarajevo. Furlher
support was given to the health care
structure of the University Clinical Centre of
Sarajevo,

mrssrons.

ETS 7 comprises two satellites which were
attached to each other during the Launch
and Early Orbit Phase (LEOP) operations
and separated after the commissioning
phase for rendez-vous and docking
experiments.

The initiative, dubbed SHARED (Satellite
Health Access for Remote Environment
Demonstrator), exploited dedicated ground
stations and satellite links to conduct
medical consultations, online surgery
mentoring and medical training between
iho ihroo hncnitalc

On 29 November, ETS 7 lost attitude and
the solar panels were no longer oriented
towards the Sun, preventing the batteries
from being recharged. This would have
meant the loss of the satellite within

6 hours.
AI24:00 GMT, NASDA called ESOC
requesting emergency suppoft from ESA's
ground stations at Kourou (French Guiana)
and Pedh (Western Australia). At 01 :50,
the Kourou station was ready to support
the upcoming pass. Eadh-spacecraft
contact was reestablished and shortly after
the first acquisition of the spacecraft
telemetry NASDA could send the required
commands to ETS 7 to acquire the correct
attitude. At 04:39 GMT, the Japanese
agency confirmed that the spacecraft was
restabilised.

This padiculady successful operation
will be followed by an agreement
between ESA and NASDA for the
continuation of routine phase supporl
of ETS 7 by the same two ESA stations
into Spring 1998.
@esa

After a year of successful operation, the
network, which uses ground terminals and
satellite capacity provided by ESA, is now
being extended to include the Hospital
'lDl' in Tirana, Albania.
Sesslon of ophthalmtc surgeonlraining
between Milan and Sarajevo

Based on an enhanced version of the DICE
multi-point video conferencing system
developed by European industry for ESA,
the telemedicine satellite network combines
video conferencing with real-time
exchange between multimedia computers
and medical peripherals of images such as
X-rays. scans. pathology samples. etc. An
additional feature is provided by an ISDN
multi-point conference unit acting as a
bridge between the satellite network and
other hospitals connected to the terrestrial
ISDN network.
The links between the hospitals are
suppofted by up to four digital carriers of
384 kbit/s using capacity leased by ESA
on the Eutelsat ll-F4 satellite.
"We are very proud of having contributed
to such a humanitarran project that helps
bring space within closer reach of human
beings in their everyday life" said ESAs
Director General, Antonio Bodota, at the
presentation.

Thc SHARFF) nrnicnt stcmS frOm
cooperation between ESA (provider of the
communication infrastructure). the ltalian
Space Agency (which funded the pilot
projects, through ESA's ARTES
programme), the ltalian Ministry of Defence
(responsible for system operations) and
TelBios (a consortium involving the San
Raffaele Hospital and Alenia Aerospazio
which proposed and coordinated the
I

rLv

prolect).
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ESA and NASA

Exchange Views on
Future Gooperation
ESAs Director General, Antonio Rodotd
and NASA's Administrator, Daniel Goldin,
met at ESA Headquarters in Paris on
1 I November 1997 to take stock of their
ongoing collaborative ventures, to
exchange views on the future of their
respective agencies and to discuss further
cooperatron.
During their discussions, Mr Rodota and
Mr Goldin confirmed their commitment to
closer relations aimed at enhancing the
already strong cooperation between the
two agencies.

The Director General outlined the strategic
evolution underway which, in padnership
with all of the Agency's Member States, will
reinforce the development of space
applications such as telecommunications,
satellite navigation, Earth observation and
Earth sciences. To this end, ESA will make
every effort to bring together, in a coherent

and balanced way. all the potential of its
Member States in terms of knowledge,
expertise and resources so that Europe
can become a stronger player in the
applications field and an even stronger
padner in international cooperation

Regarding the International Space Station
(lSS), for which ESA/NASA cooperation is
already well established, both Directors

agreed it was vital to bring all partners
together to establish ground rules on Station
utilisation. They evaluated the joint efforls
needed to make all potential users fully

Fudher discussions included potential
international cooperation on the
exploration of Mars and the need for
coordination of the various mrssions
envisaged, in order to avoid duplication of
effort. ESA has introduced the Mars
Express mrssion into its recently
restructured long-term science
programme. This mission consists of an
orbiter carrying a scientific payload and up
to four mini-lander modules. The
management plan for the mission was
approved in November 1997 by ESA's
Science Programme Committee. The
mission itself is expected to be approved
in November 1988 for launch in May/June
2003. A number of ESA Member States
and NASA have expressed interest in
supplying the landers and other elements
of the mission.

aware of the availability of the unique habitat
for microgravity experiments, science, Earth
observation and technology development.

preparation of major decisions concerning
the future ESA E.O. programme, but will
also form the basis for concrete Eafth
Watch missions to be implemented in the

More than | 00 representatives of European
industry attended the ESA lndustrial Briefing at

ESA is a key partner in the ISS programme. lts major contributions consist of
the Columbus Orbital Facility (COF), a
multi-purpose scientific and technological
laboratory module permanently attached to
the core of the Space Station, and the
Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATF), a cargo
vessel to be launched by Ariane-S for resupply missions. ESA will also be present
in 16 of the 47 assembly flights needed
to build the station over the period
1998-2003 with equipment contributing
to this international endeavour. @esa

Industrial Briefing
'Call for Outline Mission Proposals for
Earth Watch Partnership'
The high interest of European industry in
the new manner of working with ESA to
serve Eadh Observation user markets was
reflected by the more than 100 representatives of European industry attending an
ESA Industrial Briefing at ESTEC on 18
December 1997. The participants covered
the range from small and medium size
particularly the Earth
enterprises
data
value-adding industry
Observation
to large aerospace companies.
The major objectives of the meeting were
two-fold: firstly to inform industry about
ESAs Earlh Observation strategy and of
the planning for the future ESA E.O.
programme, and secondly, to answer
questrons concerning the 'Call for Outline
Mission Proposals for Eafth Watch
Partnership'. This Call, issued by ESA in
early December 1997, is the first major
step by the Agency towards market- and
aoolications-oriented Eadh Observation
missions to be undedaken in a oartnershio
between industry, ESA and other entities
such as the Eurooean Commission. The
responses by industry, invited for February
1998. will not onlv contribute to the

near future.

ESTEC (NL)

@esa
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Mercure Satellite Helps
UNEP Link the World
On behalf of ESA's Director General and
six of ESAs Member States, Rene
Collette, ESA Director of Applications,
formally handed over the Mercure satellite
communications network to Prof. Reuben
Olembo, Deputy Executive Director of the
United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) on 5 November 1997 in Geneva.

which will suppod a new communication
culture both within UNEP and to its many
external partners. The Mercure network will
cut costs since it also supporls the
transfer of facsimile, e-mail and video
transmission,
To cope with the implementation of the
Mercure network, an international industrial
team was set up by the six participating
ESA Member States. As a follow-up to
the United Nations Conference on

The ceremony took place in the presence
of nearly 1OO participants including
delegates from the six contributing ESA
Member States - Austria, Belgium,
Norway, Spain, Switzerland, United
Kingdom - as well as many UNO
representatives and ambassadors from
countries all over the world.

Environment and Development held in Rio
de Janeiro in 1992, the European Space
Agency was asked to manage the
padicipating countries' contributions
(1 1 .75 f,/UC aI 1992 economic conditions)
and to coordinate efforts between UNEP,
the industrial team and the network
operator, the Swiss Telecom PTT.

The satellite-based telecommunications
network was donated to UNEP to help the
United Nations' environmental effort fulfil its
leadership role by providing the specialised
agency with a global communications
capability for the transfer and exchange of
up-to-date, easily accessible environmental
databases and archives of its many
partners such as the Global Resource
Information Database (GRID) and the
Infoterra Global Environmental Information
Exchange Network.

The traffic hubs of the Mercure network
are at the UNEP Headquaders and at the
UNEP Regional Office for Europe in
Geneva. The UNEP Regional Offices and
UNEP-GRID centres in the western and
eastern hemispheres will be served by
Intelsat satellites located over the Atlantic
Ocean and the Indian Ocean, respectively.

With its headquarters in Nairobi (Kenya)
and offices scattered around the world,
often in remote locations, UNEP can now
depend on a reliable space-based system
which will particularly benefit those
countries that do not have sufficient
telecommunications resources. UNEPnet
(lnternet) can now be accessed through
the global Internet via the Mercure system

Mercure satellite dishes and facilities have
been installed in 16 countries (Kenya,
Bolivia, Cuba, Khazakstan, Nepal, Bahrain,
Mozambique, China, Thailand, Russian
Federation, Costa Rica, Niger, Vietnam,
Austria, Norway, Switzerland). Eleven other
countries have already voiced their interest
;^| |h^^+i^^
^ ^+^+i^^
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More information on the Mercure pro1ect is
available at:
http :/iwww. estec. esa. nllmercu re.

20 Years of Meteosat

Achievement
On 24 Novermber 1997, a gathering took
place of many of the scientists, engineers
and managers (right) who took Meteosat
from an idea - conceived through long
European debates and development
phases - into operation.
With the seventh Meteosat now in orbit,
they were able to look back on almost
three decades of hard work and
achievement:

-Meteosat-1
-Meteosat-2
-Meteosat 3
-Meteosat 4
-Meteosat-S
-Meteosat 6
-Meteosat 7

launched in November 1977
in June 1981
in June 1988

in March 1989
in March 1991
.1
in November 993
in September 1997

Since the launch of the first Meteosat,
20 years of imagery and derived
meteorological data have helped to
significantly improve weather forecasting
Direct benefits have been derived in the
areas of air and marine transpodation, as
well as the construction, energy, retail,
agriculture and leisure industries. Lives
have also been saved through warning
and early evacuation of populations
threatened by hurricanes or other severe
weather events.
ESA. which developed the Meteosat
programme, and EUMETSAT, which now

operates it, jointly hosted the event to
commemorate more than 20 years of
European achievement and cooperation.
A ceremony was held at EUMETSAT
Headquarters, followed by a visit to ESAs
Operations Centre, ESOC in Darmstadt,
Germany.

@esa

Mercure Governing Board meeting in Geneva
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Many of Meteosat s scientists, engineers and managers gathered to commemorate more than 20 years of European achtevement and cooperation

Departure of
Ren6 Collette

At its December 1989 meeting, the ESA
t'-nr rnnil
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of Director of Telecommunications
Ren6 Collette, Director of Application
Programmes, will be leaving the Agency at

the end of March 1998, after 34 years of
outstanding service,
Dr. Collette joined ESRO in November
1964 as a Principal Engineer in the former
Large Astronomical Satellite Division. In
June 1969 he was appointed to the post
of Head of the Systems Studies Division
and in 1970 to the post of Telecommunications Project Manager.

Programmes. During this time Artemis,

with its novel optical communications
capabilities, was developed, including a
cooperative venture with Japan, and
GNSS 1 and GNSS 2 were promoted in
the field of navigation.
ln Aprit t 99/. Dr. Collette was entrusted

with managing the new Directorate of

Annlin:tinnq Ho cnncentrated his

mOSt

recent efforts on the consolldation of the
N/ETOP Programme

With the establishment of ESA, he became
the Head of the Communications Systems
Department. In this function, he was
responsible for the development of the
Orh,trl Tocr Salo,lito /Ol S\ Fr rrnno'e first

Ren6 Collette has made a great and
lasting contribution to ESA He has always

experimental telecommunications satellite;
for the deployment of the European
Communrcation Saletlite series leased lo
EUTELSAT; and for the MARECS satellltes
leased to INN/ARSAI. He also supervised
tne development of the Olympus satelltte,

experience have been recognised by his
peers in all of the sectors for which he
was responsible
@esa
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demonstrated a profound dedication to
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its Staff. His expertise and international
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The travelling 'ESA 2000 space science
exhibition is coming to the end of its six
months' tour of Berlin, Germany. The popular
attraction has sparked public interest in the
domains of science and culture.
The exhibition was first opened on
13 August 1997 at the Forster-Sternwade
by Dr F. Jansen, ESA consultant for the
exhibition and astrophysicist at the
Astrophysical lnstitute of Potsdam (D). His
opening speech centred on ESAs space
science satellites of the past. present and
future, The exhibitlon was one of the main
highlights during the institute's SOth
anniversary celebration which peaked on
22 October with visits by Ms l. Stahmer,
Bedin Senator for Schools, Youth and Spor1.
and well-known figures from the areas of
science, culture and politics.

On 5 November the exhibition opened at
the most popular astronomical institution in
Germany, the Archenhold-Sternwarte. The
101 year old Sternwarte welcomed Prof

J, Orlner, Chairman of the Austrian Space
Agency, to give the opening speech
entitled, 'The Space Science Programme of
ESA. Additionally, the brochure 'ESA 2000'
(BR-1 18) which contains many panel
photos of Huygens, SOHO, lSO, HST and
Ulysses and their results, was introduced to
the public.
The Berlin-based exhibition will close
following the 'Lange Nacht der Museen in
Berlin' (Long night of Berlin museums) on
14 February, During the event, the city of
Berlin provides shuttles for visitors to travel
between all of its famous museums for the
entire night. The Archenhold-Sternwarte, as
paft of ESA 2000 will host an astronaut
food shop and provide telescopes for
viewing the night skies.
During its stay in Berlin, ESA 2000 will have
attracted approximately 40 000 visitors of all
age groups,
@esa
Top right: The Archenhold-Sternwarte in Beilin,

host of the ESA 2000 exhibition since
November 1997.
Centre; Celebratlng the success of ESA 2000
are (left to right): Prof. J Ortner, Chairman of
the Austrian Space Agency; E Jansen, of the
Astrophysical lnstitute of Potsdam, Prof, D,B.
Hermann, Dtrector of the ArchenholdSternw a rte an d the Zei ss- G ro B pl an etari u m
Right: Part of the ESA 2000 exhibition
(Photos couftesy of
110
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ESA Hands Over
Ariane-S Launch
Complex
On 25 November 1997 in Kourou, French
Guiana, Mr Fredrik Engstrom, ESA Director
of Launchers, Mr Michel Courtois, Deputy
Director-General of CNES and Mr JeanMarie Luton, Chairman of Arianespace,
signed a document formally handing over
Ariane launch complex ELA-3 from ESA to
Arianespace. (see photo insert)
Representing an investment of some 800
million ECU, ELA-3 is by far the largest
installation built by ESA under the Ariane-S
development programme, CNES was
responsible for its design, construction and
operation dudng cryogenic main stage
testing and the first two qualification flights,
in its capacity as prime contractor for the
development of the Ariane-S launcher and
launch facilities. Arianespace will now take
over responsibility for ELA-3 operations

including launcher integration and launch
operations, final payload preparation,
management and maintenance of facilities,
insurance, safety, and quality control, in
addition to the similar resoonsibilities it has
discharged since 1986 for the ELA-2
complex dedicated to Ariane-4.

contracts. Twelve firms (from Belgium,
France, Germany, ltaly and Spain) provide
some 250 specialists under operations
and maintenance contracts for the fluids
and mechanical systems, computerised
checkout systems, power supply and air
conditioning.

Preparations for the hand-over of ELA-3
management responsibility to Arianespace
had been under way for some years, with
the progressive integration of Arianespace
engineers and technicians into the CNES
teams to ensure that personnel training
was properly completed following
execution of the first two Ariane-S
qualification flights. Particular attention has
been paid to the industrial set-up in order
to secure a coherent and optimised
structure meeting ELA-2 and ELA-3
operations and maintenance requirements.
To that end, Arianespace is contracting
the same European companies which
have hitherto been workinq under CNES

Arianespace also draws on the Guiana
Space Centre's supporl services for
Ariane-S launch campaigns, on the same
basis as for Ariane-4 launches. These
support activities, managed by CNES on
behalf of ESA with European contractors,
include coordination of overall launch
range operations, ground and inflight
safety, tracking and telemetry stations,
meteorology, telecommunications,
operations and maintenance for payload
preparation facilities and logistical facilities.
More information on the Ariane-S qround
facilities can be found at
http://www.esa.int
@esa

Photo insert (left to right) M. Courlois, Deputy Director-General of CIVES; F. Engstrom, ESA Director of Launchers; J-M. Luton, Chairman of Arianespace
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ltraviolet Astrophysics
Beyond the IUE Final
Archive
U

Sevilla, Spain: 1 1-14 November 1997
This conference, which was co-sponsored
by ESA, NASA, PPARC, SEA and EAS,
marked the completion of the International
Ultraviolet Explorer Project (lUE) and its
Archive production phase. The conference
brought together, for the last time, the
broad astrophysical community which has,
over a period of 1B years (1978-1996),
used the IUE spacecraft efficiently and
productively (3435 refereed publications,
based on data obtained with lUE, have
appeared in the professional literature). The
conference was attended by 1 70
padicipants from 16 countries, who
discussed and highlighted the many ways
in which the results obtained with IUE have
completely revised our ideas on e.g.
comets. stellar evolution, galactic haloes,
the power sources possibly associated
with massve black holes in the nuclei of
active galaxies. and many other areas of
astrophysics. Two other important aspects
were also addressed extensively during the
conference:

-

-

112

The first was the formal presentation, by
the Project, of the IUE Final Archive
(IUEFA) together with the INES system
developed by ESA. lt combines
a more advanced extraction of the
1 10 000 spectra of lUE, for convenient
direct application of the IUE data to
scientific analysis, with a completely
redesigned access system. The INES
system, with its modernised and
distributed data retrieval, is based on
the active padicipation of the National
Hnsts /cr rrrentlv 2R\ tO allow world-wide
access to the IUE data. lt is expected to
assure the long term availability of the
invaluable IUE archival data in an
economrc way.
The second issue, which was
extensively discussed in an open forum,
was the limited number of opportunities
fnrosccn in tho nrnnrgpmes of the
major space agencies for continued
r:enahilitics
of thc tvoe whiCh had been
(
vsvsv"
' 'vv
supplied by lUE. This is not only
impodant for the clarification of the new
astrophysical problems raised by the
IUE observations, since at least some of
thAso.An hc AYnA.ted tO be
addressed through new observations
with the existing ultraviolet capabilities
nf iho f-lr rhhlo Snano Talocnnno li iq

The Mayor of Sevilla,

Mrs Soledad Becerril Bustamante (centre), together with the IUE Project

Scr'entr'sts, Willem Wamsteker (ESA, right)

of

and Yoji Kondo (NASA, left) during the official presentation

the Organising Committee in the City Hail
also very impodant to provide flexible
access to the ultraviolet domain, at
sufficient sensitivity that observing
capabilities will be available to support,
in the future, the serendipitous science
which is an essential pad of
observational astrophysics, especially in
a Universe where many dynamic
phenomena show important multiwavelength characteristics.

These concerns were addressed in the
context of a World Space Observatory,
since it was realised that the needs for
such a facility extend well beyond the
defined programmes of the major space
agencies, and the scientific requirements
to supporl such capabilities are possibly

more efficiently addressed in a broader
forum than provided by the individual
agencies. To assure that this imporlant
issue would be addressed in the future, a
working group was formed from the
padicipants, to analyse and present the
scientific justification in more detail, with all
its multi-disciplinary implications, and to
identify new ways of ensuring that the UV
domain will not be an area where
astronomers are unable to make essential
observations.
The Proceedings of the conference will be
published as ESA SP-413 (February

1998).

@esa

Director General Visits
Bavaria
On B December 1997, ESA's Director
General, Mr A. Rodotd visited the Bavarian
Government as well as the top
management of MAN Technologie. He also
attended a reception given by Mr Edmund
Stoiber, Head of the Bavarian
Government, in the Kaisersaal of the
Munich Residenz, where the ESA Council
at Ministerial Level took place in November
1991. The following day he met with
Mr Otto Wiesheu, Minister of State for
Economy, Transport and Technology and
with Mr Rudolf Rupprecht, Chairman of
the Board of MAN to discuss spacerelated

activities.

@esa

Mr Antonio Rodota (left) with Mr Edmund Stoiber
(right) Head of the Bavarian Government and
Mr Horst Rauck (centre) of MAN Technologie
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Huygens, Alive and Well

-HASI to analyse Titan's atmosphere and
weather

Tests carried out on 23 October 1997 by

ESAs Space Operations Centre (ESOC)
confirmed that ESA's Huygens probe is in
excellent condition, following its launch on
15 October aboard NASAs Cassini
spacecraft . The dual Cassini-Huygens
mission is now en route for Saturn, by way
of Venus. ln 2OO4, Huygens will plunge
into the atmosphere of Saturn's enigmatic
moon Titan

Titan

-DWE to measure wind speeds during the
descent
-GCN/S to analyse chemical compounds
on Titan
-ACP to break down aerosols for
^h^-i^^t
ut
tEt iludt

-DISR to produce images and speclra of

^^^h,^i^
ot
toryoto

-SSP to determine the nature of Titan's
surface.

"Six experiments, six green lights",
reporled Jean-Pierre Lebreton. ESA's
Huygens Project Scientist.
@esa

ESOC established connection with the
Huygens probe at 1O:09 CET using
NASAs link to Cassini. Thanks to ESOC's
new flight operations system, engineers
and scientists responsible for the mission
were quickly able to check that Huygens
is alive and well in all respects.
ESA's project management team and
representatives of the contractors who
built Huygens were able to repod that the
engineering system and subsystems are all
pedorming nominally.

The Principal Investigators from Europe
and the USA in charge of the six
instruments on Huygens were also present
for the experiment functionality test:

29 June - 10 July 1998, Strasbourg, France

Space Techniques for Environmental Risks (STER):
Land Surface Use and Urban lssues

A

European Commission DG-Xll Environment and Climate Programme Advanced Study Course, organised by the

International Space University.
This course is designed to educate young European scientists, engineers and graduate students from different backgrounds
in the use of satellite-derived information for assessing and dealing with environmental risks, especially relating to land
surface use and urban issues.

Deadline for applications: 30 April 1998

Advanced Study Course organiser:
Prof. Michael Rycroft
International Space University, Strasbourg
Central Campus, Boulevard Gonthier d'Andernach

lllkirch
France

67400

Tel. 33 (0)3 88 65 54 38
Fax. 33 (0)3 88 65 54 35
E-mail: ster@isu.isunet.edu

Internet: http://www.isunet.edu/
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With 30 years of space activities behind us, we can now look forward to the next millennium on far more solid
ground than the early pioneers At present, most space activities go from study phase to launch in about 1O
years. The near-future is therefore already accounted for. and the major options for the next 20 years are also
known But what about the decades beyond that, and how will the world change over the next 50 years?
To identify a strategic visron for European space activities in the next century

- one that will respond both to the
challenges and threats facing humanity in the future
- the ESA Council created a Long Term Space Policy
Committee (LSPC) in June 1993 The Commitee's task was to prepare a report on European space policy after
the year 2000
The LSPC chose to take a 50 year perspective in order to go beyond the mere extrapolation of current trends
while still keeping in rnrld the p'sssnl tecnnological and'rrancial const'airts, The Cor"rmittee analysed in depth
the themes that it deemed to be of importance and collected the thoughts of recognised experts in relevant
domarns,
lts work has culmrnated in this report, Rendezvous with the New
Millennlum, which was presented to the ESA Council Meeting at
N/inister al Level in Toulouse rn October The lVinisters welcomed and
endorsed the repo(: they expressed therr sat sfaction with the
perspecilves +^1,^^
^^^.^^^^+i',^^
taKen ano
nave
invited the Committee to
continue to refiect on the
long-term space policy for
Eu

rope

Avar ab e rn

Eng rsh French and Gerrnan
To order

Send a cheque or rternat ona
banker s draft (rnade payable to ESA Pub cat ons D v s on ) to
ESA PrO cat ons D v s on

ESIEC
Postbus 299

2200 AG Noo'c,.'
The Netner ards

k.

Prce. 35 Drtch gu ders (or tbe equ vaent n anotber currency)

publications

ESA Newsletters
EARTH OBSERVATION QUARTERLY
.I
NUMBERS 56/57, DECEMBER 997
EDS, T,D, GUYENNE & D DANESY
NO CHARGE
PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
VOLUME 7, NUMBER 4, DECEMBER 1997

ED M PERRY

ERS-2 Monitors Exc€otional Fire Event
in South-East Asia

NO CHARGE

ESA Brochures
DMS-R - ESA'S DATA MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM FOR THE RUSSIAN SEGMENT OF
THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
WILSON A (ED )
ESA BR-129 // 14 PAGES
PBICE: 15 DFL

Publications

ESA Special Publications
SATELLITE DATA IN HYDROLOGY EXPERIENCE WITH ERS
RAST IV & WHITELAW A. (ED. T,D, GUYENNE)
ESA SP-1 207 // 65 PAGES
PRICE: 50 DFL

INNOVATIONS FOR COMPETITIVENESS
ArzEt A & PSE|NIR K. (ED. R.A. HARBTS)
ESA SP-1 21 4 //
PRICE; 50 DFL

32 PAGES

ENVISAT MISSION: ESA ANNOUNCEMENT
OF OPPORTUNIry FOR EXPLOITATION OF
ENVISAT DATA PRODUCTS
BRUZZI S. (ED, R.A, HARRIS)
ESA SP-1217 // 20 PAGES
PRICE: 15 DFL
PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFTH SOHO
WORKSHOP. ON THE CORONA AND
SOLAR WIND NEAR MINIMUM ACTIVITY,
oslo, NoBWAY 17 - 20 JUNE 1997
KJELDSETH-IVOE O, & WILSON A. (EDS.)
ESA SP-404 // 783 PAGES
PRICE: 150 DFL

esa-

esa-

tlpesa

Satellite Data in Hydrology
Experience with ERS
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD ERS
SYMPOSIUM ON SPACE AT THE SERVICE

esa

OF OUR ENVIRONMENT, FLORENCE, ITALY
14 - 21 MARCH 1997
(EDS )
GUYENNE TD. & DANESY
ESA SP-414
1950 PAGES (3 VOLS )

D

//

PRICE: 200 DFL

PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST ISO
WORKSHOP ON ANALYTICAL
SPECTROSCOPY MADRID, SPAIN,
6 - 8 oCTOBER 1997
HERAS A ET AL (EDS )
ESA SP-419 // 329 PAGES
PBICE: BO DFL
64 lnmremmt
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ECSS SPACE PRODUCTASSURANCE SNEAK ANALYSIS, PART 2: CLUE LIST
(ocToBER 1997)
EUROPEAN COOPERATION FOR SPACE
STANDARDIZATION WORKING GROUP
ESA FCSS-Q-40-O4A PART 2 // 104 PAGES
PRICE: 50 DFL

ECSS SPACE PRODUCTASSURANCE FAULT-TREE ANALYSIS : ADOPTION
NOTTCE ECSS/|EC 61 025 (OCTOBER 1997)
EUROPEAN COOPERATION FOR SPACE
STANDABDIZATION WORKING GROUP
ESA ECSS-Q-4)-124 // 9 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ALPBACH

SUMMER SCHOOL 1997, ON
FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS IN SPACE,
ALPBACH. AUSTRIA. 22 - 31 JULY 1997
wrLSoN A. (ED )
ESA SP 42A
312 PAGES

//

PRICE: 80 DFL

ESA History Reports
SPACELAB IN CONTEXT

STBESTAL (ED
ESA HS,q 21 //
PRICE: 50 DFL

RA

HARRIS)
1OB PAGES

ESA Contractor Reports
VLSI DESIGN TOOLS MODULE
GENERATION FOR ANALOGUE SILICON
COMPILATION, PHASE 2 FINAL REPORT
AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (MARCH 1997)
K U LEUVEN. BELGIUM

-

ESA CR(X)-41A0
PBICE: 35 DFL

NONCONFORMANCE CONTROL SYSTEM

(ocToBER 1997)
EUROPEAN COOPEFATION FOB SPACE
STANDARDIZATION WORKING GROUP
ESA ECSS-Q-20-O9A // 36 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

ECSS SPACE PRODUCTASSURANCE SNEAK ANALYSIS, PART 1: METHOD AND
PROCEDURE (OCTOBER 1 997)
EUROPEAN COOPEBATION FOR SPACE
STANDARDIZATION WORKING GROUP
ESA ECSS-O-4A-O4A PART 1 // 52 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

35

- FINAL

DFL

DBCA-II - DOCKING BERTHING CONTROL
ANALYSIS, EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (MARCH
1

ECSS SPACE PBODUCT ASSURANCE -

PAGES

TETHER DYNAMICS SOFTWARE
REPORT (APR|L 1997)
DASA RI, GERMANY
ESACR(P) 4101 // 29 PAGES
PBICE:

ESA Procedures, Standards &
Specifications

// 27

997)

DAIMLEB-BENZ AEFOSPACE, GERMANY
ESA CR(P)-4102 // s4 PAGES
PRICE:

35

DFL

STUDY ON GENEBIC MISSION PLANNING
FACILITIES FOR OPERATIONS
FINAL
REPORT (JANUARY 1997)
MATFA MARCONI SPACE, UK

-

ESA CR(P)-4103
PRICE: 50 DFL

// 73

PAGES

publications

SHAPED CHARGES FOR HYPERVELOCITY
IMPACT TESTING - FINAL REPORT
(JANUARY 1997)
BATELLE, SWITZERLAND
ESA CR(P) 4104 // 95 PAGFS
PRICE: 50 DFL

STUDY AND MEASUREMENT OF THE
DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SEA WATER
- FINAL REPORT (DECEMBER 1996)
CETP FRANCE
ESA CR(P) 4105 // 145 PAGES
PRICE:

70

DFL

NEAR-COMET ORBIT PLANNING AND
NAVIGATION TOOL - FINAL REPORT
(JANUARY 1997)

GMV SPAIN
ESA CR(P)-4106
PRICE: 1OO DFL

// 421

PAGES

SEBA: DEFINITION STUDY OF A SPACE
EXPOSURE BIOLOGY ASSEMBLY EXECUTTVE SUMMARY (MAY 1996)
KAYSER-THREDE GIVBH. GERMANY
ESA CR(P)-4111 // 56 PAGES
PRICE: 50 DFL

CONCEPT STUDY OF A FORESTBY
OBSERVING SYSTEM - EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY (DECEMBER 1 996)
INSA, SPAIN
ESA CR(P) 4112
PRICE: 35 DFL

// 38 PAGES

ERS SAR INTERFEROMETRY FOR LAND
APPLICATIONS - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
AND FINAL REPORT (FEBRUARY 1 997)
GAIVN/A AG. SWITZERLAND
ESA CR(P)-41 13 // 18 AND 86 PAGES
(2 VOLS )

PRICE: 35 AND 50 DFt
INSTRUMENTS MISSION ANALYSIS TOOL
- FINAL REPORT (DECEMBER 1996)

GMV SPAIN
ESA CR(P)-41A7
PRICE: 70 DFL

//

1A4 PAGES

STUDY ON CRITICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
A CLOUD PROFILING RADAR - FINAL
REPORT (MAY 1997)
GKSS RESEACH CENTRE, GERN/ANY
ESA CR(P) 4108 // 203 ,69 AND 116 PAGES
(s voLS )

PRICE: 2OO DFL

STUDY ON ADVANCED ALGORITHM
TECHNTQUES (SCANSAR ALGORTTHMS) FTNAL REPORT (APR|L 1997)
CSL, BELGIUNI
ESA CR(P) 41 14 // 84 PAGES
PBICE: 50 DFL

DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM FOR LARGE
APPENDAGES - FINAL REPORT (MARCH
1

997)

ORS, AUSTRIA
ESA-CR(X)-4l 15

//

1s9 PAGES

PRICE: 70 DFL

DEVELOPMENT OF A 155 MBIT/S SDH
SATELLITE MODEM - FINAL REPORT
(APRTL 1996)
NEWTEC CY BELGIUN/
ESA CR(P)-4109 // 19 PAGES
PRICE: 35 DFL

BI-PROPELLANT ENGINE
IMPROVEMENT PBOGRAMME - FINAL
REPORT (SEPTEMBER 1 997)
DAIMLER-BENZ AEROSPACE, GERMANY
ESA CR(X)-4116 // 45 PAGES

4OO N

Spoce Product
Assuronce
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PRICE: 35 DFL

MATERIALS FOR PLANETARY ENTRY EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (1 997)

SEP FRANCE
ESA CR(P)-41 1A
PRICE: 35 DFL

//

17 PAGES
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EVALUATION OF MAS31 750 CHIP FAMILY /
MA 31 750 MICROPROCESSOR
DEVELOPMENT - FINAL REPORT (MARCH
1 997)
DAIMLER-BENZ AEROSPACE. GEFIVANY
ESA CR(P)-41 17
PRICE: 35 DFL

// 35 PAGES

DIAGNOSIS OF MOTION SYSTEM,
DIAGNOSTIC TEST BED - EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY (SEPTEMBER 1 994)
TECNOSPMIO, SPAIN
ESA CR(P)-41 1B
PRICE: 35 DFL

// 44 PAGES

SAFEW ASPECTS OF SPACECRAFT
COMMANDING, PHASE II . FINAL REPORT
(MAY 1997)
DATASPMIO, ITALY
ESA CR(P)-4119 // 65 PAGES
PRICE: 50 DFL

ADVANCED CREW TERMINAL
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